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FOREWORD

Minister for Higher Education and Science

Sofie Carsten Nielsen
It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the EuroScience Open Forum 2014 in Copenhagen. For me, ESOF is an important platform where everyone – scientists, policy makers,
entrepreneurs, journalists and citizens – can create, exchange and promote new ideas.
ESOF is today the most important interdisciplinary science conference in Europe and is
key to furthering global collaboration, innovation and partnerships.
Denmark takes a particular interest in the internationalisation of its research, innovation and education activities. The Danish government is determined to turn Denmark into
one of the world’s leading innovation economies. We recognise how important it is for a
small country like Denmark to be open towards the world. Only by collaboration and internationalisation will we be able to create and attract the jobs and talents of tomorrow.
Networking with international colleagues and exchanging ideas is part of this strategy.
I am sure ESOF2014 will provide a great platform where the public can engage in science
and innovation to learn about new and exciting societal developments.
Denmark has a strong tradition of promoting science and innovation. According to the
latest Innovation Union Scoreboard, Denmark is ranked as the second most innovative
economy in Europe. One of the explanations for Denmark’s success is our firm commitment to ensuring that our companies invest in research and development. Our most recent records show that private investments in R&D account for two per cent of the Danish
gross domestic product (GDP), while public sector investments account for one per cent.
Investing in science and innovation is crucial as it will contribute to finding solutions to the
global societal challenges and improving quality of life.
I hope you will benefit from and take advantage of the various opportunities to connect
with the many incredibly talented researchers, journalists, innovators and citizens during
this exciting science week.
Together, let us all make ESOF2014 a vibrant platform that will boost the link between science and society.
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1.1 WELCOME

Professor

Klaus Bock
ESOF2014 Champion,
Member of Scientific Council, European Research Council

Dear Participant,
The time has finally come to welcome you to EuroScience Open Forum 2014 in Copenhagen.
Preparations for ESOF2014 in Denmark began almost four years ago, and we have worked
hard to offer an excellent programme and inspiring atmosphere to highlight the most outstanding science.
The theme of ESOF2014 is Science Building Bridges. This motto was chosen to illustrate our
vision of raising public awareness of science and to strengthen the effective ‘bridges’
between science and society that are synonymous with EuroScience Open Forum. Denmark is known for its many bridges, which emphasise the need to be connected, and also
signal the importance of two-way communication.
ESOF2014 is designed to bring people closer together, supporting a spirit of collaboration
and joint efforts across scientific domains, fields, institutions and geographies. ESOF2014
is a place where you will meet leading scientists, young researchers, students, entrepreneurs, policy makers, journalists and the general public. Ranging from the ambitious
Science in the City Festival to the Picnic with the Prof., ESOF is about creating engagement
and collaboration.
In this way, ESOF2014 honours the exceptional legacy of previous ESOF editions by promoting dialogue as well as stimulating and inspiring public interest, excitement and debate about science and innovation.
Let me take this opportunity to thank the many colleagues, sponsors, partners and staff
that have made this ESOF edition possible. Without the many excellent scientists and
experts serving on the organising committees, the event would not have been the same.
I wish you all an inspiring and adventurous ESOF2014.
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1.1 WELCOME

Professor

Gunnar Öquist
ESOF2014 Programme Committee Chair
Umeå University

On behalf of the ESOF2014 Programme Committee, it is my pleasure to welcome you to a
great celebration of science.
We have put together a strong scientific programme of the highest quality that addresses cross-cutting issues, ground-breaking research and outlines future challenges for society and policy makers. It has been my ambition as Chair of the Programme Committee
to deliver a scientific agenda where everyone can take part and debate the future of
society. In correspondence with the cross-disciplinary spirit of ESOF fora, the ESOF2014
Programme is structured according to eight themes that include grand challenges and
cut across disciplines to involve scientists, policymakers, media and industry in a lively
dialogue.
Science knows no boundaries. In many areas of research, the trend is toward catalysing
collaborative efforts that bring together researchers with diverse scientific backgrounds
to address puzzling questions and clarify potential solutions to complex scientific problems at the borderline between disciplines. The same is true for a successful conference.
We invite our participants to think outside the box and take an active part in the debates.
It is through this dialogue that we want to strengthen the ties between science and society. ESOF is today one of the most important European platforms for creating a space for
scientists to disseminate their thoughts and ideas to a wider audience.
I hope the programme will inspire and encourage coming generations to engage with
science.
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1.2 EUROSCIENCE AND ESOF

EuroScience
EuroScience is the European grassroots organisation of scientists and all those taking an
interest in science. It is the voice of European researchers, across disciplines and countries; promoting dialogue with researchers worldwide. Its objectives are:
• engaging with policymakers, business and society to create a stronger Europe
through science;
• convening partnerships to work on careers, rights and responsibilities of scientists and
key issues of science policy;
• promoting transparency of, and providing information on European STI policies;
• advancing science for the pursuit of knowledge, prosperity and global development,
and for addressing transdisciplinary global challenges.

EuroScience represents scientists of all disciplines (natural sciences, mathematics and
computer science, medical sciences, natural, medical and engineering sciences, and
social sciences, humanities and the arts), institutions of the public sector, universities, research institutes as well as the business and industry sector. The organisation
is open to research professionals, science administrators, policymakers, teachers, PhD
candidates, engineers, industrialists and generally to any citizen interested in science
and technology and its links with society.

About ESOF
For too long Europe was lacking an independent arena for open dialogue on the role of
all the sciences, including the humanities, in society. We have it now with the EuroScience
Open Forum (ESOF). The initiative was taken in 1998 by the researchers themselves: ESOF
was brought to life by EuroScience.
The biennial EUROSCIENCE OPEN FORUM is the only European meeting across all fields of
science where scientists, science teachers, media, policy makers, industry and the public
can debate, influence and be informed about current and future developments in science
and technology, their impact on society, and policy issues. Thus ESOF aims to:
• present cutting-edge scientific and technological developments in all scientific areas from
natural sciences to the social sciences and the humanities;
• stimulate the European public engagement with science and technology;
• foster a European dialogue on science and technology, society and policy by offering a
platform for cross-disciplinary interaction and communication between the public,
politicians, policy makers, industry, the media and scientists;
• provide a valuable resource, including careers advice, for young scientists.
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1.2 EUROSCIENCE AND ESOF

ESOF underscores Europe’s diversity
and common goals
ESOF highlights the richness that Europe’s diversity represents but also the common
goals all stakeholders share:
• the local, regional and national flavour mix with a European orientation;
• through the Science in the City Programme ESOF reaches out to the general public;
• next to the main Science Programme, the Career Programme, the Science to Business
Programme and the Science Policy Programme illustrate the wider goals of ESOF
• ESOF is a major instrument of EuroScience for realising the goal of a European scientific community across countries, disciplines and the public-private divide, an evolution punctuated
by successive ESOFs.

ESOF is held every other year, turning major scientific cities of Europe into the European
City of Science, culminating in the ESOF conference. The starting point of ESOF’s European
journey was Stockholm, in 2004, followed by Münich in 2006, Barcelona in 2008, Torino in
2010, Dublin in 2012 and now Copenhagen in 2014.

Continuity for ESOF: Strasbourg Office
The EuroScience Office in Strasbourg ensures continuity from one ESOF event to the
next. Five European Foundations made this possible initially: Compagnia di San Paolo,
Fondazione Cariplo, Riksbankens Jubileumsfond, Robert Bosch Stiftung GmbH and
Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft. Johnson&Johnson, an early supporter
of ESOF, now also helps providing continuity. More partnerships are being built among
European scientific organisations, companies, media and politicians.
The EuroScience Office supports the Local Organisation each host city creates, as well
as the key international committees that, together with the Local Organisation, are
responsible for putting together the programme, the marketing and media strategy and
the overall supervision.
For more information about ESOF, including past and future ESOF editions, please contact
us at esof@euroscience.org or check out our website www.esof.eu.
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1.2 EUROSCIENCE AND ESOF

ESOF Nature Travel Grants
Thanks to travel grants from Nature, journalists from all over the world will come to
ESOF2014 to report on the conference and its sessions.
Due to its success, the Nature Travel Grant scheme that was launched during ESOF2012
will run again during ESOF2014. 15 journalists with a solid background in reporting science
will attend. The Nature Travel grantees are offered free registration and a grant to help
them cover their travel costs to Copenhagen and their accommodation costs during the
event.
The grantees will have access to all the programmes proposed and will enjoy the many
opportunities the conference has to offer.
The EuroScience Office is very thankful to Nature for their support in this project.
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1.2 EUROSCIENCE AND ESOF

Professor

Lauritz Holm-Nielsen
President of EuroScience,
Aarhus University

The 6th EuroScience Open Forum has found a home in Copenhagen, 10 years after the
first one was organised in Stockholm. Around a solid core, ESOF is never the same. Every
city and country adds in the first place their particular flavor, and secondly special ways
of setting up programme tracks or introducing particular perspectives. So now you will
taste ESOF the Copenhagen and the Danish way. Our meetings and discussions and interactions between scientists, politicians, business people, media specialists or students
will be European and global. Five grassroots science organisations from Brazil, China,
Europe, India and the US (SBPC, CAST, EuroScience, ISCA and AAAS) have decided to pay
attention to science-based policy at all their conferences at ESOF2014: you will find a major session with global participation.
I express my deep appreciation to the Danish team and all those in the various ESOF
committees and the EuroScience office for having prepared what looks again to be a
memorable ESOF.
I am very grateful that we now have several partners to support ESOF and EuroScience for
longer periods: the Robert Bosch Stiftung, Fondazione Cariplo, Compagnia di San Paolo,
the Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft, Johnson&Johnson and not in the least
the European Commission.
Enjoy it and go back home packed with new ideas, richer perspectives and new friends
and colleagues.

Lauritz Holm-Nielsen
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1.3 ESOF2O16

Professor

Professor

Dame Nancy Rothwell

Luke Georghiou

Champion ESOF2016

Vice-Champion ESOF2016

It is our pleasure and privilege to announce Manchester as the next host of the EuroScience Open Forum in 2016. Hosting will be through a partnership between the City of Manchester and the University of Manchester.
Our theme is “Science as revolution - from cottonopolis to graphene”. We will focus on
the ways in which science and technology constantly challenge the ways we think and
act and how they transform our lives. Drawing upon the scientific heritage of Manchester,
ESOF2016 will coincide with the 250th anniversary of the birth of John Dalton, pioneer of
atomic theory, and reflect the generations through Rutherford and Turing to the present
day Graphene Nobel prize winners. The Forum will promote breakthrough science and the
conditions needed to foster it.
In the City of revolution, audiences will hear about present and future path-breaking science and its implications for society and the economy. The United Kingdom is known not
only for the excellence of its science and innovation, but also for its openness to collaboration in Europe and around the world.
At the same time we will address societal grand challenges and the pressing need for an
agenda of responsible innovation which brings the involvement of citizens and especially
of young people in the region, nation and across Europe.
By featuring the most exciting and cutting edge aspects of science we will seek to engage
and excite a wide public audience and work with the media to take it to a global audience.
We will build upon the inspiring legacy of past ESOF meetings and the exciting programme
offered in Copenhagen. Here too we celebrate a common European heritage through the
career of the great Danish scientist Neils Bohr who did a significant part of his research
in Manchester.
Manchester remains a constantly evolving city, exciting to visit for many reasons. We
look forward to offering you our hospitality for what we will strive to make a truly memorable event.

Dame Nancy Rothwel
Luke Georghiou
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1.4 SUPPORTING FOUNDATIONS

Supporting Foundations
In 2009 EuroScience and five important European Foundations concluded an agreement to
contribute to a more stable and continuous organisation of the biennial conference “EuroScience Open Forum” (ESOF). The Robert Bosch Stiftung, Fondazione Cariplo, Compagnia
di San Paolo, Riksbankens Jubileumsfond and the Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft have been and are crucial partners for EuroScience in providing a broad base
of support for ESOF. Their representatives in the ESOF Supervisory Board have been of
considerable value in establishing strategic guidelines for the development of ESOF, and
the selection of the host cities for ESOF. EuroScience is deeply grateful to them.
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1.5 ESOF2014 COMMITTEES
1.5.1 Steering Committee
Klaus Bock

Lauritz Holm-Nielsen

Maria Cristina Pedicchio

Chair and Champion for ESOF2014
Member of European Research
Council
Vice-Chair of the Danish National
Advanced Technology Foundation
Denmark

President of EuroScience
Aarhus University
Denmark

President
OGS National Institute of
Oceanography and
Experimental Geophysics
Italy

Peter Tindemans
Vice Chair
Secretary General
EuroScience
France

Enric Banda
Director Area of Science, Research
and Environment
“la Caixa” Foundation
Spain

Liselotte Højgaard
Professor
University of Copenhagen
Chairman of the Danish National
Research Foundation
Denmark

Connie Simonsen

Professor
University of Latvia
Latvia

Director
Aarhus University School of
Engineering
Denmark

Henrik Pedersen

Gail Cardew
Director of Science and Education
The Royal Institution in London
UK

Hans Müller Pedersen

Professor
Trinity College Dublin
Ireland
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President
Interuniversity Centre Agorà Scienza
Italy

Zaneta Ozolina

Dean
University of Southern Denmark
Denmark

Patrick Cunningham

Enrico Predazzi

Director General
Danish Agency for Science,
Technology and Innovation
Denmark

Carl-Johan Sundberg
Professor, Coordinator Science &
Society at the President’s office
Karolinska Institute
Sweden

Ingrid Wünning Tschol
Senior Vice President and Head of
Health and Science
Robert Bosch Stiftung
Germany

1.5 ESOF2014 COMMITTEES
1.5.2 Programme Committee
Gunnar Öquist

Flemming Besenbacher

Indrikis Muiznieks

Chair
Professor Emeritus in Plant
Physiology
Umeå University
Sweden

Chairman and Professor
Carlsberg Foundation, Carlsberg A/S
and University of Aarhus
Denmark

Pro-Rector for Research
University of Latvia/Latvian
Science Council
Latvia

Maria Eduarda Gonçalves

Helga Nowotny

Professor
University of Lisbon
Portugal

Former President and Professor
Emeritus
ERC and ETH Zurich
Austria

Richard Hudson
Vice Chair
CEO and Editor
Science|Business
Belgium

Christine Heller del Riego
Alison Abbott
Senior Correspondent
Nature
Germany

Elke Anklam
Director
Institute for Reference Materials
and Measurements
European Commission’s Joint
Research Centre
Belgium

ESOF2014 Programme Manager
Danish Agency for Science,
Technology and Innovation
Denmark

Eulalia Pérez Sédeño

Alaa I. Ibrahim

Albert H. Teich

Assistant Professor
American University
Egypt

Research Professor
George Washington University
USA

Research Professor
CSIC, Department of Science,
Technology and Society
Spain

Éva Kondorosi
Research Professor and Research
Director
BAYGEN Institute and Plant Science
Institute of CNRS
Hungary/France

1.5.3 International Media and Marketing Committee
Lars Bernhard Jørgensen

Markus Becker

Jens Degett

Chair
CEO
Wonderful Copenhagen
Denmark

Science Editor
Der Spiegel Online
Germany

President
Danish Science Journalists
Denmark

Clive Cookson

Ruth Francis

Scientific Editor
Financial Times
UK

Head of Communication
Springer
UK

Aidan Gilligan
Vice Chair
CEO
SciCom
Belgium
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1.5 ESOF2014 COMMITTEES

Lone Frank

Vibeke Hjortlund

Istvan Palugyai

Journalist
Weekendavisen
Denmark

CEO
Videnskab.dk
Denmark

Science Editor
Népszabadság
Hungary

Patrice Goldberg

Seema Kumar

Magdalena Ruiz de Elvira

Head of science
Radio Télévision Belge Francophone
Belgium

Vice President, Enterprise Innovation
and Global Health Communication
Johnson&Johnson
USA

Science Editor
El País
Spain

Alice Henchley
Head of Press
Nature
UK

Dominique Leglu
Editor-in-chief
Sciences et Avenir
France

1.5.4 Career Committee
Christine Heller del Riego

Lars Halsboe

Rubina Raja

Chair ESOF2014 Career Committee
Danish Agency for Science,
Technology and Innovation
Denmark

Senior HR Manager
LEGO Group
Denmark

Professor, ARTS, Aarhus University
Chairman, Danish Young Academy
Denmark

Pauline Mattsson

Isabella Susa

Euroscience, Vice President
Researcher Unit of Bioentrepreneurship
Karolinska Institute
Sweden

Scientific coordinator
Interuniversity Centre Agorà Scienza
Italy

Luc Van Dyck
EuroScience
France
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1.5 ESOF2014 COMMITTEES
1.5.5 Local Organising Committee
Klaus Bock

Mogens Hørder

Marie-Louise Nosch

Chair and Champion for ESOF2014
Member of European Research
Council
Vice-Chair of the Danish National
Advanced Technology Foundation

Professor
University of Southern Denmark

Professor
University of Copenhagen

Alan Irwin

Henrik Oxvig

Dean
Copenhagen Business School

Head of research
The Royal Danish Academy of Fine
Arts,
Schools of Architecture, Design and
Conservation

Lone Dirckinck-Holmfeld
Dean
Aalborg University

Søren Isaksen
Group Executive Director, CTO
NKT Holding

Stina Vrang Elias
Managing Director
Danish Business Research Academy
(DEA)

Anne-Marie Engel
Director of Research
Lundbeck Foundation

Allan Flyvbjerg
Dean
Aarhus University

Anna Haldrup

John Finnich Pedersen
Jesper Buch Jakobsen
Senior Adviser
City of Copenhagen

Jakob Ruggaard
Kristian Johnsen

Charlotte Rønhof
Lars Bernhard Jørgensen

Director of Research and Education
Confederation of Danish Industri

Managing Director
Wonderful Copenhagen

Anne-Marie Skov
Louise Kjær

Kirsten Hastrup

Lia Leffland

President
Royal Danish Academy of Sciences

Managing Director
Danish Academy of Technical
Sciences

Vice Director
Experimentarium

President
Council of Danish Students

Head of Department
Capital Region of Denmark

Deputy Director of Research &
Innovation
Copenhagen University

Kim Gladstone Herlev

Communications director
Siemens

Head of a secretariat
EU Interreg ØKS

Vice President,
Group Communications
Carlsberg Group

Sten Tiedemann
Rector
Danish University Extension

Henrik Wegener
Ragnar Heldt Nielsen

Provost
Technical University of Denmark

Director
GTS - Advanced Technology Group
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1.6 ESOF2014 SECRETARIAT
Project management

Programme

Science in the City

Kim Brinckmann

Christine Heller del Riego

Mette Seneca Jensen

Head of Division
Phone: +45 7231 8240
Email: kibr@fi.dk

Programme Manager
Phone: +45 7231 8339
Mobile: +45 9133 7909
Email: chhr@fi.dk

Science in the City Manager
Phone: +45 7231 8213
Mobile: +45 4115 1224
Email: msje@fi.dk

Louise Sevel Lundstrøm

Kathrine Saxild

Project Officer
Mobile: +45 9133 7914
Email: lsl@fi.dk

Project Officer
Mobile: +45 9133 7925
Email: ksx@fi.dk

Louise Lykkehøj
Martinussen

Brian Martin Rasmussen

Stina Nordsborg
Manager, Head of
Secretariat
Phone: +45 7231 8244
Mobile: +45 2248 7943
Email: sno@fi.dk

David Budtz Pedersen
Adviser
Phone: +45 3544 6200
Mobile: +45 3029 2974
Email: dbp@fi.dk

Rikke Vium Madsen
Project Officer
Phone: +45 7231 8211
Mobile: +45 9133 7913
Email: rvm@fi.dk

Simon Iversen
Logistics Manager
Phone: +45 9133 7912
Mobile: +45 6021 0808
Email: sii@fi.dk

Project Officer
Mobile: +45 9133 7943
Email: llm@fi.dk

Press Officer
Mobile: +45 2212 0240
Email: brianmartinrasmussen@gmail.
com

Media and marketing

Student workers

Thomas Trøst Hansen

Nadja Loran

Marketing and
Communication Manager
Phone: +45 7231 8395
Mobile: +45 9133 7911
Or: +45 2532 5172
Email: tth@fi.dk

Student Assistant
Mobile: +45 9133 7924
Email: nal@fi.dk

Josefine Loa Bothe

Peter Krause

Student Assistant
Mobile: +45 9133 7916
Email: jlb@fi.dk

Press Officer
Mobile: +45 9133 7915
Email: pkr@fi.dk

Kristina Linde Hansen
Student Assistant
Email: Klh@fi.dk

Thomas Olsen
Social Media Manager
Phone: +45 9133 7948
Email: thol@fi.dk

Anne Lise
Krarup-Christensen
Communication and
Management Officer
Phone: +45 7231 8239
Mobile: +45 9133 7910
Email: alkc@fi.dk
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Rosa Thrysøe
Student Assistant
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Email: rot@fi.dk
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2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Saturday, June 21
Career Session

Career Session

Plenary Lecture

13:00-14:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

14:30-17:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

17:30-19:00
Plenary Hall, TAP1

What’s up with peer review?

Think global, act local: how to
engage and empower your
scientific community

The ERC and beyond: impact
on career paths

Page 104

Vaira Vike-Freiberga
President (1999-2007) of the Republic
of Latvia

Page 103

Career Session
13:00-14:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Life after a PhD: how
professional career advisors
support researchers in Europe
Page 103

Career Session
16:00-17:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Funding opportunities in
Europe for creative minds
from all over the world

Jean-Pierre Bourguignon
President European Research Council
Chair: Jens Degett, EuroScience
Page 36

Page 104

Career Session
14:30-15:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

What environment is required
to fulfil the role of a scientist?
Page 103

Award Ceremony
17:30-19:00
Plenary Hall, TAP1

European Young Researcher
Award (EYRA) Ceremony
Page 158

Sunday, June 22
Career Session

Career Session

Career Session

09:00-10:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

10:30-11:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

10:30-11:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Excellence in European
doctoral education – a
collaborative approach
between universities

Training Europe’s future

New concepts of mobility to
foster career development
and gender balance in Europe
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Career Session
09:00-10:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Life after a PhD: how professional career advisors support researchers in Europe (II)
Page 105
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Career Session
10:30-13:15
Ragnarok Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Dialogue with Professional
career advisors
Page 106

Page 106

Career Session
12:00-13:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Dual career services and early
career researchers
Page 107

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Career Session
12:00-13:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Enhancing researchers’ transferable skills and employability
Page 107

Career Session
13:30-14:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

To be or not to be too many
PhDs: What is a PhD for?

ESOF2014 Opening
Ceremony
15:15-17:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1
Her Majesty the Queen

Career Session

Rolf-Dieter Heuer
Director General of CERN

Page 108

Presidents’ dinner
By invitation only
Page 155

Sofie Carsten Nielsen
Danish Minister for Higher Education
and Science
Fabiola Gianotti
CERN

Researchers’ careers in Europe: looking for Ariadne’s
thread

18:30-22:00
Copenhagen City Hall

José Manuel Barroso
President of the European
Commission
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13:30-14:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Social Event

Lauritz Holm-Nielsen
President of EuroScience
Klaus Bock
ESOF2014 Champion
Chair: Dominique Leglu, Sciences et
Avenir
Page 137 and 155

Monday, June 23
Keynote Lecture

Science Session

Science Session

09:00-10:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

09:00-10:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

09:00-10:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Optical deconstruction of
fully-assembled biological
systems

Robotics for next-generation
ocean science

Everything you wanted to
know about cancer but were
too afraid to ask…

Page 50

Karl Deisseroth, Brain Prize Winner
2013, Stanford University

Page 57

Science Policy Session
Chair: Albert Gjedde,
Grete Lundbeck Foundation
Page 40

Science Session
09:00-10:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

09:00-10:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Women in science: mind the
gap!
Page 88

Science Session
09:00-10:15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

European Student
Parliaments: an effective informal learning format?
Page 62

What the Higgs do we do
now?
Page 67

Page 25

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Science to Business Session

Hot Science Session

Science to Business Session

09:00-10:15
Malting Hall

10:30-11:45
Malting Hall

12:00-13:15
Malting Hall

Health Science 2020: how
health diplomacy drives
business and innovation

Hot Science

A match made for success: developing innovation
through academia and industry links

Page 86

Page 96

Keynote Lecture
Science Session

12:00-13:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

10:30-11:45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Fact based world view

Urbanisation, megacities and
infrastructure
Page 83

Hans Rosling, Professor of International Health, Karolinska Institute
Chair: Ingrid Wünning Tschol, Robert
Bosch Stiftung GmbH
Page 40

Page 96

Science Session
13:30-14:45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

The Arctic: endangered habitat or opportunity for exploitation?
Page 51

Science Session
10:30-11:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Neuroenhancement: a true
unfolding of man
Page 72

Science Policy Session

Science Session

12:00-13:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

13:30-14:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Academic leadership: what
does it take?

Environmental change: how
do economies, societies and
individuals react?

Page 88

Science Session
10:30-11:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

How our planet became
habitable
Page 51

Page 47

Science Session
12:00-13:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Cultural treasures hidden in
the North Atlantic
Page 47

Science Session
10:30-11:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

The power, limitations and
future of genetic profiling and
cancer prevention
Page 57

10:30-11:45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

The anatomy of synthetic
biology
Page 47

13:30-14:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Democracy in the digital age:
computational aspects of voting systems
Page 77

Science Session
12:00-13:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Fiscal austerity and growth:
what does science say?
Page 75

Science Session

Science Session

Science Session
12:00-13:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

All trials registered, all results
reported
Page 58

Science Session
13:30-14:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Personalised medicine: patient involvement, engagement and empowerment
Page 58

Science Session
13:30-14:45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

The billion-dollar big brain
projects: where are we going
with our brains?
Page 72
Page 26

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Science to Business Session

Science Session

Science Session

13:30-14:45
Malting Hall

15:00-16:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

16:30-17:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Big data, big deal:
big problem?

Smart pills and moral machines

What is life? Revisited

Page 96

Page 73

Keynote Lecture

Science to Business Session

15:00-16:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

15:00-16:15
Malting Hall

Controlling single photons in
a box: a long scientific adventure

I owe my business to my frustration as a scientist

Serge Haroche, Professor and
Chair in Quantum Physics, Collège de
France
Chair: Anders Sønderberg Sørensen,
Niels Bohr Institute
Page 42

Page 73

Science Policy Session
16:30-17:45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

New trends in international
science policy
Page 88

Page 97

Science to Business Session
Science Session
16:30-17:45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Mining the Moon

16:30-17:45
Malting Hall

How do big companies get
new ideas?
Page 97

Page 52

Science Session
15:00-16:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Networks at the edge of the
world
Page 48

Science Session
15:00-16:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Mapping social science and
humanities
Page 63

Science Session
15:00-16:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Genetic privacy in the genomic era: a reality check?
Page 68

Science Session
16:30-17:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

The role of education in promoting social justice

Plenary Lecture
18:00-19:00
Plenary Hall, TAP1

Kavli Prize Laureate Lecture Using fixed circuits to
generate flexible behaviors

Page 63

Cori Bargmann, Torsten N. Wiesel
Professor, Rockefeller University

Science Session

Chair: Nils Chr. Stenseth, Norwegian
Academy of Science and Letters
Page 38

16:30-17:45
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls

Is the International Criminal
Court a good idea?
Page 77

Special Event
19:00-20:30
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Science Session
16:30-17:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

New large-scale research
infrastructures: how they will
revolutionise our understanding of matter
Page 68

Nordic research collaboration - what is it and how does
it work?
NordForsk
Page 160

Social Event
20:00-01:00
Vega

ESOF Party
Page 155

Page 27

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Tuesday, June 24
Keynote Lecture

Science Session

Science Session

09:00-10:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

09:00-10:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

10:30-11:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Science 2.0: how Europe can
lead the next scientific
revolution

Shared early-life origin of
common immune disorders

Safe operating space for
humanity within planetary
boundaries

Máire Geoghegan-Quinn, European
Commissioner for Research,
Innovation and Science
Chair: Sofie Carsten Nielsen, Danish
Minister for Higher Education and
Science
Page 42

Page 58

Page 53

Hot Science Session
09:00-10:15
Malting Hall

Hot Science
Page 86

Science Session
10:30-11:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Antibiotic resistance: a ticking
time bomb!
Page 59

Science Session

Science Session

09:00-10:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

10:30-13:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Detectives of the microcosm

Decoding the origin, fabric,
and fate of life and the Universe

Page 73

Page 68

Science Session
09:00-10:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

MOOCs: a disruptive innovation for scientific and technical education in Europe?
Page 63

09:00-10:15
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls

Accelerating green technology
Page 48

Science Session
09:00-10:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Natural disasters: can we
learn from the past?
Page 52

Page 28

10:30-11:45
Malting Hall

Unconventional science innovators
Page 97

Science Session
10:30-11:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Computing - a 21st Century
literacy
Page 65

Science Session

Science to Business Session

Science Session
10:30-11:45
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls

Raw materials supply: a bottleneck in the transition to a
low carbon energy system
Page 49

Keynote Lecture
12:00-13:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

A bio-based society: the vision and how we get there
Peder Holk Nielsen, President and
CEO, Novozymes
Discussant: Julian Kinderlerer,
University of Cape Town
Chair: Richard Hudson,
Science|Business
Page 43

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Science Session

Science Session

Science Session

12:00-13:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

13:30-14:45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

15:00-16:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Geoengineering: challenges
and global impacts

From pathogens to pandemics: can we handle the risk?

Page 49

Page 59

The danger of new infections:
what can be done to reduce
the risks
Page 60

Science Session

Science Session

Science Session

12:00-13:15
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls

13:30-14:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

15:00-16:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Engineering for children: a
new way of teaching science

Natural resource management and resilience: human
behaviour, decision making
and adaptive capacity

What do satellites tell us
about our cities?

Page 65

Page 83

Page 53

Science Session
12:00-13:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Catalysis for sustainable
energy
Page 53

Science Session
Science Session
13:30-16:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Minding humans

15:00-16:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Is higher education in Europe
the best it can be?
Page 66

Page 74

Science Session
12:00-13:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Yes! or Oops? Triumphs and
blunders in health research
communication
Page 78

Science Policy Session
12:00-14:45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

Evidence-based policies in
a world of uncertainty and
ambiguity
Page 89

Science Session
12:00-13:15
Malting Hall

Unravelling addictions and
brain reward systems

Science Session
13:30-14:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Academy

Expectations and risks of
nanotechnology: the role of
science journalism

Science Policy Session
15:00-16:15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

Scientific impact and open
access
Page 89

Page 78

Science to Business Session
Keynote Lecture
15:00-16:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

The Greenland ice sheet - a
major contributer to sea level
rise in the past and the future
Dorthe Dahl-Jensen, Professor of Ice
Physics, Niels Bohr Institute
Chair: Johan Rockström, Stockholm
Resiliience Centre
Page 43

15:00-16:15
Malting Hall

Why IP matters to researchers?
Page 98

Science Session
16:30-17:45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

The future of science communication
Page 79

Page 74

Page 29

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Science Session

Science to Business Session

Special Event

16:30-17:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

16:30-17:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

18:00-19:00
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

From the deep ocean to the
web of life: pressure and
change across ecosystems

So you want to start a company?

Reception hosted by:
THE VELUX FOUNDATIONS

Page 98

The VELUX FOUNDATIONS
Page 161

Science Policy Session

Plenary Lecture

16:30-17:45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

18:00-19:00
Plenary Hall, TAP1

Resolving our greatest public
health challenges via science
diplomacy

The astronomical revolution

Telemedicine - A multidisciplinary approach
Page 69

Page 90

Page 54

Science Session
16:30-17:45
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls

Science Session

Hot Science Session

16:30-17:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

16:30-17:45
Malting Hall

The role of social science and
humanities in addressing
global challenges

Hot Science
Page 86

Brian Schmidt, Nobel Laureate in
Physics (2011)
Chair: Tim de Zeeuw, European
Southern Observatory
Page 38

Social Event
20:00-01:00

Media Party

Page 79

ESOF2014 Media Room
Registrants only!
Page 155

Wednesday, June 25
Keynote Lecture

Science Session

Science Session

09:00-10:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

09:00-10:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

09:00-10:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Science for global
sustainability: challenges and
opportunities

Old textiles provide new
knowledge

A new approach to food regulation: looking at novel traits
in plants

Lidia Brito, Regional Director for the
Sciences in the Latin American and
Caribbean Region, UNESCO
Chair: Hans Müller Pedersen, Danish
Agency for Science, Technology and
Innovation
Page 44

Page 69

Page 54

Science Session
09:00-10:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Art, science and innovation:
piloting new modes of public
interaction
Page 66

Page 30

Science Session
09:00-10:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Fighting fat: the obesity epidemic
Page 60

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Science Session

Science Session

Science Session

09:00-10:15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

10:30-11:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

12:00-13:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

A liveable city: myths and
realities

Unleashing the power of peers
for health

The food chain of science
news

Page 84

Page 60

Page 79

Science to Business Session

Science Session

Science Session

09:00-10:15
Malting Hall

10:30-11:45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

12:00-13:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Can research reinvent the
basis for European manufacturing?

The urban square: aesthetics
meets minds

One man’s waste, another
man’s jewel

Page 84

Page 84

Hot Science Session

Science Policy Session

10:30-11:45
Malting Hall

12:00-13:15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

Hot Science

Going to jail for being a scientist? The pitfalls of communicating scientific risk assessments

Page 99

Science Policy Session
10:30-11:45
Big Carl, Dance Hall

Building a governance framework for responsible research
and innovation
Page 90

Science Session
10:30-11:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

A new era of quantum mechanics

Page 86

Keynote Lecture
12:00-13:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

Science and disarmament:
challenges and opportunities
Ambassador Ahmet Üzümcü,
Nobel Peace Prize 2013 on behalf of
the OPCW

Page 70
Chair: Markus Becker, Spiegel
Page 44

Science in the City
10:30-13:15
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls

Science Session

Science meets Poetry IV

12:00-13:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

See the SciCity app

Science Session
10:30-11:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Food and nutrition security:
how research informs policy
Page 55

How much do you want to
know about yourself?

Page 91

Science Policy Session
12:00-14:45
Malting Hall

Is science contributing to the
division of Europe or can it
help secure a common future?
Page 91

Science Session
13:30-14:45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Creativity in science: what is it
and can it be willed?
Page 75

Page 70

Science Session
12:00-13:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Science Session
13:30-14:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Accelerated learning for success

How should researchers be
involved in formal education?

Page 66

Page 67

Page 31

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Science Session

Science Session

Special Event

13:30-14:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

15:00-16:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

15:00-17:45
Foyer, Dance Halls

Detection of fraud in the food
chain: mission impossible?

Gender, a key driver for excellence and innovation

Page 61

Page 80

The Lundbeck Foundation
ESOF2014 communication
prize
Lundbeck Foundation
Page162

Science Session

Science Session

13:30-14:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

15:00-16:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Should science always be
open?

Future energy systems in
Europe

Page 80

Page 50

Science Session
16:30-17:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Energy gambling?
Page 50

Science Policy Session

Science Session

13:30-14:45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

15:00-16:15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Setting the research agenda:
who will be the future gatekeepers?

Fifty shades of deceit – transparency, accountability and
public perception of research
misconduct

Page 92

Page 81

Science Session
16:30-17:45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Fifty shades of deceit – key
tools and processes for maintaining the integrity of the
scientific record
Page 81

Keynote Lecture
15:00-16:15
Plenary Hall, TAP1

Liveable cities for the 21st
Century - from research to
real life!
Jan Gehl, Emeritus Professor Royal
Danish Academy of Fine Arts
Chair: Martin Andler, EuroScience
Page 45

Science Session
15:00-17:45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Science meets Poetry IV: Danish connections
Page 75

Science Policy Session
15:00-17:45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

Building global partnerships:
sharing discovery while protecting competition

Science to Business Session
16:30-17:45
Malting Hall

Patents: supporting or stifling
innovation?

Page 92

Page 99

Science to Business Session

Plenary Lecture

15:00-16:15
Malting Hall

18:00-19:00
Plenary Hall, TAP1

Publicly funded university
research – waste of money or
basis for growth?

Long-time behavior of gas,
plasmas and galaxies: theory
and mysteries

Page 99

Professor Cédric Villani, Mathematician and Director of Henri Poincaré
Institute
Chair: Gail Cardew, Royal Institution
Page 99

Page 32

2 CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Thursday, June 26
Science Policy Session

Science to Business Session

Nudges and public policy

08:30-09:45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

09:00-12:00
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

11:30-12:30
Plenary Hall, TAP1

EU-Russia partnership in
research and innovation: new
opportunities for EU and Russian scientists

Horizon 2020 Matchmaking

Free by default

Page 100

Cass R. Sunstein, Robert Walmsley
University Professor at Harvard

Science to Business Session

Chair: Pelle Guldborg Hansen, Initiative of Science, Society and Policy
Page 39

Page 93

Science Session
08:30-09:45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

The quiet revolution of heritage and its implications for
citizenship

10:00-11:00
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Horizon 2020: The master class
Page 100

ESOF2014 Handover
Ceremony

Science Session

12:30-13:30
Plenary Hall, TAP1
Page 155

Page 82

10:00-11:15
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Science Session

Management of global biodiversity: the need for a biodiversity demographic bank

08:30-09:45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Young scientists fighting agerelated diseases
Page 61

Science Session

Page 55

Science to Business Session
13:30-17:00
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Horizon 2020 Matchmaking (II)

Science Session

Page 100

10:00-11:15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Urban life – urban form
Page 85

08:30-11:15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

Participatory workshop on
multi-actor and public engagement in science and
innovation
Page 82

Science Session
10:00-11:15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Ageing as a way of life, not
the end of life
Page 62

Page 33

Page 34

2O14
COPENHAGEN
CHAPTER 3
/
ESOF2O14
PROGRAMME
ESOF offers a platform where researchers, journalists, policy makers and the public at large can
meet and debate cutting-edge research, research
policy and global challenges. The highlights of the
forum are the presentations at the Opening Panel
Debate, the 5 Plenary Lectures, and the 9 Keynote
Lectures selected to inspire and motivate ESOF’s
diverse audience.
The programme of 120 sessions, each of 75 minutes duration, was developed by the Programme
Committee and Career Committee through 3 open
calls and a rigorous peer reviewed process. The
best proposals were selected by applying criteria
such as originality, interdisciplinary approach
and international perspective. The remaining 4
sessions are the ‘Hot Science’ sessions selected
immediately before ESOF by the Marketing and
Media Committee and are revealed at ESOF.

Page 35

3.1 PLENARY SPEAKERS
Vaira Vike-Freiberga

Jean-Pierre Bourguignon

President (1999-2007) Republic of Latvia

President European Research Council

The ERC and beyond: impact on career paths
Vaira Vike-Freiberga is a professor and interdisciplinary
scholar having published eleven books and numerous articles, essays and book chapters in addition to her extensive speaking engagements. As President of the Republic
of Latvia 1999-2007, she has been instrumental in achieving
membership in the European Union and NATO for her country. She is active in international politics, was named Special
Envoy to the Secretary General on United Nations reform
and was official candidate for UN Secretary General in 2006.
Dr. Vike-Freiberga remains active in the international arena
and continues to speak up in defence of liberty, equality and
social justice, and for the need for Europe to acknowledge
the whole of its history. In December 2007 Dr. Vike-Freiberga
was named vice-chair of the Reflection Group on the longterm future of the European Union (2007-2010). Chair of the
high-level group on Freedom and Pluralism of the Media in
European Union, established by the vice-president of the
European Commission (2011-2012). She is also known for her
work in psycholinguistics, semiotics and analysis of the oral
literature of her native country.

Saturday, June 21 17.30 - 19.00, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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Jean-Pierre Bourguignon is the President of the European
Research Council. A mathematician by training, he spent
his whole career as a fellow of the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique. He was formerly the Director of the
Institut des Hautes Études Scientifiques(1994-2013) and
Professor at École Polytechnique (1986-2012).
Professor Bourguignon received the Prix Paul Langevin in
1987 and the Prix du Rayonnement Français in Mathematical Sciences and Physics from the Académie des Sciences
de Paris in 1997. He is a foreign member of the Royal Spanish Academy of Sciences. In 2005, he was elected honorary
member of the London Mathematical Society and has been
the secretary of the mathematics section of the Academia
Europaea. In 2008, he was made Doctor Honoris Causa of
Keio University, Japan, and, in 2011, Doctor Honoris Causa
of Nankai University, China.
He is a former Board Member of EuroScience (2002-2006)
and served on EuroScience Open Forum (ESOF) Committees
since 2004.

3.1 PLENARY SPEAKERS
Fabiola Gianotti

Rolf-Dieter Heuer

Particle Physicist
CERN

Director General
CERN

ESOF2014 Opening Panel Debate
What is the Higgs boson, and why do we need to know about it?
Fabiola Gianotti is a former spokesperson of the ATLAS
experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN in
Switzerland. Gianotti was the leader of one of the two teams
responsible for identifying the Higgs Boson predicted by
the Standard Model of physics on July 4th, 2012. The ATLAS
experiment is the scientific collaboration of about 3,000
physicists from 177 institutes in 38 countries. Dr. Gianotti
began working on liquid-argon calorimetry at the LHC in
1990 and continued that work for ATLAS when the collaboration began in 1992. Dr. Gianotti also worked on LEP2’s supersymmetry search between 1996 and 2000.
Dr. Gianotti holds a Ph.D. in experimental sub-nuclear physics from the University of Milan, Italy. She joined CERN in
1987, working on various experiments including the UA2
experiment and ALEPH on the Large Electron Positron collider, the precursor to the LHC at CERN. Her thesis was on
data analysis for the UA2 experiment. She is a member of
the Scientific Advisory Board of the UN Secretary-General,
the Physics Advisory Committee at Fermilab, and the Accademia dei Lincei for the category of physics.

Rolf-Dieter Heuer has been CERN Director General since
January 2009. He obtained his Ph.D. at the University of Heidelberg in 1977. Most of his scientific work has focused on
the study of electron-positron reactions, the development
of experimental techniques, as well as the construction and
operation of large detector systems. From 1984 to 1998,
Prof. Heuer was a staff member at CERN, working for the
OPAL experiment at the electron-positron storage ring LEP.
During his 15 years at CERN, Dr. Heuer occupied the highest
managerial positions in the OPAL experiment and was the
OPAL’s spokesperson in 1994-1998. In 1998, Dr. Heuer was
appointed to a chair at the University of Hamburg. There,
he set up a working group to prepare experiments at an
electron-positron Linear Collider that quickly became one of
the leading groups in this field worldwide.
Dr. Heuer was research director for particle and astroparticle physics at the DESY laboratory (from 2004 to 2008). He
has been conferred honorary degrees of Doctor of Science
in several universities in Europe and in Asia, Australia and
Canada.

Sunday, June 22 15.15 - 17.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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3.1 PLENARY SPEAKERS
Cori Bargmann
Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Torsten N. Wiesel Professor
The Rockefeller University

Kavli Prize Laureate Lecture: Using fixed circuits to generate flexible behaviors
Cori Bargmann is an investigator at the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute and the Torsten N. Wiesel Professor, head
of the Lulu and Anthony Wang Laboratory of Neural Circuits and Behavior of The Rockefeller University. She studies
the relationships between genes, circuits, and behaviors in
the genetically tractable nematode worm Caenorhabditis
elegans. The worm’s highly developed sense of smell elicits
strong innate behaviors, but also allows context-specific
responses and experience-dependent learning. By mapping specific behaviors onto individual neurons, manipulating genes that are important for nervous system function,

and monitoring the activity of neurons during behavior, the
lab asks how environmental variation and genetic variation
converge to generate flexible behaviors.
Among other honors, Dr. Bargmann is a member of the US
National Academy of Sciences, the Norwegian Academy of
Science and Letters, and the American Philosophical Society. She received the 2012 Kavli Prize in Neuroscience and
the 2013 Breakthrough Award in Life Sciences.

Monday, June 23 18.00 - 19.00, Plenary Hall, TAP1

Brian Schmidt
Professor of Cosmology
Australian National University

The astronomical revolution
Brian Schmidt is a Laureate Fellow at the Mount Stromlo
Observatory. He completed his M.Sc. and Ph.D. in Astronomy from Harvard University and joined the staff of the
Australian National University. He co-formed the HighZ SN
Search Team who used distant exploding stars to trace the
expansion of the Universe back in time. Their discovery of
an accelerating Universe was named Science Magazine’s
Breakthrough of the Year (1998).
Dr. Schmidt is currently leading Mt. Stromlo’s effort to build
the SkyMapper telescope, a new facility that will provide a
comprehensive digital map of the southern sky from ultraviolet through near infrared wavelengths.

Tuesday, June 24 18.00 - 19.00, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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Dr. Schmidt is a Fellow of the Australian Academy of
Sciences, a Fellow of the U.S. National Academy, and Foreign
Member of the Spanish Royal Academy of Sciences. He has
received the Australian Government’s inaugural Malcolm
McIntosh award for achievement in the Physical Sciences,
the Australian Academy of Sciences Pawsey Medal, the
Astronomical Society of India’s Vainu Bappu Medal, and an
Australian Research Council Federation Fellowship. He was
jointly awarded the Shaw Prize for Astronomy, and shared
the Gruber Prize for Cosmology with his High-Z SN Search
Team colleagues. Schmidt is co-recipient of the Nobel Prize
for Physics (2011) for his work on the accelerating universe.

3.1 PLENARY SPEAKERS
Cédric Villani
Mathematician and Director
Henri Poincaré Institute

Long-time behavior of gas, plasmas and galaxies: theory and mysteries
Cédric Villani is a professor of Claude Bernard Lyon I University and director of the Henri Poincaré Institute in Paris.
He is one of the four Fields Medal laureates in 2010. Villani
worked on the theory of partial differential equations involved in statistical mechanics, specifically the Boltzmann
equation, where, with Laurent Desvillettes, he was the first
to prove how fast convergence occurred for initial values
not near equilibrium. The proof of existence of non-linear

Landau damping for the kinetic equations of plasma physics, settled a long-standing debate. He is the coordinator
of the CARMIN structure, which gathers the international
French institutes for mathematics: CIRM, CIMPA, IHP, and
IHES.
Photo: ©CNRS Photothèque - Sébastien Godefroy

Wednesday, June 25 18.00 - 19.00, Plenary Hall, TAP1

Cass R. Sunstein
Robert Walmsley Professor
Harvard University

Nudges and public policy
Cass R. Sunstein is currently the Robert Walmsley University
Professor at Harvard. From 2009 to 2012, he was Administrator of the White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs. He is the founder and director of the Program
on Behavioral Economics and Public Policy at Harvard Law
School. Mr. Sunstein has testified before congressional
committees on many subjects, and he has been involved in
constitution-making and law reform activities in a number
of nations.

Need Dissent (2003), The Second Bill of Rights (2004), Laws
of Fear: Beyond the Precautionary Principle (2005), WorstCase Scenarios (2001), Nudge: Improving Decisions about
Health, Wealth, and Happiness (with Richard H. Thaler,
2008), Simpler: The Future of Government (2013) and most
recently Why Nudge? (2014), and Conspiracy Theories and
Other Dangerous Ideas (2014). He is now working on group
decision making and various projects on the idea of liberty.

Dr. Sunstein is author of many articles and books, including:
Republic.com (2001), Risk and Reason (2002), Why Societies

Thursday, June 26 11.30 - 12.30, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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3.2 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Karl Deisseroth
Brain Prize Winner 2013
D.H. Chen Professor of Bioengineering and Psychiatry
Stanford University

Optical deconstruction of fully-assembled biological systems
Karl Deisseroth is Professor of Bioengineering and Psychiatry and serves as Director of Undergraduate Education in
Bioengineering at Stanford University. He earned his A.B.
from Harvard and M.D. and Ph.D. from Stanford. He is also
a practicing psychiatrist board-certified by the American
Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. Deisseroth has developed and applied novel technologies for controlling (Optogenetics) and imaging (CLARITY) specific elements within
intact biological systems. He continues to develop and apply new technologies to study physiology and behavior in
health and disease, as well as train researchers around the
world.

Dr. Deisseroth received the NIH Pioneer Award (2005),
Scheutze Prize (2008), Society for Neuroscience Young Investigator Award (2009), Koetser Prize (2010), Nakasone Prize
(2010), Spencer Prize (2011), UNC/Perl Prize (2012), Zuelch
Prize (2012), Pasarow Prize (2013), Brain Prize Winner (2013)
and Lounsbery Prize (2013). Deisseroth is a member of the
Institute of Medicine and the National Academy of Sciences.
Photo: Steve Fisch

Monday, June 23 09.00 - 10.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1

Hans Rosling
Professor of International Health
Karolinska Institute

Fact-based world view
Hans Rosling is professor of International Health at the
Karolinska Institutet, Sweden. When working as a doctor
in Mozambique he discovered Konzo, a formerly unknown
paralytic disease caused by malnutrition and intoxication.
His research traced the causes to malnutrition and dietary
cyanide exposure from short-processed cassava roots. He
has also studied other links between poverty and health in
Asia and Latin America. He has been an adviser regarding
vaccination and essential drugs to WHO, UNICEF and Sida
and he co-founded Médecines sans Frontiers in Sweden.
He co-founded Gapminder, a non-profit venture for development of software that unveils the beauty of statistics by
converting boring numbers into enjoyable moving and interactive graphics. His award winning lectures with animat-

Monday, June 23 12.00 - 13.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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ed statistics were labeled ‘humorous, yet deadly serious’.
Google acquired the animation software Trendalyzer from
Gapminder and Hans Rosling is now pioneering the use of
animated statistics to show global trends on video and in
TV.
Dr. Rosling was listed as one of 100 leading global thinkers
by Foreign Policy Magazine (2009), and as one of 100 most
creative people in business by the Fast Company Magazine (2011). He is a member of the International Group of
the Swedish Academy of Science and of the Global Agenda
Network of the World Economic Forum in Switzerland.
Photo: Elisabeth Toll
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3.2 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Serge Haroche
Professor and Chair in Quantum Physics
Collège de France

Controlling single photons in a box: a long scientific adventure
Serge Haroche has been Director of the Collège de France
since 2012. His main research activities have been in quantum optics and quantum information science. He has made
important contributions to Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics, the domain of quantum optics which studies the behaviour of atoms interacting strongly with the field confined in
a high-Q cavity. He graduated from École Normale Supérieure and received his Ph.D. from Paris VI University. After
a post-doctoral visit to Stanford University in the laboratory
of Arthur Schawlow, he became full professor at Paris VI
University (1975-2001). He has been Maître de Conference
at École Polytechique (1974-1984), visiting professor at Har-

vard (1981), part time professor at Yale University (19841993), and member of Institut Universitaire de France (19912000).
Dr. Haroche has received many prizes and awards, and is
co-recipient of the Nobel Prize for Physics (2012). He is a
member of the French Academy of Sciences and a Foreign
Member of the National Academy of Sciences of the United
States, of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and
of the Brazilian Academy of Sciences.
Photo: Hervé Thouroud

Monday, June 23 15.00 - 16.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1

Máire Geoghegan-Quinn
European Commissioner for Research,
Innovation and Science

Science 2.0: how Europe can lead the next scientific revolution
Máire Geoghegan-Quinn became the European
Commissioner in February 2010. As part of her specific work
responsibilities, she has been appointed by the President
of the European Commission Jose Manuel Barroso to draw
up a research and innovation plan for the European Union
by autumn of this year. Commissioner Geoghegan-Quinn
also has political responsibility for the operation of the 7th
EU Research and Technological Framework Programme
(2007-2013).
Commissioner Geoghegan-Quinn has served as a member of the European Court of Auditors (2000-2010) and
was a member of the Irish Parliament (1975-1997). In
1979, she became the first woman to be appointed as a

Tuesday, June 24 09.00 - 10.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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cabinet Minister since the foundation of the Irish state
and she served as a Minister with responsibility for the
Gaeltacht until 1981. Commissioner Geoghegan-Quinn
has held various other ministerial positions, including
Minister for European Union Affairs (1987-1991) when she
oversaw the preparation of the Irish Presidency of the
European Union in 1990; Minister for Tourism, Transport and
Telecommunications (1992-1993). She was the Irish Minister
for Justice (1993-1994) and one of the negotiators of the
Downing Street Declaration which was signed between the
Irish and the British Government.

3.2 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Peder Holk Nielsen
President and Chief Executive Officer
Novozymes

A bio-based society: the vision and how we get there
In April 2013 Peder Holk Nielsen took over as the second CEO
of Novozymes. During his many years in the management
teams of the Novozymes business, he has focused
his attention on developing organisations and processes that effectively can turn customer insights into
product ideas. Often he has been directly involved in
leading such ventures as was the case when Novozymes
built its partnerships in biomass conversion.

Dr. Holk Nielsen holds a PhD and an MSc in Chemical
Engineering from the Technical University of Denmark and a
BCom in International Business Management from
Copenhagen Business School.

Tueday, June 24 12.00 - 13.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1

Dorthe Dahl-Jensen
Professor of Ice Physics
Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen University

The Greenland ice sheet - a major contributor to sea level rise in the past and the future
Dorthe Dahl-Jensen is a glaciologist and heads the
Copenhagen University’s Centre for Ice and Climate. She
researches the Earth’s climate history using ice cores
drilled through Greenland’s three-kilometer thick ice sheet,
which can tell us about the climate more than 100,000 years
back in time. She manages North Greenland Eemian Ice
Drilling (NEEM), the Danish International Polar Year’s ice
core drilling programme on the Greenland ice sheet. She is
Coordinator of the EU FP7 Past4Future project and holds
an ERC Advanced Investigators Grant for the project
WATERundertheICE. She is the lead author of the AMAP

SWIPA (Snow, Water, Ice and Permafrost in the Arctic)
chapters on The Greenland Ice Sheet in a Changing Climate
and Sea Level Change.
Dr. Dahl-Jensen holds a Ph.D. in Geophysics from the University of Copenhagen, Denmark. She was awarded the
Berlingske Foundation Award of Honour in January 2013.
She is member of the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences,
the Danish Climate Commission, of IPICS, EuroPICS, and the
Advisory Board for IDPO and IGERT C-Change.

Tuesday, June 24 15.00 - 16.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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3.2 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Lidia Brito
Regional Director for the Sciences in the Latin American and Caribbean Region
UNESCO

Science for global sustainability: challenges and opportunities
Lidia Brito was the first Minister of Higher Education,
Science and Technology of Mozambique (2000–2005)
and has been Vice-Chancellor of Eduardo Mondlane
University (1998-2000). She has extensive experience
working with local, national, and international organizations
mainly in technical expertise and political support in good
governance issues, energy, higher education, science and
technology, ICT and their impact on social development.

Dr. Brito holds a PhD in Forest Sciences from Colorado State
University (USA). She has worked for more than 20 years
in the fields of forestry, traditional energy (biomass and
charcoal), wood science and technology as a lecturer,
researcher and consultant for Eduardo Mondlane University
and other national and international institutions, promoting
sustainable development, and community management
and development both in Mozambique and in Africa in
general.

Dr. Brito has served as member of many boards, such as
the UNESCO-IHE Governing Board, UNESCO-NEPAD HighLevel Group; United Nations University Council, the Advisory
Board of the Community Development Carbon Fund and
the Steering Committee for the programme on Sustainable
Management of Forests in Africa.

Wednesday, June 25 09.00 - 10.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1

Ahmet Üzümcü
Director-General
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons

Science and disarmament: challenges and opportunities
Ambassador Ahmet Üzümcü is a career diplomat with
vast experience in multilateral diplomacy and disarmament and non-proliferation issues. Prior to his appointment as Director-General of the Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) in December 2009,
he was Turkey’s Permanent Representative to the UN Office
in Geneva, where he chaired the Conference on
Disarmament in March 2008.
Ambassador Üzümcü has also served as Deputy
Undersecretary of State for Bilateral Political Affairs
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Turkey’s Permanent
Representative to NATO and Ambassador to Israel, in

Wednesday, June 25 12.00 - 13.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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addition to earlier postings to NATO, Aleppo and Vienna.
He holds a Bachelors Degree in International Relations from
Ankara University and speaks English and French fluently.
Ambassador Üzümcü received the Nobel Peace Prize on
behalf of the OPCW in December 2013.

3.2 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Jan Gehl
Professor of Urban Design
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts

Livable cities for the 21st Century - from research to real life!
Jan Gehl earned a M.A. in Architecture from the School
of Architecture at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts
and began practicing as an architect. His work includes,
Life between Buildings, Public Spaces – Public Life, New
City Spaces, New City Life, Cities for People (2010) and
How to Study Public Life (2013). He was visiting Professor in
Edinburgh, Oslo, Dresden, Toronto, Calgary, Melbourne,
Perth, Berkeley, San José, Cape Town and Guadalajara.
His ideas and approaches to design incorporate the
cutting edge of technology without losing sight of what best
supports and enhances people’s experience of everyday
life in the public realm. His research on public spaces and
public life began in Copenhagen, but was quickly applied in

city improvement projects that include Stockholm,
Rotterdam, London, Amman, Muscat, Perth, Adelaide,
Wellington, Melbourne, Sydney, New York and Moscow.
Dr. Gehl has been awarded the Sir Patrick Abercrombie
Prize for exemplary contributions to town planning by the
International Union of Architects and an Honorary Doctorate
from Herriot-Watt University in Edinburgh. He is an Honorary Fellow of Architectural Institutes in Denmark, UK (RIBA),
USA, Canada, Scotland and Planning Institute of Australia.
Photo: Ashley Bristowe

Wednesday, June 25 15.00 - 16.15, Plenary Hall, TAP1
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3.3 SCIENCE PROGRAMME

The Science Programme is the very core of ESOF
and consists of plenary and keynote lectures by
world class researchers, statesmen, business
leaders, and interactive sessions and workshops
with engaging formats for debating the latest research results in various fields of knowledge selected from the following broad themes:
·

Green economy

·

Global resource management

·

The healthy society

·

Learning in the 21st Century

·

Material and virtual World

·

A revolution of the mind

·

Science, democracy and citizenship

·

Urbanisation, design and liveability

These eight themes address cross cutting issues
related to ground breaking research and potential
opportunities and consequences. They link the natural and social sciences, medicine and humanities
and were chosen to stimulate discussions related
to the political, economic and business perspectives, together with media involvement, gender,
ethical dimension and public perceptions.
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3.3.1
GREEN ECONOMY
According to key parameters, the climate system is already
moving beyond the patterns of natural variability. Many
researchers, politicians, businesses and interest groups
have responded with a call for green economic growth that
bridges continued economic growth and a sustainable,
global ecosystem. Can science and technology deliver on
this transition?

The anatomy of synthetic biology
Monday, June 23 10.30 - 11.45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
The production of scientific knowledge is closely connected
to economics, policy making, public opinion and governance.
But exactly how this occurs is rarely visible to the public eye.
Using synthetic biology as an example we will discuss how
a dynamic dialogue with all stakeholders (academia, industry, government, social actors and the public) can occur.
Stakeholder passion, purpose, profit, public opinion and
cross-disciplinary collaborative networks can spark exciting and dynamic dialogue around scientific development.
The session will be live streamed, and using the Synbio Instillation of the Horst Group and Biohackers and online audience input will be collated and be publicly accessible.

Cultural treasures hidden in the North
Atlantic
Monday, June 23 12.00 - 13.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Greenland and the North Atlantic region hide many treasures of our cultural past which have been preserved due
to the cold and wet climate. Bogs and ice cores act as archives for climate and pollution, providing us with an understanding of past and present climate changes. They act
as treasure boxes of organic and inorganic archaeological
materials yielding some of the world’s best preserved human mummies, bog bodies. Bog bodies and other skeletal
tissues unearthed from this region hide a lot of information.
Developments in archaeological science, as well as forensic investigations of archaeological material, have provided
unique opportunities to interpret the past. We will present
some of the most ground-breaking results within archaeological science conducted in the North Atlantic region.
Session Organiser
Karin Margarita Frei, National Museum Denmark and University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Speakers
Jette Arneborg, National Museum of Denmark
Jane Evans, British Geological Survey, UK
Robert Frei, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Lotte Hedeager, University of Oslo, Norway

Session Organiser
Nanna Heinz, Center for Synthetic Biology, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Speakers
Andy Boyce, Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council, UK
Andrew Endy, Stanford University, USA
Jørgen Hansen, Evolva Biotech, Denmark
Nanna Heinz, Center for Synthetic Biology, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Birger Lindberg Møller, Center for Synthetic Biology,
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Lino Paula, European Commission

Environmental change: how do economies,
societies and individuals react?
Monday, June 23 13.30 - 14.45
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Environmental change and adaptation strategies are key
issues for scientists, decision makers and civil society. We
will consider economic, governmental and sociocultural
perspectives in designing effective environmental policies
and climate change adaptation strategies. We will present
concepts of political economy showing how climate change
policies can sometimes result in counterproductive effects.
New kinds of information, ways of social thinking and learning will be crucial for us to function effectively in an uncertain
climate. We will look at interdisciplinary research results
that enhance our understanding of the need for climate information across society. We will explore patterns of link-
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ages between human and natural systems and their impact
on resilience. Environmental knowledge is crucial for some
foraging societies in the tropics and we will discuss the
adaptive nature of culturally transmitted information.

Speakers
Philippe Bonnet, IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Session Organiser
Severina Shopova, European Research Council Execitive
Agency

Dale Smith, University of Oregon, USA

Chiara Petrioli, Rome University ‘La Sapienza’, Italy

Laura Watts, IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Moderator
Annekathrin Jaeger, European Research Council Executive
Agency

Accelerating green technology
Speakers
Suraje Dessai, University of Leeds, UK
Victoria Reyes García, University of Barcelona, Spain
Maja Schlüter, Stockholm Resilience Center, Sweden
Cornelius Withagen, Free University of Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Networks at the edge of the world
Monday, June 23 15.00 - 16.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
A variety of networking infrastructures exist in the world’s
most remote areas: in the arctic, across pacific islands, rural areas in Africa and underwater. These networks combine local and global communication technologies to support new forms of cyber-physical systems and connect
unconnected communities. These networks also create new
risks, due to the overall environmental impact of the technology, and to the sensitivity of the infrastructure to energy
shifts, political turbulence or cultural tensions. The scientific
community and policy makers need to find paths to ecological networking systems and ways to promote local ownership, management and maintenance of them so that they
become an integral part of the social and cultural fabric.
We will first introduce pioneering work in remote regions,
by presenting concrete examples, and reflect on how connectivity infrastructures relate to the futures that people
might aspire to in different places. We will then discuss research and policy issues that should be tackled to realise
the promises of these networks at the edge – maybe soon
the centre – of the world.
Session Organiser
Philippe Bonnet, IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark
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Tuesday, June 24 09.00 - 10.15
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls
There are more than 30,000 particle accelerators in the
world, ranging from the linear accelerators used for cancer
therapy in modern hospitals to the giant ‘atom-smashers’
at international particle physics laboratories. For decades
these instruments have formed one of the main pillars of
modern research across scientific disciplines and countries.
A key challenge for the research community is to
design, build and operate state-of-the-art research infrastructures with minimum environmental impact.
We will present and discuss the European Spallation Source,
a new 1.5 B€ international research facility based in Sweden
that aims to be carbon dioxide neutral over its lifetime, and
’green magnets’, a new technology developed to provide
an energy saving alternative to conventional technology.
Session Organiser
Carten Welsch, University of Liverpool and Cockcroft
Institute, UK
Speakers
Daria Astapovych, CERN, Switzerland
Arnd Baurichter, Danfysik, Denmark
Andreas Jansson, European Spallation Source, Sweden
Carsten Welsch, University of Liverpool and Cockroft
Institute, UK
Bjarne Roger Nielsen, Danfysik, Denmark

3.3 SCIENCE PROGRAMME
Raw materials supply: a bottleneck in the
transition to a low carbon energy system

Geoengineering: challenges
and global impacts

Tuesday, June 24 10.30 - 11.45
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls

Tuesday, June 24 12.00 - 13.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Demand for raw materials, including minerals and metals,
has grown rapidly in recent years. The supply of some of
these materials is constrained by the policies of major
producers. This has caused concerns worldwide, especially
in the EU, where many industries rely on materials that have
an associated supply risk, such as lithium (batteries).

Considering the difficulties in the implementation of national
and international climate change policies to reduce global
greenhouse gas emissions, it seems unlikely that significant
reductions will be made to prevent the irreversible consequences of global warming. We could consider more drastic measures such as geoengineering, which despite potential adverse effects offer possible solutions to mitigate
the effects of a warming planet. Such measures have the
potential to distract public attention from reducing greenhouse gas emissions and mitigating the effects of global
warming.

The energy sector is possibly the most vulnerable to the
supply disruptions of raw materials. A number of studies
have concluded that shortage of certain metals could be a
potential bottleneck to the large scale deployment of low
carbon energy technologies in the EU, limiting the ability to
decarbonise its economy.
In particular 14 metals – including tellurium, indium or gallium – have been identified as critical or nearly critical.
These are essential to the solar photovoltaic, wind, lighting
and electric vehicle industries. We will assess the potential
impact of specific raw materials supply disruption on the
large scale deployment of power generating technologies
that use renewable energy sources (in particular wind and
photovoltaic technologies).
We will discuss the future demand and supply potential
for these materials based on the expected technological
development and market shares of the two key energy
technologies and the competing needs of other economic
sectors. We aim to cover the potential risk to the EU decarbonisation and mitigation options.
Session Organiser
Geraldine Barry, European Commission,
Joint Research Centre
Moderator
Efstathios Peteves, European Commission,
Joint Research Centre

We will highlight a number of imaginative technologies to
block a small percentage of the Sun’s ultraviolet radiation,
which could be sufficient to nullify the effect of greenhouse
gas emissions. These include dispersing sulfur dioxide particles into the upper atmosphere to mimic pollution-induced
global dimming, and using a swarm of picosatellites in
space to reflect sunlight. We will explore whether these,
and other techniques such as dosing the oceans, will have
any unintended consequences, and how they need to be
developed and analysed for risk potential. We will also examine whether altering the Earth’s climate system will ever
be socially acceptable.
Session Organiser
Tajinder Panesor, The Institute of Physics, UK
Moderator
Laura Hood, The Conversation, UK
Speakers
Alan Gadian, University of Leeds, UK
Paul Hardaker, The Insitute of Physics, UK
Hauke Schmidt, Max Planck Institute for Metorology,
Germany

Speakers
Nikolaos Arvanitidis, Geological Survey of Finland
Jamie Speirs, Imperial College, UK
Fabrice Stassin, Umicore, Belgium
Evangelos Tzimas, European Commission,
Joint Research Centre

@ESOF2O14
#ESOF2O14
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Future energy systems in Europe
Wednesday, June 25 15.00 - 16.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
For Europe to maintain and enhance its growth and prosperity, energy systems must be developed in such a way
that they guarantee security of supply, economic competitiveness and sustainability. Energy supply should be more
efficient and sustainable with intelligent and flexible systems that provide the ability to store surplus energy for later use. Energy consumption must be more efficient and take
user behaviour into account. This interactive round table will
discuss questions such as: Which scientific development
can make energy technologies much more efficient? Will
new energy technologies be developed? Which scientific
development will make our energy systems intelligent and
flexible with low losses in transmission over long distances
and the ability to store surplus energy for later use? Which
scientific development will transform end-use technologies
in private buildings, industry and transport to innovative
energy-efficient technologies?
Session Organiser
Hans Hvidtfeldt Larsen, Technical University of Denmark
Speakers
Brigitte Bach, Austrian Institute of Technology
William D’haeseleer, University of Leuven, Belgium
Peter D. Lund, Aalto University, Finland
Hans Hvidtfeldt Larsen, Technical University of Denmark

need for research into all aspects of energy supply without
ideological restrictions.
Session Organiser
Elisabeth Rachlew, Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
Speakers
Lennart Bentsson, University of Reading, UK
Harry Frank, The Royal Swedish Academy of Science,
Sweden
Fritz Wagner, Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik,
Germany

3.3.2
GLOBAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
Natural resources are essential for sustaining basic human welfare, e.g. drinking water and food. Moreover, for
most industries some natural resources are necessary to
manufacture products, e.g. metals, rare earths, water and
bio materials. The need for resources is stressing ecosystems and economic development. How can scientific
and technological developments secure an effective and
timely response to the global need for resources? How can
resilience be built in to future energy systems in Europe?

Jacob Østergaard, Technical University of Denmark

Robotics for next-generation ocean science
Energy gambling?
Wednesday, June 25 16.30 - 17.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
The impressive developments of sustainable energy supply from wind and photo voltaic power have shown the additional need to focus on the supply of base load energy
which must be available around the clock in a controllable
form. To focus exclusively on the development of wind- and
solar- energy supply could be considered gambling with the
security of the energy systems and the economy at large.
The intermittency of these systems needs to be addressed
– even more so as long as large-scale electrical storage is
not available – before the systems are installed at a larger
scale EU-wide. The overarching requirement is, however, the
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Monday, June 23 09.00 - 10.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Oceans are the global life-support system of our planet
and directly influence human activities on a global and local scale. Understanding the processes and dynamics of
this fluid mass is critical. Predictive models are necessary
to understand this complicated interplay and building and
validating those predictive models requires data sampling.
Measurements of our oceans are too sparse to permit accurate prediction of ocean behaviour because of limitations
in traditional ship-based measurements. Autonomous marine robots could be mobile sensor networks that deliver
sufficiently detailed data. We need to develop robots that
are capable of independently travelling long distances,

3.3 SCIENCE PROGRAMME
coping with unexpected situations and making their own
decisions. They need to manage their energy expenditure
or harvest energy from the environment while moving efficiently and interpreting observation data.
For this important field to stand on its own in the face of decreasing budgets, we need affordable solutions to routine
robotic deployments, sampling and control. We will articulate emerging trends and challenges in underwater robotics, such as planning and mission control of autonomous
robots, interaction between robots and humans, new sensors and data acquisition.
Session Organiser
Maarja Kruusmaa, Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia
Speakers
Maarja Kruusmaa, Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia

Session Organiser
Luis Farina Busto, European Research Council Executive
Agency
Moderator
Claudia Jesus-Rydin, European Research Council Executive
Agency
Speakers
Emmanuelle Javaux, Université de Liege, Belgium
Bernard Marty, Ecole Nationale Superieure de Geologie de
Nancy, France
Birger Schmitz, Lund University, Sweden
Helen Williams, University of Liverpool, UK

Kanna Rajan, Monterey Bay Aqaurium Research Insitute,
USA
Joaquin Tintore, SOCIB and IMEDEA, Spain

The Arctic: endangered habitat or opportunity for exploitation?
Monday, June 23 13.30 - 14.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

How our planet became habitable
Monday, June 23 10.30 - 11.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
The Earth is thought to have been formed about 4.6 billion
years ago, from accreting particles of dust and primitive
meteorites. The conditions on early Earth were different
from what they are today, e.g. they were not able to support life. Slowly, over millions of years, the Earth changed
and became the only habitable planet in our solar system.
The details of how the Earth formed and evolved are poorly
understood and are being investigated by scientists using
the oldest rocks on Earth and meteorites as time-capsules
to reconstruct the primordial conditions.
We will shed light on crucial aspects of the early Earth and
early life that made our planet evolve from an uninhabitable to a habitable planet. How does the composition of
the atmosphere affect terrestrial geodynamics? What are
the roles of core formation and plate tectonics in creating a
habitable planet? How can we understand early life evolution and its implications for the search of life beyond the
Earth? Was the evolution of life affected by cosmic genetic
material/cosmic events?

The record low in Arctic sea ice extent in 2012 is one of many
indications that the Arctic is changing at a rapid pace. The
northern high latitudes warm twice as fast as the rest of
the world, Greenland glaciers release 100s of gigatons of
ice into the ocean each year, and polar ecosystems retreat,
making way for Atlantic species. A prominent example of
this is the decline in the polar bear population. An ice-free
Arctic Ocean in summer is likely to be seen within decades.
What was formerly a vast and icy desert, home to people
who have adapted to this hostile environment, may soon
become an area for thriving economic activities.
Traditional ways of life are endangered, yet others will profit
from the treasures buried under Arctic sea ice and glaciers.
Their melting makes oil, gas, rare earths and raw materials accessible, and the ice-free ocean offers a short cut for
shipping routes to Asia.
Climate change in the Arctic may offer economic opportunities, but dramatic run-away effects in this vital and vulnerable part of our planet may shift the Earth system out of
balance. What are the knock-on effects of Arctic change
on other parts of the world? How can societies deal with
the tension between the desire to preserve and the lust to
exploit?
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Session Organisers
Arya-Marie Ba Trung, European Commission

Bernard Foing, International Lunar Exploration Working
Group, Netherlands

Monica Sonia, European Commission

Palle Haastrup, Euroluna, Denmark

Moderator
Franz Immler, European Commission

Britta Thomsen, Member of European Parliament, Denmark

Speakers
Thomas Jung, Akfred Wegener Institute, Germany
Naja Mikkelsen, Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland, Denmark
Klaus Nygaard, Greenland Institute of Natural Resources,
Greenland
Joachim Schwarz, German-Russian Working Group
Northern Sea Route

Mining the Moon
Monday, June 23 16.30 - 17.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls
Increasing pressure on Earth’s natural resources means
pioneers are setting their sights beyond our home planet.
Asteroids are rich in metals, such as nickel and iron, and
contain water that could be used as rocket propellant.
The Moon is a source of platinum and helium, increasingly
rare commodities on Earth. The commercial race is on to
find methods of harnessing these resources. There are 18
teams currently competing for the Google Lunar X PRIZE
– the largest incentivized prize in history. The competition
aims to open up commercial exploration of the Moon and
develop access to its untapped resources. The first launches may be towards the end of 2014, coinciding with the 300th
anniversary of the Longitude Act – a prize that helped open
up an era of accurate navigation at sea and access to the
Earth’s resources on a global scale.
We will discuss the ethical and policy issues in exploiting resources beyond Earth, and the practical challenges. The audience will have the opportunity to test their robotics skills
with MoonBots LEGO MINDSTORMS rovers.

Natural disasters: can we learn from
the past?
Tuesday, June 24 09.00 - 10.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Extreme geophysical and meteorological events are on the
rise. Some may be linked to global warming while others are
exaggerated by population growth. Extreme events turn
into catastrophes or disasters when they impact vulnerable human communities. Mobility and population growth
together with the growth of cities is placing more and more
people, property and infrastructure at risk of being affected by extreme natural events.
Finding efficient and cost-effective ways of handling potential impacts of natural catastrophes is a pressing challenge. Extreme events have repeatedly struck and communities have coped – or failed to cope – with them in different
ways. Historical and archaeological records preserve large
amounts of information on the nature of these catastrophes and people’s reactions to them. Can we learn lessons
from how past extreme events have affected communities?
Can we infer which aspects of these past disasters – natural or social – made communities either vulnerable or resilient? And can we use this knowledge to improve resilience
now and in the future?
Session Organiser
Felix Riede, Aarhus University, Denmark
Speakers
Virginia A. García-Acosta, Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropologica Social, Mexico
David Alexander, University College London, UK
Lee B. Clarke, Rutgers University, USA

Session Organiser
Anita Heward, Google Lunar X PRIZE

Gerrit J. Schenk, Technical University Darmstadt and Heidelberg University, Germany

Speakers
Robert Böhme, Part-Time Scientists

Felix Riede, Aarhus University, Denmark
T. Joseph Scanlon, Carleton University, Canada

Martijn Boogaarts, Google Lunar XPRIZE
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Safe operating space for humanity within
planetary boundaries
Tuesday, June 24 10.30 - 11.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
There is rising evidence that humanity has entered a new
geological epoch – the Anthropocene – where the human
enterprise constitutes a quasi-geological driver of change
at the planetary scale. This, combined with growing evidence of complex interactions and risks of crossing critical thresholds in the Earth system, has contributed to the
advancement of deepened and novel approaches to Earth
system research for global sustainability. There is a need to
increase our understanding of World Earth interactions and
explore a science-based definition of how to safeguard a
stable planet in support of world development.
The Planetary boundary framework is a scientific contribution to this endeavour. It aims at defining a biophysical
safe operating space on Earth by exploring earth system
processes that regulate Earth resilience. And for each of
these processes identify – based on existing evidence – an
uncertainty range for key control variables, beyond which
non-linear changes at regional to global scale are likely to
occur. The lower end of this range provides a ‘safe boundary’ within which human development – based on current
state of knowledge – has a high likelihood of being able to
rely on stable life-support systems on Earth.

Catalysis for sustainable energy
Tuesday, June 24 12.00 - 13.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
The key to solving the global energy challenge is catalysis.
There are strong developments within this important area
all over the world – both in industry and in university environments. It is an area which has been prioritized in the
Horizon2020, and receives attention from the general public.
We aim to discuss the development of required catalysts
for a worldwide transition to clean and sustainable energy. It is relevant and of political importance to signal to the
world, that significant advances have been made that can
contribute to solutions to the energy challenge. We will interact with the audience by posing questions during their
presentations and incorporating the answers, collected via
a voting system.
Session Organiser
Karine Blandel, Technical University of Denmark
Moderator
Jane Hvolbæk Nielsen, Technical University of Denmark
Speakers
Alfons Molenbroek, Haldor Topsøe, Denmark
Ei-ichi Negishi, Purdue University, USA

We will discuss the advancements made in: (1) the definition of planetary boundary levels; (2) the downscaling of
boundary definitions; (3) the understanding of interactions
and feedbacks; and (4) the advances in integrated modelling and scenario approaches since the publication of the
conceptual framework in 2009. We will provide an update
on planetary boundary science and discuss the research
agenda forward in terms of Earth system research for
global sustainability in the Anthropocene.
Session Organiser
Johan Rockström, Stockholm Resilience Centre, Sweden
Speakers
Sarah Cornell, Stockholm Resilience Centre, Sweden
Johan Rockström, Stockholm Resilience Centre, Sweden

Jens K. Nørskov, Stanford University, USA

Natural resource management and resilience: human behaviour, decision making
and adaptive capacity
Tuesday, June 24 13.30 - 14.45
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Population growth and climate change exacerbate stress
on the Earth’s ecosystems. Better management of natural
resources and improving resilience is a key future need.
Our understanding of the physical processes in systems of
food, water, energy, land use and climate and their feedback loops is advancing. But considerable research gaps
exist, especially with respect to the human dimension, including behavioural consequences and decision making.
Theories and models of global-scale research on environmental change face problems representing variations in
decision making, determinants of adaptive capacity and
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suitability of societal response strategies. We will discuss
projects that push the state-of-the art through novel theoretical, empirical and conceptual approaches. They enable
spatially explicit modelling and integrated quantitative or
qualitative assessments of human exposure to global
change and response options, which underpin theories of
long-term socio-ecological changes.

Session Organiser
Claudia Jesus-Rydin, European Research Council Executive
Agency

Session Organiser
Luis Farina Busto, European Research Council Executive
Agency

Speakers
Jordi Bascompte, Estacion Biologica de Donana, Spain

Moderator
Carmen Garcia Fernandez, European Research Council Executive Agency

Veerle Huvenne, National Oceanography Centre, UK
Moderator
Annekathrin Jaeger, European Research Council Executive
Agency

Anne E. Magurran, University of St. Andrews, UK
Jens-Christian Svenning, Aarhus University, Denmark

Speakers
Kirsten Hastrup, Royal Danish Academy of Science and
Letters, Denmark
Lars Hein, Wageningen University, Netherlands
Wolfgang Lutz, International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis, Austria
Peter Verburg, VU University Amsterdam, Netherlands

From the deep ocean to the web of life:
pressure and change across ecosystems
Tuesday, June 24 16.30 - 17.45
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Global changes and their consequences are transforming life on Earth. Ecosystems face pressures due to climate
change, pollution and biological invasions. The distribution
of different ecosystems is rapidly changing, and this has
multiple effects. A better understanding of the capacity of
ecosystems to withstand change (resistance) and to recover from it (resilience) is vital in the face of increasing impacts
on the natural world.
We aim to shed light on how effectively ecosystems withstand change and the role biodiversity plays. Approaches
will be presented to help detect and predict ecosystems’
responses across terrestrial, freshwater and marine environments. We will debate key questions such as: Why
deep-sea environments matter and how their biodiversity
can buffer change? What lessons can we draw from past
climate change and historical factors to predict ecosystem
functioning? Why are some species common and others
rare? Does an understanding of the ecosystem responses
this matter? Can the structure of the web-of-life help us
predict the collapse of ecosystems?
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A new approach to food regulation: looking
at novel traits in plants
Wednesday, June 25 09.00 - 10.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Society faces challenges in food security, climate change
and environmental protection. Plant scientists are working to reduce some of these challenges – to increase crop
yields, reduce damage to crops after they are harvested,
make crops more tolerant of stresses (cold, drought, salt
and heat) and improve the nutritional value of food.
In the EU, plants are regulated if they are genetically modified. The regulatory process is slow and creates barriers
to innovative research. If plants are altered by a non-GM
method, they do not have to go through the regulation. This
encourages companies to develop crops that get through
the system more easily rather than the crop solutions we
need most.
Canada has developed a system which regulates plant
traits if they are novel, irrespective of the process used to
introduce the trait, whether it is genetic engineering, mutagenesis, conventional breeding, or any other. To establish such a rational, novel trait based system would require
changes to EU regulation, which may be difficult. Plant scientists have been discussing the potential for a fast-track
system for public good traits – those that are deemed to be
of public benefit, such as improving nutritional value of food
or replacing herbicides.
Session Organiser
Julia Wilson, Sense About Science, UK
Moderator
Síle Lane, Sense About Science, UK
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Speakers
William Anderson, Canadian Food Inspection Agency
(CFIA), Canada

Sudha Narayanan, Indira Gandhi Institute of Development
Research, India
Willis Oluoch-Kosura, University of Nairobi, Kenya

Torbjörn Fagerström, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Sweden
Anne Glover, European Commission
Ottoline Leyser, University of Cambridge, UK
Julian Little, Agricultural Biotechnology Council, UK

Food and nutrition security: how research
informs policy
Wednesday, June 25 10.30 - 11.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls
Food and nutrition security is one of the biggest challenges
facing global society. It is a multidimensional concept with
many determinants, including food production and processing systems, distribution and markets, the preparation
of food products and their consumption.
How do researchers analyse global and local food systems
and their interactions? Which other systems are linked to
food systems, and how can these be modelled? How do
agricultural, environmental, economic, trade or science policies affect the food and nutrition outcomes measured at the
individual’s level?
Addressing these questions allows researchers to respond
to the challenge of food and nutrition shortages and volatility and assist stakeholders assessing food and nutrition
security. Researchers must deliver the analytical tools to allow decision makers to improve the resilience of the food
system by providing a means to mitigate risks and uncertainties caused by economic and climatic shocks, while providing for sustainable economic growth.
Session Organiser
Nicolas Gerber, University of Bonn, Germany
Moderator
Joachim von Braun, University of Bonn, Germany

Management of global biodiversity: the
need for a biodiversity demographic bank
Thursday, June 26 10.00 - 11.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
Biodiversity is the foundation of life on earth. Historically,
five major extinction events have led to large biodiversity
reductions. If the current extinction trend continues, we expect a sixth mass extinction event. It is expected that the
impacts of biodiversity loss will be more serious than those
from climate change. In 2010 a plan was formed to reduce
current biodiversity loss, and its targets for 2020 include the
further prevention of species extinctions and improved conservation status of higher risk taxa.
Extinction is a demographic process; the result of changes
in fertility and mortality lead to population losses. Good demographic knowledge is key to managing species under
different scenarios. Despite its importance, it is surprising
that given our exponentially increasing genetic knowledge,
our demographic knowledge for most threatened species
is woefully deficient.
We have two objectives: to explore creative and ground
breaking demographic methods for species with no data,
and to assess the potential of a demographic data repository. The goal is to create partnerships between policy makers and scientists for species conservation, and to explore
the construction of a demographic repository for the conservation and sustainable use of our planet’s biodiversity.
Session Organiser
Dalia Conde, University of Southern Denmark
Moderators
John Fa, Imperial College London and Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust, UK
Jean-Michel Galliard, University of Lyon, France
Jean-Dominique Lebreton, Université Montpellier, France

Speakers
Nicolas Gerber, University of Bonn, Germany
Hans van Meilj, Wageningen University and Research
Centre, Netherlands

Speakers
Dalia Conde, University of Southern Denmark
Jean-Michel Gaillard, University of Lyon, France
Carsten Rahbek, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
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Novo Nordisk Foundation

Addressing global challenges

The Novo Nordisk Foundation is an independent
Danish foundation with corporate interests.
The objectives of the Foundation are: 1) to provide a
stable basis for the commercial and research activities
of the companies in the Novo Group; and 2) to support scientific, humanitarian and social purposes.
The Foundation’s commercial ambition is for companies
in the Novo Group to position themselves as internationally recognized and significant actors for improving
how disease is combatted and natural resources are
used.
For 90 years, the Foundation and its predecessors have
awarded grants – primarily for research within health
sciences and biotechnology at universities and hospitals
in Denmark and the other Nordic countries, while also
supporting humanitarian and social purposes. This
includes grants for research that address some of the
world’s pressing challenges: the rise in lifestyle-related
diseases and the depletion of natural resources.
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The vision of the Foundation is to contribute significantly
to research and development that improves the health
and welfare of people.
The Foundation supports the entire research chain – from
educational projects to innovation. Since 2007, the Foundation has donated more than DKK 5.1 billion ( 682
million), primarily for research. These donations include:
DKK 3.1 billion ( 415 million) to establish a cluster of
world-class research centers at universities and public
knowledge institutions in Denmark.
DKK 1.1 billion ( 147 million) in open competition
grants, including project grants, scholarships, research
leader programmes and symposia.
All grants for research are awarded such that researchers have full publishing freedom. The research results
belong to the researchers and the research institutions
for the benefit of society.
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3.3.3
THE HEALTHY SOCIETY
In recent years, scientific and technological developments
have contributed to major progress in health of individuals
and for societies at large. What are the future roads to increased health in the world? How will science, technology
and innovation contribute to this development? Where are
the major challenges and possibilities? This theme is supported by the Novo Nordisk Foundation.

Everything you wanted to know about cancer but were too afraid to ask…
Monday, June 23 09.00 - 10.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Over 3,000,000 people in Europe are diagnosed with cancer
each year. Research into new, improved methods of diagnosis and treatment, as well as on safer and more effective
screening strategies, is a key societal priority. This session
will defy misconceptions and stimulate discussions by providing a thorough insight into modern cancer methodology
and the challenges faced.
We will review controversies over cancer screening, including the overall benefit of screening and early detection
against the risks. Challenges in understanding how cancer
forms and spreads, developing revolutionary treatment
methods, and implementing effective and reliable diagnostic techniques, will be discussed. We will highlight innovative
imaging software and hardware tools, essential to earlier
cancer detection and higher precision in tumour irradiation,
either with conventional X-rays or with hadrons.
Session Organisers
Geraldine Barry, European Commission,
Joint Research Centre
Tajinder Panesor, Institute of Physics, UK
Agnes Szeberenyi, CERN, Switzerland
Moderator
Manjit Dosanjh, CERN, Switzerland

Speakers
Stephanie E. Combs, University Hospital of Heidelberg,
Germany
Silvia Deandrea, European Commission,
Joint Research Centre
Otmar Wiestler, German Cancer Research Center,
Germany

The power, limitations and future of
genetic profiling and cancer prevention
Monday, June 23 10.30 - 11.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
If you would like to know your genetically inscribed risk
of cancer and if researchers knew more about which role
genes play in the development of malign tumours, specific
prevention measures could be taken and better therapies
could be developed. You are invited to dig into the power,
limitations and future of genetic profiling and cancer prevention together with two researchers and a science journalist. Genetic epidemiology is identifying genes associated with cancer. Researchers are comparing the genetic
profiles of 100,000s of patients and healthy people. But can
a genetic profile ‘cause’ cancer? Is this link really as direct
as it seems? How does a gene lead to a certain physical expression? Genomics and variability, a basic research field
that investigates the processes that mediate genotype and
phenotype, might give answers here. But what might the
personal, social and health care consequences of genetic
profiling be? We expect a lively discussion and count on you
to pose your questions on this issue.
Session Organiser
Katharina Simons, Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin,
Germany
Moderator
Rhonda Smith, Minerva, UK
Speakers
Christina Berndt, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Germany
Per Hall, Karolinska Institute, Sweden,
Ben Lehner, Centre for Genomic Regulation, Spain
Rhonda Smith, Minerva, UK
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All trials registered, all results reported
Monday, June 23 12.00 - 13.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Thousands of clinical trials have not reported their results;
some have not even been registered. Information on what
was done and what was found in these trials could be lost
forever to doctors and researchers, leading to bad treatment decisions, missed opportunities for good medicine,
and trials being repeated. When clinical trial results are
withheld, patients are harmed and money is wasted. All
trials past and present should be registered, and the full
methods and the results reported.
What are the practical measures that researchers, universities, publishers and doctors must put in place to fulfil their
commitments?
In Europe, clinical trial regulations with transparency at
their heart are being debated in Parliament and will soon
become law. We now face the possibility of a fundamental
shift in the way that clinical trial results are reported. We will
discuss what these new regulations will mean for medicine.
Session Organiser
Julia Wilson, Sense About Science, UK

inflammatory bowel diseases using e-health with telemedicine and online monitoring in the hands of patients themselves.
We will introduce the new broad concept of personalised
medicine – stratified medicine (UK) or precision medicine
(USA) – with the use of genes, epigenetics and ICT for better prevention, diagnosis, treatment, care and rehabilitation. We will discuss ideas about the future with patients,
clinicians and researchers collaborating and present the
concept of personalised medicine with focus on genes and
epigenetics and touch upon the organisational obstacles
and ethical questions. The new e-health systems will be
demonstrated on site, and we will have an open discussion
with the audience on how to implement this new concept. Is
it cost effective? Will it influence quality of life and survival
for patients?
Session Organiser
Liselotte Højgaard, Rigshospitalet, University of Copenhagen, and Technical University of Denmark
Speakers
Geneviève Almouzni, Institut Curie, France
Pia Munkholm, Herlev Hospital, University of Copenhagen,
Denmark
Anders Olauson, European Patients’ Forum, Belgium

Moderator
Síle Lane, Sense About Science, UK
Speakers
Peter Gøtzsche, Nordic Cochrane Centre, Denmark
Beate Wieseler, Institute for Quality and Efficiency in
Health Care, Germany
Janet Wisely, Health Research Authority, UK

Personalised medicine: patient
involvement, egagement and empowerment
Monday, June 23 13.30 - 14.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Personalised medicine has become increasingly important
in the future of healthcare. Promises have been made of
dramatic reductions in healthcare expenditure alongside
improvements in the efficacy and safety of interventions
that will be tailored to the specific needs of each individual.
Active patient involvement is needed in research, development and practical use of personalised medicine, with an
example of the new methods for patient empowerment in
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Shared early-life origin of
common immune disorders
Tuesday, June 24 09.00 - 10.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Non communicable diseases – asthma, allergy, diabetes,
obesity, inflammatory bowel diseases, and disturbances
of neurologic development – are on the rise. Although they
share common molecular mechanisms science has largely
failed to provide evidence-based recommendations that
may lower the risk of these conditions.
Since the genetic pool is stable, the increase points to environmental influences, probably acting through epigenetic
modifications on gene expression. Infants are immunologically immature in the first months of life, where disease may
be programmed by exposures from microorganisms populating the human body – the microbiome – and diet.
The microbiome may act as a protector, but in certain genetic backgrounds microbes have the potential to cause or
maintain disease. Bacteria in our gut, skin and airways may
mediate interaction between the body and its environment
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and represent a target for preventive interventions. Protective factors in maternal diet during pregnancy influence
maturation and regulation of neonatal immune responses
and provide an opportunity for preventive intervention in
pregnancy. Understanding such gene -environmental interactions in early life is key to understanding the origins of
immune disorders and to prevent chronic disease.
Session Organiser
Hans Bisgaard, Copenhagen University Hospital Gentofte,
Denmark
Speakers
Susan Prescott, University of Western Australia
Harald Renz, University Hospital Marburg and Philips
University Marburg, Germany

Session Organiser
Maria Hagardt, VINNOVA, Sweden
Moderator
Quentin Cooper, Freelance science broadcaster and writer,
UK
Speakers
Abdul Ghafur, Chennai Declaration, India
Anne Glover, Chief Scientific Adviser to the President of the
European Commission
Birgitta Henriques Normark, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
Henrik Caspar Wegener, Technical University of Denmark

Thorkild I.A. Sørensen, University of Copenhagen and Novo
Nordisk Foundation, Denmark

From pathogens to pandemics:
can we handle the risk?
Antibiotic resistance: a ticking time bomb!

Tuesday, June 24 13.30 - 14.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

Tuesday, June 24 10.30 - 11.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Epidemic outbreaks carry an enormous economic and
health burden. A better understanding of the dynamics
that have led to outbreaks is of critical importance for the
development of efficient public health interventions. Developing a robust epidemiological intelligence system that allows scientists and medical practitioners to manage and
predict epidemics has become a top priority. Given this,
the research community is making inroads to the dynamics
of infectious diseases to develop tools for predicting their
emergence and increase the effectiveness of the interventions against them.

Each year in Europe, 25,000 people die from antibiotic resistance. We risk having no cure even for minor infections.
What steps must policymakers take to prevent antibiotic
misuse and promote new solutions? How can they provide
an environment to encourage new drug development, innovative technologies and encourage behavioural change?
We need to change behaviour in terms of diagnostics, prescriptions and regulations if we are to prevent bacteria
from becoming resistant. New antibiotic drugs need to be
developed and designed in a way that reduces the risk of
new resistant bacteria to emerge. Can new financial instruments spur this development?
What is being done at an international level to prevent excess use of antibiotics in animal production? In some countries animals are treated with antibiotics only if they are
infected, whereas in other countries animals are given antibiotics to prevent disease.
Our discussions will focus on global behavioural change,
new solutions and the current international initiatives. Is it
utopian to look forward to a future without fear of untreatable infections?

We will shed light on the underlying causes of epidemics from an evolutionary, ecological and genetic perspective, with regards to the role of host-pathogen systems.
Ways to predict outbreaks through computational epidemiology approaches will be presented. How can the evolution of host-pathogen diversity help us understand the
emergence of epidemics? What lessons can we draw from
systems like HIV and malaria? Can we predict outbreaks
through computational modelling?
Session Organiser
Eleni Zika, European Research Council
Moderator
Carmen Garcia Fernandez, European Research Council
Executive Agency
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Speakers
Vittoria Colizza, Inserm and UPMC, France
Sylvain Gandon, Centre of Evolutionary Ecology and
Epidemiology, France
Sunetra Gupta, Oxford University, UK
Philippe Lemey, Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium

The danger of new infections: what
can be done to reduce the risks?
Tuesday, June 24 15.00 - 16.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
Are you afraid to be infected with a virus not known to your
physician? Don’t be, because there are various researchers and professionals working on preventing an outbreak.
In this session you can find out how they are doing this. You
can meet European virologists working on understanding
the nature of new infections. They prepare effective medical
actions in case of an outbreak. You will have the chance to
experience what challenges are to be met in the case of an
outbreak of a new infection. How it should be communicated, who would be involved in the risk communication, how
the activities of the different stakeholders like researchers,
politicians, media and other public institutions are coordinated, and how the general public might react. We have
everything set to generate a hands-on and realistic focus
on the topic.
Session Organiser
Katharina Simons, Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin,
Germany
Moderator
Carl Johan Sundberg, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Fighting fat: the obesity epidemic
Wednesday, June 25 09.00 - 10.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
With an estimated 22 million children worldwide under the
age of five classified as overweight, obesity is one of the
biggest challenges of the 21st century. Obesity has significant health-related, economic and social implications,
and despite the increasing attention given to this topic by
governments and researchers alike, further insights are urgently needed in order to understand and better combat
this problem.
We aim to discuss the complex issue of obesity that will
include: a description of the underlying molecular mechanisms and genetic factors associated with obesity, the attempts being made to identify the genes that confer obesity
resistance (the so-called ‘thinness genes’), novel treatment
options for obesity - where synthetic sensor/effector devices integrate into cells and monitor disease-relevant metabolites, coordinating therapeutic responses. We will also
discuss research – using data from school health records –
into whether increased childhood body size is a contributing
factor to an increased risk of cancer in adulthood.
Session Organiser
Sally Donaldson, European Research Council Executive
Agency
Moderator
Vaida Bankauskaite, European Research Council Executive
Agency
Speakers
Jennifer L. Baker, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Ismaa Sadaf Farooqi, University of Cambridge, UK
Martin Fussenegger, ETH Zürich, Switzerland
Kirsty Lee Spalding, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Speakers
Karl Ekdahl, European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control, Sweden
Miguel Angel Jiménez-Clavero, National Institute of
Agricultural Research and Food Technology, Spain
Ab Osterhaus, Erasmus MC, Netherlands
Fabio Turone, Agency Zoe of Science Journalism, Italy
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Unleashing the power of peers for health
Wednesday, June 25 10.30 - 11.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Physical activity helps prevent obesity, and cardiovascular
disease and increases well-being. We are well aware of
these facts, but often good intentions fail to turn into actions. A recent research project came up with a new way
to tackle this old problem that focused on social incentives.
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Based on this, we will first conduct a live experiment using
sport exercises and the involvement of participants. Then
we present the results of a field study conducted in Italy in
the months prior to ESOF2014, where the concept of social
incentives to promote physical activity was tested. A lively
pros/cons debate with the participants on this approach
and its ethical implications will wrap-up the session.
Session Organiser
Geraldine Barry, European Commission, Joint Research
Centre
Moderators
Sandra Caldeira, European Commission, Joint Research
Centre
Benedikt Herrmann, European Commission, Joint Research
Centre
Speakers
Pelle Guldborg Hansen, Roskilde University and University of
Southern Denmark

Consumers do not want to be cheated and honest producers should not be punished, so official food control needs to
ensure that label information can be trusted. The results of
forensic testing methods are not only beneficial for control
authorities, but also to fraudsters, as an insight into the detailed composition of food might help them fine-tune their
illicit manipulations in order to evade legal action. We need
to constantly develop and revise methodologies to detect
fraud and protect the fundamental rights of consumers.
Session Organiser
Geraldine Barry, European Commission, Joint Research
Centre
Moderator
Elke Anklam, European Commission, Joint Research Centre
Speakers
Maree Gallagher, Maree Gallagher Associates, UK
Beate Kettlitz, Food & Drink Europe, Belgium
Franz Ulberth, European Commission, Joint Research Centre

Antonios Proestakis, European Commission, Joint Research
Centre
Eugenia Polizzi Di Sorrentino, European Commission, Joint
Research Centre

Detection of fraud in the food chain:
mission impossible?
Wednesday, June 25 13.30 - 14.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Recent food scandals have shown that despite sophisticated forensic methods, food contamination is a problem.
Since food is traded, fraudulent practices have regularly
occurred. Can enforcement bodies stay ahead of criminal
creativity?
Food fraud has a rich history – Cato reported on the adulteration of wine and olive oil in the Roman Empire – and global
trade has made the challenge even bigger. Intentional adulteration has increased thanks to separation between food
producers and consumers. Agricultural marketing practices
focus on promotion of premium goods such as products
coming from a well-defined geographical location, applying
only traditional methods of production and using only certain ingredients. As these products command a high price,
the incentive to commit fraud by diluting high priced goods
with cheaper alternatives for example, is a risk.

Young scientists fighting age related
diseases
Thursday, June 26 08.30 - 09.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Ageing-associated diseases are a major health issue and
the economic and societal burden they present will increase
in the future. It is of pivotal importance to delineate the underlying mechanisms that drive age-related malfunction
and develop new therapies to extend healthy lives. Ageing is a complex process and scientific research has only
scratched the surface, although a bridge between academia and the private sector is contributing insights.
We will discuss how genes protect us from age-related
diseases, how genome instability drives malfunctions with
advancing age, how cellular energy supports and threatens our tissues, and how stem cells regenerate the ageing body. We will interactively explore how future research
endeavours will deepen our understanding of the ageing
process and how young scientists can meet the challenges
at the crossroad of academic research and medical application.
Session Organiser
Lene Juel Rasmussen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Moderator
Vilhelm Bohr, National Institute on Ageing, USA
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Speakers
Gerald de Haan, European Institute on the Biology of Aging
and University Medical Center Groningen, Netherlands
George Garinisn Department of Biology, University of Crete,
Greece

Jane Falkingham, University of Southampton, UK
Gloria Luong, Max Planck Institute for Human Development,
Germany
Nancy Pedersen, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Lene Juel Rasmussen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Björn Schumacher, University of Cologne, Germany

Ageing as a way of life, not the end of life
Thursday, June 26 10.00 - 11.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
While ageing is often regarded as a process of decline, this
is not necessarily the case. Researchers are showing that
cultural and biological factors have positive influences over
the lives of ageing citizens. Ageing is a process of change
in which people may not only lose but also gain certain capacities. There is evidence suggesting that life experience
helps to bolster emotional and psychological resilience
and that harmful response to crises are mitigated as we
get older. Technologies are changing the way older citizens
participate in society and form bridges across generations.
This new view on ageing and the emerging positive attitude
towards generational variety has important societal implications; if people at different stages of life have different
strengths, how can we harness these various strengths?
And what is the potential from increasing integration and
intertwining of generations?
We will highlight new scientific insights that challenge our
traditional views of ageing and the need to address this issue from a wide range of scientific perspectives, encompassing both biological, social and cultural factors.
Session Organiser
Gabi Lombardo, Science Europe, Belgium
Moderators
Kirsten Drotner, University of Southern Denmark
Eva Hoogland, Science Europe, Belgium
Dirk Inzé, University of Ghent, Belgium
Speakers
Cedric Blanpain, Université Libre de Bruxels, Belgium
Mark Blythe, Norhumbria University, UK
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3.3.4
LEARNING IN THE 21ST
CENTURY
Well-educated and knowledgeable citizens are essential
for inclusive and vibrant societies. But what are the skills
and knowledge needed in the future? And how should we
learn them – are the days of national education systems
over and does science and technology offer ways to improve our ways of learning? This theme is supported by the
Lundbeck Foundation.

European Student Parliaments: an
effective informal learning format?
Monday, June 23 09.00 - 10.15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
How can students be motivated to get involved in science
policy? One possibility is through simulated parliaments
– where students discuss a variety of scientific topics in
committees with researchers and policy makers.
We will explore the effectiveness of these simulated parliaments. Do they strengthen the dialogue between students
and science research? Can they counteract the apparent lack of young scientists throughout Europe? Can they
encourage students to deal with social issues of democracy
and politics?
In the fishbowl session, the participants involved in the
project come together to inform the audience about
different views on the project and to discuss its effects
and outcomes. Moreover they will debate how the project
contributes to a joint European society and in which way it
goes in line with the goals set by the European Commission
in the Horizon2020 strategy for a competitive and successful
European society in the future.
Session Organiser
Markus Weisskopf, Wissenschaft im Dialog gGmbH,
Germany
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Speakers
Wolfgang Lutz, International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis, Austria

The role of education in promoting
social justice

Katrin Rehak, Robert Bosch Foundation, Germany

Monday, June 23 16.30 - 17.45
Little Carl, Dance Halls

A student from European Student Parliament Final Debate

Mapping social science and humanities
Monday, June 23 15.00 - 16.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Mapping scientific fields and research areas is of growing interest to scientists, policymakers, funding agencies
and industry. Computation of bibliometric data such as
co-authorships, co-citation analysis, cross-disciplinary
collaborations, and inter-institutional networks supply coherent visual maps of the research landscape. Research in
the social sciences and humanities is often difficult to map
and survey, since these fields are embedded in diverse and
often diverging epistemic cultures. Some are specifically
bound to local contexts, languages and terminologies, and
the domain lacks global referencing bodies and dictionaries. Mapping scientific activity and understanding interdisciplinary exchanges requires researchers to go beyond
traditional statistical methods, such as co-citation analysis,
and develop new semantic technologies such as topic models, natural language processing, as well as survey-based
studies.
We will explore how combinations and variations of science
mapping approaches can provide a productive basis for
studies of research characteristics in the humanities and
social sciences.
Session Organiser
David Budtz Pedersen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Moderator
Frederik Stjernfelt, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

We will explore how neoliberal policies have influenced the
role of education with regard to promoting social justice.
Are the recent policies ignoring group rights in favour of
individual rights? Do individual students need active and
assertive parents in order to get the education they need?
Issues to be discussed will include the impact of marketization and public accountability. What is the influence of frequent standardised testing and policies like school choice?
How do policies influence the role of the school in furthering or hindering the marginalization of students? Is bullying, discrimination, racism, classism and sexism seen as a
problem for individually targeted students or as a problem
for all the members in the school community?
We will discuss common patterns as well as differences
between countries with special focus on what kinds of systemic changes need to take place in order to maintain a focus on social justice in education.
Session Organiser
Gunilla Holm, University of Helsinki, Finland
Moderator
Quentin Cooper, Freelance science broadcaster and
writter, UK
Speakers
Gunilla Holm, University of Helsinki, Finland
Lisbeth Lundahl, University of Umeå, Sweden
Michele Schweisfurth, University of Glasgow, UK
Agnes van Zanten, Sciences Po, France
Lois Weis, University of Buffalo, USA

Speakers
Jürgen Pfeffer, Carnegie Mellon University, USA
Andrea Scharnhorst, Data Archiving and Networked
Services, Netherlands

MOOCs: a disruptive innovation for
scientific and technical education in Europe?

Gunnar Sivertsen, Nordisk Institutt for Studier av
Innovasjon; forskning og Utdanning, Norway

Tuesday, June 24 09.00 - 10.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

Discussant
Katja Mayer, University of Vienna, Austria

Online courses have been around for decades but it is in the
last few years that MOOCs – Massive Open Online Courses – have ’disrupted’ higher education by offering quality
teaching from the best universities to all and for free.
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Are MOOCs reshaping the education system or are they
just a tool for cheaper education in times of financial pressure? We will consider whether MOOCs address students´
expectations of high quality teaching and assessment. We
will explore the extent to which MOOCs can overcome the
challenges of the labour market in the STEM fields, where
Europe has a shortage of highly qualified people. Has Europe developed its own model(s) of MOOCs, reflecting its
diversity and specific needs and how does this compare
to other models? From the business perspective, would a
company employ a MOOC student instead of a student
with a traditional education path?
Session Organiser
Elena Guarneri, EuroTech Universities and Technical
University of Denmark
Moderator
Johannes Heinlein, edX, USA
Speakers
Patrick Aebischer, École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne, Switzerland
Xavier Prats Monné, European Commission
Volker Zimmermann, IMC AG, Germany

Computing – a 21st Century literacy
Tuesday, June 24 10.30 - 11.45
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Computing is a new type of literacy. It is infinitely malleable;
has its own agency; requires and supports model-based
thinking and the simultaneous presence of multiple types
of abstraction. Every child should be provided with this literacy, but no nation is satisfactorily preparing students for
using computing for innovation. We will address several
challenges with a particular focus on the integration of computational thinking in science curricula.

Speakers
Michael Caspersen, Centre for Science Education, Aarhus
University, Denmark
Sally Fincher, University of Kent, School of Computing, UK
Mark Guzdial, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

Engineering for children:
a new way of teaching science
Tuesday, June 24 12.00 - 13.15
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls
All over the world large industry corporations are worrying about the shortage of engineers we will face within the
coming years. How can this problem be tackled? How can
we promote interest in scientific careers and develop the
culture of innovation among young people?
One way is to start early and address primary schools. Introduction of engineering into the curricula of formal and
non-formal education could be a solution. By using the engineering design process on challenges that are relevant to
children’s lives, interest in scientific topics can be encouraged. Three aspects for making change happen are important: curricula development, teacher training and advocacy
for introduction of engineering into the curricula.
We offer a workshop on how engineering can be seen as
an innovative way of improving the STEM learning process
through Inquiry Based Science Education. Both the European
and the American outlooks will be discussed as well as differences in all the countries. Throughout the workshop several hands-on engineering units will be demonstrated.
Session Organiser
Maria Zolotonosa, Ecsite, Belgium
Speakers
Signe Ammitzbøll, Maglegårdsskolen, Denmark
Maya Halevy, Bloomfield Science Museum Jerusalem, Israel

These include questions such as: How to scale computing
education to a national and international level? How do
humans develop an understanding of model-based thinking and the development and use of abstractions? What
changes are needed to current pedagogy?

Ioannis Miaoulis, Museum of Science, USA

Session Organiser
Palle Nowack, Aarhus University, Denmark
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Is higher education in
Europe the best it can be?

Art, science and innovation:
piloting new modes of public interaction

Tuesday, June 24 15.00 - 16.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Wednesday, June 25 09.00 - 10.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls

The Innovation Union flagship initiative of the Europe 2020
strategy states that: ‘Our education systems at all levels
need to be modernised. Excellence must even more become
the guiding principle. We need more world-class universities, raise skill levels and attract top talent from abroad.
‘The starting point for the Innovation Union is to have an
excellent, modern education system in all Member States.
Although Europe has a good basic education system compared to many other parts of the world, there are significant
weaknesses, e.g. with science teaching in some Member
States. Higher education reform is equally urgent, particularly to better link education with research and innovation
activities.

What value do scientists and artists get from such interactions? How can citizens be involved and benefit from collaborations between art and science? Does this approach
provide a way to engage new audiences with science and
technology?

We will address: What are the policy options available to
attract talent and enhance participation especially in science-based studies, in order to significantly increase the
number of graduates? What curricular developments are
needed for skills to better match industry needs and assure the competitiveness of European higher education on
a global level?

We will discuss innovative approaches to bridging art and
science and explore how such interactions can lead to the
generation of new ideas, including original scientific concepts but also social, commercial and cultural innovations,
products and services.
Session Organiser
Lynn Scarff, Science Gallery, Ireland
Speakers
Lucas Evers, The Waag Society, Netherlands
Jurij Krpan, Kapelica Gallery, Slovenia
Lynn Scarff, Science Gallery, Ireland

Session Organiser
Miklós Györffi, European Parliament
Moderator
Nicoline van der Linden, Elsevier’s journal publishing group,
Netherlands
Speakers
Rebecca Allinson, Technopolis Group, UK
Hannah Foreman, Elsevier, Netherlands
Theodoros Karapiperis, Science and Technology Options
Assessment, European Parlament
Paul Rübig, Member of European Parliament, Austria
Rui Tavares, Member of European Parliament, Portugal
Britta Thomsen, Member of European Parliament, Denmark
Doris Pack, Member of European Parliament, Germany
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Accelerated learning for success
Wednesday, June 25 12.00 - 13.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls
How can the enthusiasm of today’s young scientists be
harnessed for future prosperity? To compete in the wider
job market researchers need interdisciplinary training,
transferable skills, and international experience. Researcher training is constantly evolving to address these needs
and provide a workforce fit for purpose. Clearly, more jobready researchers will benefit from wider and better job opportunities.
How can researcher training be optimised? International
training networks provide a new and unique learning experience for researchers. On the basis of three very large
networks that cover research in accelerator science and
technology we explain how international mobility, cross sector exposure, training through cutting edge research and
participation in multi-disciplinary workshops all contribute
to a unique learning experience.
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What is it like to be involved in these new training networks?
The viewpoints of three insiders are described: in an interactive dialogue with the audience a research leader, a senior
HR administrator and an early career researcher highlight
current challenges from the global job market and present
’success stories’ to explain how the current most advanced
learning schemes function.
Session Organiser
Carten Welsch, University of Liverpool/Cockcroft
Institute, UK
Speakers
Daria Astapovych, CERN, Switzerland
Andreas Döpp, University of Liverpool, UK
Seamus Hegarty, CERN, Switzerland

Asger Høeg, Experimentarium, DK
Suzanne Kapelari, University of Innsbruck, Austria

3.3.5
MATERIAL AND VIRTUAL
WORLD
The fundamental understanding of materials has shifted
the boarders of engineering and production. Moreover, the
breakthroughs in information and communication technologies have altered our perceptions of what constitutes reality. Where will the next scientific breakthroughs take us?

Carsten Welsch, University of Liverpool and Cockcroft
Institute, UK

What the Higgs do we do now?

How should researchers be involved
in formal education?
Wednesday, June 25 13.30 - 14.45
Little Carl, Dance Halls
How should the scientific community be involved in education? We present a case study of a primary school in a
science centre, where scientists and educators use practical work and cutting edge technology to reshape science
education and promote scientific culture. Classrooms and
other school facilities were built to host a week-long science
learning experience, engaging more than 1,500 children
per year. We describe how the school is managed within a
partnership with local government, local education authorities and schools. We highlight how the direct involvement
of researchers benefits teachers, museum educators and
students. An international view of similar initiatives from
leading US and EU associations of informal science learning environments will contribute to a comparative approach
grounded on field work and worldwide experience.
Session Organiser
Carlos Alves, Ciencia Viva, Portugal

Monday, June 23 09.00 - 10.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
The 2012 discovery of the Higgs boson completed a multidecade chapter in the progress of particle physics. But is
that it? If the Standard Model is now complete, what else is
there to do? We will explore the new questions revealed by
the Higgs discovery and discuss the emerging global efforts to pursue these new frontiers: from mysteries of cosmology to precision tests to complete characterization of
the Standard Model.
Tantalising opportunities exist to connect the microscopic
world of the Standard Model of particle physics to the macroscopic world of cosmology while simultaneously exploring
the perplexing problems of integrating quantum mechanics
and gravity in a self-consistent framework. Efforts to probe
these possibilities are forming and they require global cooperation among 1000s of scientists and students sprinkled
across nearly 100 nations. Now is, perhaps, the most exciting moment ever in particle physics.
Session Organiser
Timothy Meyer, TRIUMF, Canada
Speakers
Jonathan A. Bagger, TRIUMF, Canada

Speakers
Carlos Alves, Ciencia Viva, Portugal

Nigel S. Lockyer, Fermilab, USA

Jamie Robert Bell, Center for Advancement of Informal
Science Education, USA

Tatsuya Nakada, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de L
ausanne, Switzerland
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Genetic privacy in the genomic era:
a reality check?
Monday, June 23 15.00 - 16.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
With the advent of next-generation DNA sequencing technologies, researchers have been collecting and sharing
data on an unprecedented scale. This opens new opportunities for computer-based research in human genomics, for
example. Data exchange among scientists studying the human genome allows them to understand how we grow and
how disease develops. But with these opportunities come
challenges: as the data are produced faster, shared globally and feature more personal information, it is becoming
more difficult to store, retrieve and manage them.
Ensuring that donor identities are protected and that genetic material usage agreements are respected is a basic
expectation, but constant vigilance is needed to maintain
security. Attempts to identify anonymous donors of DNA
have shown that, when genetic samples are involved, reidentification is nearly always possible. Anonymising sensitive information or even deleting data subsets is not always adequate to protect research participants’ identity.
Finding a solution that keeps research moving forward and
protects patient privacy has not been easy, but different
strategies have been proposed and implemented in different countries.
We will discuss how Europe’s bioscience facilities and data
providers are creating an infrastructure that allows seamless and secure access to research data. We will talk about
the implications for research participants, scientists and
society.
Session Organisers
Sandra Bendiscioli, European Molecular Biology
Organisation (EMBO), Germany
Lena Raditsch, European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL), Germany

New large-scale research infrastructures:
how they will revolutionise our
understanding of matter
Monday, June 23 16.30 - 17.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Development of better computer chips, fuels, drugs, batteries and plastics and industrial drivers such as fuel cells
and superconductors are all dependent on advances in the
capacity and capability of the science of X-ray and neutron
science. By building new international large scale research
infrastructures – such as the European Spallation Source,
the MAX-IV Synchrotron X-ray facilities and the European
X-ray Free Electron Laser – researches will be able to see
what has so far been unseeable.
We will present modern crystallography applying instruments at these new large scale research infrastructures.
We will explain how they are capable of dealing with some
of the most complex problems that science and medicine
have ever confronted, such as the unknown mechanisms of
how DNA sustains life at the molecular level. This knowledge
will result in developments of new drugs. We will discuss:
Why do we need new advanced research infrastructures
and what can we use them for?
Session Organisers
Kell Mortensen, Niels Bohr Institute, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Thomas Zoufal, DESY, Germany
Speakers
Dimitri Argyriou, European Spallation Source, Sweden
Henry Chapman, DESY, Germany
Kell Mortensen, Niels Bohr Institute, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Ada E. Yonath, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel

Moderator
Michele Garfinkel, European Molecular Biology
Organisation (EMBO), Germany
Speakers
Ewan Birney, EMBL-European Bioinformatics Institute, UK
Jane Kaye, University of Oxford, UK
Jan Korbel, European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL),
Germany
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Decoding the origin, fabric, and
fate of life and the Universe
Tuesday, June 24 10.30 - 13.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
What is the Universe made of? How has it evolved and
what is its fate? How did life and consciousness emerge on
Earth? How can science contribute to solving the enormous
challenges facing society? Answering many of these ques-
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tions means using extraordinary scientific machines, at the
limits of technology and human creativity. We will share the
latest knowledge and provoke discussion about science
undertaken at world-leading international research infrastructures.

Telemedicine cannot be successfully introduced at large
scale until all these challenges are met in a unified approach. The implementation may have short-term cost implication, but the long-term benefit will be improved quality
of healthcare services, lower cost and societal savings.

We will link the very smallest scales in matter studied via
particle, nuclear and high energy physics to the very largest scales across the Universe, accessible to ground- and
space-based telescopes, and discuss new applications
and progress towards sustainable fusion energy. The fundamental mechanics of life, reproduction and evolution at
the atomic level will be presented along with new applications, such as the use of DNA for information storage and
particle physics techniques for medical therapy.

A show and tell element will display practical benefits and
challenges for a real patient at home.
Session Organiser
J. Michael Hasenkam, Aarhus University, Denmark
Speakers
David Fitzmaurice, University of Birmingham, UK
J. Michael Hasenkam, Aarhus University, Denmark

Session Organiser
Mark McCaughrean, European Space Agency
Moderator
Jonathan Amos, BBC, UK

Ian Hay, Continua Health Alliance, Belgium
Morten Kyng, Aarhus University, Denmark
Finn Olesen, Aarhus University, Denmark

Speakers
Sergio Bertolucci, CERN, Switzerland
Manjit Dosanjh, CERN, Switzerland

Old textiles provide new knowledge
Nick Goldman, EMBL- European Bioinformatics Institute, UK
Chris Lllewellyn Smith, University of Oxford, UK
Venkatraman Ramakrishnan, Medical Research Council
Laboratory of Molecular Biology, UK
Brian Schmidt, Australian National University Mount Stromlo
Observatory, Australia

Telemedicine – a multidisciplinary approach
Tuesday, June 24 16.30 - 17.45
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls
Increases in healthcare cost and public demand for healthcare services is a challenge for society. We desperately
need new ways of providing public and private healthcare.
In telemedicine the patient actively participates in monitoring their disease using near patient technology, and transfers data to their healthcare provider. The consequences of
telemedicine call for infrastructural changes, as well as a
re-examination of doctor-patient relationships.

Wednesday, June 25 09.00 - 10.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
Textiles were one of the first technologies developed by humans and had a great impact in the evolution of humanity.
Clothing provided mankind with the possibility to expand
and search for new unexploited areas with less favourable
weather. As the quality of textiles improved they developed
into a kind of currency. Long distance trade became effective thanks to the invention of sails, making waterways the
highways of the past. Ancient textile research has taken
innovative steps with the development of cutting-edge interdisciplinary techniques and methodologies that bring the
invisible dimensions of textiles to light.
We will discuss the immense impact that the development
of new materials and their production have on society, on
economies as well as on landscapes.
Session Organiser
Karin Margarita Frei, National Museum Denmark and University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Moderator
Ulla Mannering, National Museum of Denmark
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Speakers
Dominique Cardon, Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique, France
Karin Margarita Frei, National Museum of Denmark and
Copenhagen University, Denmark
Kristian Kristiansen, Göteborgs Universitet, Sweden
Feng Zhao, China National Silk Museum, China

A new era of quantum mechanics
Wednesday, June 25 10.30 - 11.45
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Quantum mechanics describes how physical systems behave, usually at the smallest scales. Physicists and information scientists are now studying and harnessing the
deepest aspects of that behaviour to create new ways of
communicating and processing information that are extremely powerful.

How much do you want to know
about yourself?
Wednesday, June 25 12.00 - 13.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
The field of low-cost biosensing is rapidly growing and will
have great impact on quality of life. Where, how and when
should these sensors be used? We will showcase biosensors that have an impact on human health and discuss
which ones should be prioritised for future development.
We will start with short ‘shot-gun’ presentations to set the
scene. The audience will then be invited to inspect and try
different sensor prototypes: a t-shirt that monitors heart
activity, glucose monitoring on a piece of paper and breath
analysis. This hands-on experience is anticipated to
create an open and dynamic atmosphere where the audience ’dares’ to interact with the presenters.
Session Organiser
Anja Boisen, Technical University of Denmark
Moderator
Lone Frank, Weekendavisen, Denmark

We will introduce the concepts and scientific principles behind quantum mechanics. We will show how a full-scale
quantum computer has the potential to perform calculations significantly faster than any silicon-based computer.
Such a technology could have a tremendous effect on financial asset movement, potentially leading to a more efficient
financial market and, perhaps, a more predictable one.

Speakers
Anja Boisen, Technical University of Denmark

We will discuss how quantum states promise more secure
communication and data transfer. This includes quantum
key distribution, an application already in use that guarantees secure communication due to the fact that quantum
systems cannot be measured without any external interference being detected.

Samuel Sia, Columbia University, USA

Session Organiser
Tajinder Panesor, The Institute of Physics, UK
Moderator
Laura Hood, The Conversation, UK
Speakers
Elham Kashefi, University of Edinburgh, UK
Barbara Kraus, University of Innsbruck, Austria
Grégoire Ribordy, ID Quantique, Switzerland
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Filippo Bosco, Technical University of Denmark
Jesper Eugen-Olsen, Copenhagen University Hospital
Hvidovre, Denmark

Anthony Turner, Linköping University, Sweden
Vijay Varadan, University of Arkansas and Pennsylvania
State University, USA
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Køb abonnement på Politiken og få nyheder, baggrundsstof og viden. Et abonnement giver
dig avis leveret til døren – og med abonnementet følger også fri adgang til alle artikler på
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3.3.6
A REVOLUTION OF THE
MIND
Brain research and cognitive neuroscience have opened our
understanding of the human mind. What should we see the
knowledge for? What are the consequences for thinking
and practice in academic, political and commercial life? And
should new knowledge of the brain change our conception
of human being.

Neuroenhancement:
a true unfolding of man
Monday, June 23 10.30 - 11.45
Litle Carl, Dance Halls
Imagine taking a pill and going from average to genius, or
being able to hear ultra sounds thanks to a bionic ear. Imagine learning extremely fast because your brain receives
an electrical stimulus every time you get it right. This is not
the future, this is the present. We are entering a new chapter in human history. We can become transhumans. We are
increasingly able to modulate and manipulate our brains,
bodies, our moods and actions.
What we perceive as futuristic scenarios are present day
dilemmas. Information about how you can enhance yourself
is spreading at the speed, not of light, but of the internet.
The drug is only as far away as a click on your computer
mouse. We will explore the potential dilemmas and pitfalls,
and the choices we have to take as individuals and as a
society.
This session will run simultaneously with the Science and the
City event ’What would you like to be today?’ The scientific
session will interact via a weblink to the audience of the outreach event that will be allowed to vote using their mobile
phones.
Session Organiser
Charlotte Koldbye, Experimentarium, Denmark

The billion-dollar big brain projects:
where are we going with our brains?
Monday, June 23 13.30 - 14.45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
The Human Brain Project (HBP) is an initiative launched by the
European Commission as a part of its Future and Emerging
Technologies Flagship Programme. The HBP aims at developing technology platforms, dedicated to Neuroinformatics, Brain Simulation, High Performance Computing, Medical
Informatics, Neuromorphic Computing and Neurorobotics.
The NIH Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) Initiative is part of a new US Presidential focus aimed at revolutionizing our understanding of
the human brain. The BRAIN initiative aims at accelerating
the development and application of innovative technologies, in order to produce a new dynamic picture of the brain
that shows how individual cells and complex neural circuits
interact in both time and space. Both endeavours aim at
getting a better understanding of the human brain in health
and disease with the ultimate goal to find new ways and
means to diagnose, treat and prevent brain disorders.
We will present and discuss how each endeavour proceeds, where they differ and where they complement each
other. We will take a closer look at the two undertakings
from a social and ethical point of view and discuss where
we are heading in our understanding of the human mind.
Session Organiser
Kim Krogsgaard, Grete Lundbeck European Brain Research
Foundation, Denmark
Moderator
Alison Abbott, Nature, Germany
Speakers
Cori Bargmann, Rockefeller University, USA
Karl Deisseroth, Stanford University, USA
Seth Grant, University of Edingburgh, UK
Sten Grillner, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
Nikolas Rose, Kings College London, UK

Speakers
Elisabeth Hildt, Johannes Gutenberg University, Germany
André Joubert, European Brain Council, Belgium
Ilina Singh, Kings College London, UK
Alex Tiedtke Quintanilha, University of Porto, Portugal
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Smart pills and moral machines
Monday, June 23 15.00 - 16.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Brains are ubiquitous in modern marketing, media and policy discussions. Neuromarketing firms claim to be able to
manipulate ‘buy buttons’ inside the brain and influence consumer behaviour. Game developers advertise programs
that can ‘train the brain’ to overcome the hindrances of old
age and mental illness. Nutrition companies sell moodboosting beverages and stress-busting snack bars. Policy
makers are increasingly hungry for insights from neuroscience to devise ‘nudges’ for their citizens.
Many of these claims are unfounded hype, but recent advances in neuroscience have enabled scientists not only
to better understand the human brain, but also to directly
manipulate its function. We will showcase new research
using pharmacological and technological tools to influence
human learning and decision making. Can non-invasive
electrical brain stimulation improve our mathematical skills?
Can antidepressant pills change our moral decision making? We will reveal the current state of affairs in the science
of neuroenhancement, provide non-specialists with tools
for separating real scientific advances from unproven bogus claims and discuss the ethical implications of altering
human brain function.
Session Organiser
Geraldine Barry, European Commission, Joint Research
Centre
Moderator
Benedikt Herrmann, European Commission, Joint Research
Centre
Speakers
Roshan Cools, Radboud University Nijmegen, Netherlands
Molly Crockett, University College London, UK
Roi Cohen Kadosh, Oxford University, UK
Christian Ruff, University of Zürich, Switzerland

What is life? Revisited
Monday, June 23 16.30 - 17.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Dublin lectures entitled ‘What is Life?’ The following year,
1944, Schrödinger published a book with the same title
based on the lectures, and today it is considered a classic
among popular science books. Since then, historians and
scientists have continued to argue over the importance and
influence of Schrödinger’s lectures and of the book that followed. Most would concur, though, that it was at the time a
unique attempt at a comprehensive understanding of life.
Recent advances in the various subfields of the biological
sciences warrant re-visiting some old puzzles, and ponder
some new ones as well: What are the defining characteristics of life that distinguish it from inert matter? Is it the ability
to replicate and reproduce? Can a fire – which feeds, grows,
and reproduces – be considered a living entity? What about
a computer program that learns and evolves? Do the same
principles apply at every level of biological complexity? Is
life some form of essence, or is it just encoded information?
Are the life sciences approaching a stage where ‘life’ can
be created? If so, what would be the purpose and repercussions?
Session Organiser
Halldor Stefansson, European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL), Germany
Speakers
John Dupré, University of Exeter, UK
William Martin, Heinrich Heine University, Germany

Detectives of the microcosm
Tuesday, June 24 09.00 - 10.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
The world’s most powerful particle accelerator, the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), concluded its first three years of running early in 2013. Those three years shed light on the intimate workings of the Universe at the tiniest scale, of what
matter was like in the first instants of the Universe’s life, and
they have given us insights into the mysterious world of antimatter. This has whetted the appetite for more to come.
We will examine the results of the LHC in its first three years,
and the implications for our understanding of the Universe.
Session Organiser
James Gillies, CERN, Switzerland
Speakers
Tiziano Camporesi, CERN, Switzerland

On 5 February 1943, the Nobel Prize winning quantum physicist Erwin Schrödinger delivered the first of his three seminal
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Stephanie Hansmann-Menzemer, Heidelberg Univeristy,
Germany

Discussants
Dominique Leglu, Sciences et Avenir, France

Samira Hassani, CEA/IRFU, France

Theo Meert, Johnson & Johnson, Janssen Pharmaceutica, USA

Andre Mischke, University of Utrecht, Netherlands

Minding humans
Unravelling addictions
and brain reward systems
Tuesday, June 24 12.00 - 13.15
Malting Hall
Wouldn’t it be wonderful to attribute our compulsion for addictive damaging activities, such as overeating, taking illicit
drugs or smoking, wholly to our genetic makeup? We could
blame our parents for everything! We know it is bad for us
but we still do it. Why?
We will explore the latest scientific evidence behind compulsive behaviour. Personalized medicine provides plenty
of research linking genetics and disease. But establishing
a relationship between genetic variation and behaviour is
trickier. How does over-consumption of high-fat food trigger addiction-like neuroadaptive responses in our brainreward circuitry? Why are fewer than 25% of heroin users
proven to be dependent, while other addictive substances
need only one try for a permanent susceptibility to addiction
to occur? How does nicotine work as the principal reinforcing component in tobacco smoke responsible for addiction?
We will highlight new research showing that genetics plays
but one part and demonstrate that compulsive behaviour
usually comes about after extended access. As biologically
deterministic as that may sound, we all have our aptitudes,
traits and susceptibilities – and free will can prevail. The
same is true with addiction. We will shed new light on how
the three strands of biological, psychological and social
elements work together. A common thread will be the importance of continued global research into many unknown
underlying mechanisms.

Tuesday, June 24 13.30 - 16.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Studying individual brains is insufficient for understanding
humans. Humans are social and cultural beings, sharing
expectations communicated in interactions, building worlds
symbolically mediated and moving way beyond the body
into proximal and distal forms of technology. Scientists are
beginning to question whether we can understand human
experience and behaviour without examining the biological,
cognitive and psychological underpinnings. This realisation
calls for new models and metaphors for who ‘we’ as humans are.
If a key characteristic of humans is that they mind, how do
we then ‘mind humans’? The issue is crucial, since new findings have implications for how we design new strategies
of medical treatment and intervention, and new ways of
thinking about our lives and destinies. The creative interplay
between the sciences has made it possible for us today to
begin to understand ‘minding humans’. This unprecedented tool raises challenges in need of analysis and debate.
What is it that we have understood? Are the methods and
machines giving us what we think they do? What role does
the human factor play in the grand vision of ‘minding humans’?
Session Organiser
Armin Geertz, Aarhus University, Denmark
Speakers
Cordelia Fine, University of Melbourne, Australia
Martin Ingvar, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Session Organiser
Wilson Compton, National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA),
USA

Jane Prophet, City University Hong Kong, China

Moderator
Michel Kazatchkine, Office of the Secretary General of the
United Nations, Switzerland

Nikolas Rose, Kings College London, UK

Speakers
Wilson Compton, National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), USA
Delon Human, Health Diplomats, Switzerland
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Creativity in science: what is it
and can it be willed?
Wednesday, June 25 13.30 - 14.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls
There are personalities and intellectual capacities that kindle creative scholarly environments. A wider social environment can also encourage or dampen creative thinking. Why
are some periods intensely marked by major discoveries,
while other periods seem relatively calm? What is the role of
larger social and political processes in this? And how does
language play into the process of signposting new knowledge?
The centenary of Niels Bohr’s three seminal papers on the
atomic model from 1913 motivated many symposia and
canvassed a wide ground upon which his achievements
rested. There were his own intellectual gifts, but also an intense time of discovery, an insatiable thirst for knowledge,
a family life, and a national support, all of which contributed
to a collective, creative spirit that would lead to a host of
fundamental breakthroughs in many fields.
We will address the question of what makes a stimulating
and creative scholarly environment from the perspective
of the natural sciences, the humanities and the social sciences. We will probe how we may further creative thinking
in science today and if it is at all possible to will it.
Session Organiser
Kirsten Hastrup, The Royal Danish Academy of Sciences
and Letters
Speakers
Charles Marcus, Niels Bohr Institute, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Per Øhrgaard, Danish (literary) Academy

attract a broad following amongst poets from Western
Europe and as far afield as Russia, Mexico, and the USA.
Around thirty poets contribute to each of the published volumes which are multilingual and transdisciplinary.
The session will have two parts: (1) four invited lecturers
will be presented as part of the scientific programme; (2)
further contributors will present talks that are accessible to
the general public as part of the Science in the City Festival.
Session Organiser
Jean-Patrick Connerade, European Academy of Sciences,
Arts and Literature, UK
Speakers
Marie-Noëlle Célérier, Observatorie de Paris, France
Jean-Patrick Connerade, European Academy of Sciences,
Arts and Litterature, UK
Jean Hautepierre, Poet, biographer and translator, France
Nick Norwood, Columbus State University, USA
Uli Rothfuss, Akademie Faber-Castell, Germany

3.3.7
SCIENCE, DEMOCRACY
AND CITIZENSHIP
Science and scientists can facilitate, interrupt or enrich
democratic decision making. When should science be the
privileged provider of knowledge and when are scientists
citizens? What should be the division of labour between
facts and norms; between science and democracy? This
theme is supported by the Velux Foundations.

Science meets Poetry IV: Danish connections
Wednesday, June 25 15.00 - 17.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls
Scientists and poets have met in a special session since
2006, which has become a distinctive feature of ESOF. These
meetings are placed under a broad guideline reflecting either a specific feature of the venue or themes of the forum.
Subsequently the poems presented have been published in
book form on each occasion and now belong to the collective ‘memory’ of ESOF. This is a unique session that distinguishes ESOF from comparable meetings. These sessions

Fiscal austerity and growth:
what does science say?
Monday, June 23 12.00 - 13.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Following the financial crisis, countries have cut expenditure
and raised taxes to reverse sharp increases in government
deficits and debts. Views are split on the most appropriate fiscal policy strategy. As unemployment reaches high
levels and growth remains lacklustre, the appropriate pace,
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means and even the need for fiscal consolidation are heatedly debated. Science and economic modelling in particular
can help understand the effects and dynamics of austerity
and stimulus measures for economic growth. Which consolidation strategy and measures are least harmful for growth
and employment? How is the burden of austerity measures
distributed across the population? Why is fiscal consolidation more successful in some countries than in others? How
should we measure austerity? What accompanying policies
are helpful? Does fiscal consolidation have different effects
in a financial crisis than in normal times? What is the role of
financial markets?

four discussion areas: (1) problematic properties of modern
electoral systems, such as strategic voting; (2) local circumstances, traditions etc. that need to be taken into consideration; (3) developing countries that are building up novel
electoral processes; and (4) how computers can help manage the complexities of voting schemes.

We will discuss the role of science – in particular economics
– in crisis prevention, management and resolution. How can
science contribute to prevention of large fiscal imbalances
that jeopardise financial stability and affect the wellbeing
of the population?

Speakers
Bernhard Beckert, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
Germany

Session Organiser
Geraldine Barry, European Commission, Joint Research
Centre

Hany Mahmoud, Former Minister of State of Administrative
Development, Egypt

Session Organisers
Bernhard Beckert, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
Germany
Carsten Schürmann, IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Robert Krimmer, Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia

Friedrich Pukelsheim, University of Augsburg, Germany
Moderator
Sven Langedijk, European Commission

Carsten Schürmann, IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Speakers
Torben M. Andersen, Aarhus University, Denmark

Toby Walsh, NICTA and University of New South Wales,
Australia

Dietmar Hornung, Moody’s Deutschland GmbH, Germany
Jesper Linde, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, USA

Democracy in the digital age:
computational aspects of voting systems
Monday, June 23 13.30 - 14.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Computers play an increasingly important role in elections.
They are often used to modernise and optimise administrative processes. But perhaps more importantly and much
less discussed in public, they have the potential to improve the voting system itself (i.e. the way in which votes
are translated into an election result). Since 2000, all but
11 countries held national elections in the world and many
post-conflict and developing countries are currently in the
process of creating their individual voting processes.
We will focus on the computational aspects of voting systems and discuss how computers can help to develop voting systems and handle their complexities. We will address

Is the International
Criminal Court a good idea?
Monday, June 23 16.30 - 17.45
Dance Studio 1, Dance Halls
How should we deal with perpetrators of mass atrocities?
For a long time the predominant answer was to do nothing.
But in 2002 a new answer was provided with the establishment of the ICC. Promising to finally put an end to impunity
for perpetrators of genocide, crimes against humanity and
war crimes, the ICC was immediately celebrated as a triumph in the fight for justice and human rights, and for its
role in the prevention of mass violence.
Nevertheless voices have persistently challenged the ICC.
Some limit their criticism to simply claiming that the ICC will
inevitably fail its goals because the particular contexts of
mass atrocities make it impossible to effectively prevent
such crimes. Others make a stronger case. To them the ICC
is not merely impotent or harmless. It is in fact dangerous:
it jeopardises peace and reconciliation. It has also been
argued that the ICC is a postcolonial instrument used by
the West in its continued oppression of third world coun-
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tries and that truth and reconciliation commissions provide
a better model for transitional justice.

Moderators
Carl Johan Sundberg, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

We will engage a wider audience in these burning issues.
We will stage a structured debate on the pros and cons of
the ICC between outstanding legal scholars, philosophers,
social scientists and the audience.

Lena Raditsch, European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL), Germany

Session Organiser
Jakob v. H. Holtermann, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Speakers
Morten Bergsmo, Centre for International Law Research
and Policy, Belgium

Speakers
Isabelle Kling, European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBO), Germany
Anja Konschak, Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry,
Germany
Mattias Hammarström, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Mark A. Drumbl, Washington and Lee University, USA
Steven Freeland, University of Western Sydney, Australia
and University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Expectations and risks of nanotechnology:
the role of science journalism

Jakob v. H. Holtermann, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Frédéric Mégret, McGill University, Canada
Synne Rifbjerg, Weekendavisen, Denmark

Yes! or Oops? Triumphs and
blunders in health research communication
Tuesday, June 24 12.00 - 13.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
We will guide the audience through an exposé of real life
success stories and failures in health research communication. Health research communicators in Europe have been
invited to share their own communication stories, describe
what made them a success or failure and what they have
learned from this process. All speakers represent a research institution or project and will present a specific communications case. After listening to their presentations, we
will reflect on the efforts to communicate scientific results
to, and create dialogue with, the general public.
We will encourage the audience to share their views, experiences and reactions to each story. By facilitating discussions on real triumphs and mishaps, the session aims to be
inspiring, educational and to stimulate networking among
people active or interested in science communication.
Session Organiser
Jennie Idegren, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Tuesday, June 24 13.30 - 14.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Nanotechnology has been hailed as the next industrial revolution comparable to electrification or the steam engine,
providing unparalleled technological and social progress in
almost any field imaginable. It is expected to provide radical advances in medical diagnosis and treatment, cheap
sustainable energy, environmental remediation, more powerful IT capabilities, and improved consumer products.
However there are expressions of doubts about the human
and environmental health risks of nanoparticles and regulatory challenges. Nanotechnology is feared to pose deeper ethical challenges with respect to human enhancement,
equity, privacy and security. Stakeholder engagement and
dialogue across the society with experts, science journalists
and communicators are essential for the responsible development of nanotechnologies in Europe.
We will apply the new format of an interactive Live Science
Debate in this session. We will open with statements of the
stakeholders of research, industry, civil society and science
journalism. Then the audience will form round tables to discuss specific issues. The teams present results and receive
feedback from the stakeholders. This part will be recorded
and submitted to EU officials as a possible strategy to enhance the nano dialogue with the backing of the public sector.
Session Organiser
Wolfgang C. Goede, European Union of Science Journalists’
Associations (EUSJA)
Moderator
Barbie Drillsma, European Union of Science Journalists’ Associations (EUSJA)
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Speakers
Pieter van Broekhuizen, Outreach and Dialogue in EU
Civil Society
Steffie Friedrichs, Nanotechnology Industries Association
Claus Jørgensen, Danish Consumer Council
Markus Lackinger, Deutsches Museum & Technical University Munich, Germany
Lone Mikkelsen, Danish Ecological Council, European
Environmental Bureau
Hanns-J. Neubert, ScienceCom
Menelaos Sotiriou, European Union of Science Journalists’
Associations (EUSJA)

The future of science communication
Tuesday, June 24 16.30 - 17.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls

The role of social science and humanities
in addressing global challenges
Tuesday, June 24 16.30 - 17.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
The future of Europe is increasingly determined by the ability of its governments, industries and citizens to integrate
and deploy knowledge through economic, societal and
cultural measures. Policy makers look towards science to
find solutions to the grand challenges of our time such as
climate change, energy and food security, and sustainable
resources. Sustainable approaches to those challenges will
need cooperation among the natural, social and human sciences. Social science and humanities have the tools to analyse social, political and economic processes, and transfer
new knowledge and innovative solutions among individuals
and institutions. Even the basic capacity to acknowledge
and define a societal challenge is co-shaped by socioeconomic analysis.
We will address where this research is headed and how
best to make visible the societal relevance of the human
and social sciences. We will present an exclusive medley
of recent reports and initiatives mapping the outcomes of
this research.

Science communication cannot be monopolized any longer
by commercial or public media nor by research and educational institutions. Now and in the future anybody can have
a say. If it is good the public will listen. In this interactive
session we present examples of successful science communication which has started on grassroots or individual
initiative. Is there really space for an alternative to the professional communication driven by institutions? What is the
key to their success? How do they survive? Is this really the
future?

Session Organiser
David Budtz Pedersen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

We will present examples of successful science communication which have started as grassroots or through individual initiatives. The Euroscientist is one of the fastest expanding science magazines in Europe. CienciaEs.com is an
example of an independent science broadcast from Spain.
Nerdologia is a popular youtube channel from Brazil which
brings science into the minds of young people.

Poul Holm, Trinity Collage Dublin, Ireland

Moderator
Vincent Hendricks, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Speakers
Kirsten Drotner, University of Southern Denmark
Wim van den Doel, Leiden University, Netherlands

Katja Mayer, University of Vienna, Austria
Discussant
Liviu Matei, Central European University, Hungary

Session Organiser
Jens Degett, EuroScience

The food chain of science news
Speakers
Atila Iamarino, Universidade de São Paulo and Yale
Nerdologia, Brazil
Sabine Louët, EuroScientist and youris.com
Ángel Rodríguez Lozano, CienciaEs.com

Wednesday, June 25 12.00 - 13.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
From desktop scientist to journal to university communication office to mass media – a piece of scientific knowledge
has often been through many gatekeepers before it reach-
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es the public. Despite efforts at training scientists in media
relations and sensitizing journalists to the nature of scientific inquiry, there are enduring tensions between the actors in
the food chain of science news. Journalists are blamed for
hyping and exaggerating, while scientists are accused of
their sceptical attitude towards the accuracy and relevance
of the mass media. In recent years university communication offices have been building bridges between science
and the media, but also have received criticism for being the
science community’s equivalent of politicians’ spin doctors.

We will discuss questions such as: Why should I care about
openness? Does open science create more impact? Does
intellectual property enable or hinder progress? Does openness pose risks for privacy and patients?

We will bring together speakers from the science news
food chain. Each will present a recent case study from their
daily work and discussing challenges in the making of science news. Based on these cases, we will debate where in
the food chain tensions are being built up.

Moderator
Carl Johan Sundberg, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Session Organiser
Gunver Vestergård, Aarhus University and Experimentarium, Denmark

Session Organisers
Cissi Askwall, Vetenskap & Allmänhet (Science & Public),
Sweden
Pedro Parraguez Ruiz, Technical University of Denmark

Speakers
Cissi Askwall, Vetenskap & Allmänhet (Science & Public),
Sweden
Kaare Christensen, University of Southern Denmark
Mikael Elbaek, Technical Information Center of Denmark

Moderator
Tim Radford, The Guardian, UK
Speakers
Sabina Bossi, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Ivo Grigorov, Technical Information Center of Denmark
Roland Harwood, 100%Open
Karin Larsdotter, Vetenskap & Allmänhet (Science & Public),
Sweden

Alice Henchley, Nature Publishing Group, UK
Mike Taylor, University of Bristol, UK
Istvan Palugyai, Népszabadság, Hungary
Carsten Rahbek, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Gender, a key driver for
excellence and innovation
Should science always be open?
Wednesday, June 25 13.30 - 14.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
We are experiencing a paradigm shift in the way new knowledge is shared. The internet allows for complete openness
for research, innovation and personal and government
information. Openness to resources from academia, government and industry changes the playing field for citizens,
scientists, inventors and industry, allowing all to participate
in innovation and value creation, regardless of geography
and background.
We will explore the balance between benefits and concerns in relation to openness to knowledge and data. We
will showcase the current impact potential of open science
and open innovation, while considering intellectual property,
the right for commercial exploitation of innovative concepts
and the need for privacy legislation preventing misuse of
personal data.
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Wednesday, June 25 15.00 - 16.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Not taking into consideration gender in research and innovation can lead to missed opportunities: for instance many
clinical trials are carried exclusively on men, leaving women
aside. Vice versa, clinical trials on osteoporosis have been
essentially focused on women. Medical research is not the
only field in which gender is not equally taken into account;
environment and transport research do not systematically
consider both women and men’s concerns and characteristics.
We will address the gender dimension in research and innovation through several different perspectives – medical,
environmental, engineering, innovation...
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Session Organiser
Viviane Willis-Mazzichi, European Commission

Speakers
Christina Berndt, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Germany

Moderator
Quentin Cooper, Freelance science broadcaster and writer, UK

Anders Ekbom, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
Maura Hiney, Health Research Board, Ireland

Speakers
Tomas Brage, Lund University, Sweden

Maria Lindholm Vetenskap & Allmänhet (Public & Science),
Sweden

Ineke Klinge, Maastricht University, Netherlands
Tony Mayer, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Ines Sánchez de Madariaga, Ministry of Economy and
Competitivity, Spain
Londa Schiebinger, Stanford University, USA
Klaus Schroeder, Design-people, Denmark

Fifty shades of deceit – transparency,
accountability and public perception
of research misconduct
Wednesday, June 25 15.00 - 16.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Scientific research sets itself high standards of conduct.
When these are not upheld, researchers place great emphasis and reliance on self-regulation. But there are degrees of misconduct, with serious cases making media
headlines. Yet there is an underlying issue of public confidence in research, especially when it remains substantially funded by the taxpayer who demands transparency
and accountability. How research misconduct is reported
is critically dependent on the relationship between science
and the media. We will present the findings of a new study
that examines media reports of cases of misconduct and
whether these stories impact public attitudes towards research. Where is the balance between transparency and
respect for individual rights to ensure fair hearings of cases? How does media coverage impact public confidence?
Session Organisers
Cissi Askwall, Vetenskap & Allmänhet (Public & Science),
Sweden

Fifty shades of deceit – key tools and processes for maintaining the
integrity of the scientific record
Wednesday, June 25 16.30 - 14.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Research is a complex process that is open to mistakes
and errors. Some are deliberate and constitute research
misconduct. Others result from careless research practices
and honest mistakes made during the research process.
Regardless of the cause, mistakes and errors must be corrected to assure the usefulness of the scientific record for
progress in research and for policy making. The correction
process is not as simple as sometimes assumed. Mistakes
and errors can be difficult to detect and to attribute to a
specific cause. Researchers and research institutions are
sometimes reluctant players in the correction process. This
process can itself become an instrument in working out personal disagreements in research.
Session Organiser
Nicholas H. Steneck, University of Michigan, USA
Moderator
Tony Mayer, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Speakers
Nils Axelsen, Statens Serum Institut, Denmark
Sabine Kleinert, The Lancet, UK
Nicholas Steneck, University of Michigan, USA

Tony Mayer, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Elizabeth Wager, Sideview, UK
Moderators
Cissi Askwall, Vetenskap & Allmänhet (Public & Science), Sweden
Carl Johan Sundberg, Karolinska Institute, Sweden
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The quiet revolution of heritage
and its implications for citizenship
Thursday, June 26 08.30 - 09.45
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Traditionally, cultural heritage and citizenship were linked
by the logic of a common origin. Tangible archaeological
and historical sites remains were seen as representations
of the historic roots of local, regional or national communities. This logic is now being challenged. Linking citizenship
to the tangible remains of a common origin is no longer
straightforward.

vide practical examples of how public engagement is being employed towards resolving issues relevant to the 8
overarching ESOF2014 themes. Through interactive parallel
conversation spaces, participants will have the opportunity
to build on previous engagement processes, debate and
exchange ideas on underlying controversies in science and
innovation, as well as the challenges of embedding public
engagement in the research and innovation process.
Session Organiser
Karen Fabbri, European Commission
Moderators
Karen Fabbri, European Commission

It is increasingly realised that heritage provides communities and citizens with values and collective identities beyond
reaffirming their place in the nation. The role of state-employed experts managing a single heritage on behalf of the
citizens is now questioned. In this situation, the emerging diversity of heritage and associated cultural practices is not
only a reflection but also an engine of change in the meaning of citizenship.

Marie Louise Jørgensen, Danish Board of Technology

We will present examples of how cultural heritage is being
used and valued in new ways by communities of residents
and citizens. We will discuss how these trends revolutionise
the social significance of heritage, with implications not only
for heritage policies but also for the notion of citizenship.

Tricia Jenkins, University of Liverpool, UK

Session Organiser
Cornelius Holtorf, Linnaeus University, Sweden
Speakers
Laia Colomer, Autonomous University of Barcelona, Spain
Paloma Gonzalez-Marcen, Autonomous University of
Barcelona, Spain
Anders Högberg, Linnaeus University, Sweden
Cornelius Holtorf, Linnaeus University, Sweden

Lars Klüver, Danish Board of Technology
Antonio Scarafino, European Commission
Speakers
Steffen Albrecht, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany

Lars Klüver, Danish Board of Technology
Steve Mackinson, Centre for Environment Fisheries and
Aquaculture Science, UK
Joan Martinez Alier, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
(UAB), Spain
Marzia Mazzonetto, ECSITE, Belgium
Gert-Jan Van der Panne, Triarii BV/R Dialoge, Netherlands
Rapporteur
Hali Healy, Kings College London, UK
Graphic recorder
Clive Cole and Jeraldene Cole, Talkanddraw.com
Blogger
Nadia Ceratto, Event organiser TED and TEDMED format

Participatory workshop on multi-actor
and public engagement in science and
innovation
Thursday, June 26 08.30 - 11.15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
Multi-actor and public engagement in science and innovation is key to tackling societal challenges and ensuring
greater societal relevance and acceptability of science and
innovation outcomes. This participatory workshop will pro-
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3.3.8
URBANISATION, DESIGN
AND LIVEABILITY
Forecasts claim that the future will be urbanized. So the
grand challenges need to be faced in an urban setting.
Moreover, cities need to sustain and enhance urban areas
as a place of vitality, liveability and accessibility – how can
science, technology and innovation support the design of
solutions?

Urbanisation, megacities and infrastructure
Monday, June 23 10.30 - 11.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls
As cities grow larger an ever increasing demand for smart
solutions emerges. The focus of this session is on how the
challenges of these growing cities are being met across
transport, energy and environmental sustainability. We will
present the trends of developing megacities and look at
the data collected by ‘The C40 Cities Group’ and what this
means in terms of implementing the technologies needed to
reduce carbon, improve air quality and enhance the quality
of life in cities well into the future.
We will discuss and exemplify smart and sustainable use of
mobility solutions going from ‘Mobility 1.0’ to ‘Mobility 3.0’.
What are the facts, challenges and opportunities when it
comes to addressing the mobility of people and goods in
the future megacities?
While technologies addressing energy and transportation
are still in a research and innovation phase, we will address questions such as: How to achieve a high integration
of transportation and energy system in the future megacities? Which considerations are needed to implement and
operate technologies balancing the needs of an efficient
dynamic city and environmental sustainability?

What do satellites tell us about our cities?
Tuesday, June 24 15.00 - 16.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls
Satellite imagery analysis is often perceived by public opinion as a kind of ’big brother’ which hinders their privacy.
We will present one of its useful applications – the European Urban Atlas – and show how it has been used to shed
light on such questions as: What do European cities tell us
about the spirit of community in Europe? Can urban vitality be gleaned from space? What can we learn about the
state of our regions? Do new urban and regional networks
emerge when we look at Europe from space? What can we
tell about our European identity by looking at human settlements from space?
The Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL) is an innovative
technology using community-based research which supports EU policies and regional integration that will provide a
forum for discussion on the use of high-resolution satellite
imagery in urban and regional policy.
Session Organiser
Geraldine Barry, European Commission,
Joint Research Centre
Moderator
Matina Halkia, European Commission,
Joint Research Centre
Speakers
Peter De Bois, Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences,
Netherlands
Lewis Dijkstra, European Commission
Matina Halkia, European Commission, Joint
Research Centre
Alan Penn, The Bartlett, UCL Faculty of the Built Environment, UK

Session Organiser
John Finnich Pedersen, Siemens, Denmark
Moderator
Kurt Othendal Nielsen, Siemens, Denmark
Speakers
Andreas Mehlhorn, Siemens Infrastructure and Cities,
Germany
Martin Powell, Siemens Infrastructure and Cities, UK
Anders Troi, DTU Diplom, Denmark
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A liveable city: myths and realities
Wednesday, June 25 09.00 - 10.15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
There are over 20 cities world-wide with a population of over
10 million people. We have entered ‘The Millennium of the City’.
The growth of urban populations has been accompanied by
profound changes of the cities’ economic and social profile
and of the cities themselves. The world economy is increasingly based in and on cities rather than nations, and cities
compete for businesses, branding, tourists and talent. In
the western world, urbanisation has happened simultaneously to de-industrialisation, which has opened industrial
neighbourhoods and harbours for new uses – often focusing on experience.
We will argue for a human turn in the research on liveability and urbanisation, and debates the concept of liveability.
We will take Copenhagen as our main case and compare
with other cities from around the world.

squares show the interplay between urbanity and aesthetics as essential to urban development.
Recent decades stimulated research in urban squares. The
urban square occupies a permanent place in philosophy –
despite modern examples of agoraphobia. In history, the
interest in collective memory and urban space is growing.
In literature the concept of chronotope – singling out historically specific constellations of temporal and spatial structures – has renewed representations of space. Recent urban design also reinterpreted public squares.
We will outline different views of urban squares, delve into
dialogues between aesthetic intention and lived experience, as well as between memory and memorials. We take
Copenhagen as a point of departure – addressing a place
royale vis à vis the multi-ethnic Superkilen. We will discuss
the dynamics of squares in other European capitals, such
as Madrid’s Puerta del Sol, and question recent urban developments, such as the harbour transformations in Europe.
Session Organisers
Henrik Reeh, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Session Organisers
Julie Sommerlund, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Jan Riise, European Science Events Association, Sweden

Jan Riise, European Science Events Association, Sweden

Speakers
Julie Sommerlund, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Moderator
Julie Sommerlund, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Speakers
Jan Gehl, Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts and Gehl
Architects, Denmark
Martha Sif Karrebæk, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
David Page, Page/Park Architects, UK

Diego Barrado Timón, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid,
Spain
Lisa Diedrich, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences,
Sweden
Henrik Reeh, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Martin Zerlang, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Gustavo Ribeiro, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Carl Johan Sundberg, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

One man’s waste, another man’s jewel
Wednesday, June 25 12.00 - 13.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

The urban square: aesthetics meets minds
Wednesday, June 25 10.30 - 11.45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

‘The Arab Spring’, ‘Occupy Wall Street’, ‘Los indignados’ –
these urban movements recall the political importance of
public squares. In addition, cultural planning highlights the
sociocultural value of public space. New or renewed urban
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What types of waste can we reuse, recover and recycle?
How can we use urban waste as a mine for extracting
valuable materials? And how can we manage the waste
that will be generated in the future? These are questions
which people are asking as a result of increasing concerns
over environmental depletion and scarcity of resources.
Europe may have made huge progress in the context of
mining waste. But factors such as the development of
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cost-efficient, sustainable waste management systems
and increasing awareness of the potential use of waste as
a resource still remain big societal challenges.

Session Organiser
Luis Farina Busto, European Research Council Executive
Agency

We will raise awareness of why and how people should correctly separate waste. Addressing the whole waste-chain
cycle will help to provide better materials for waste recycling processes, reduce costs for city authorities and environmental impacts while improving the quality of life.

Moderator
Katja Meinke, European Research Council Executive Agency

Dealing efficiently with waste could help create green jobs
and achieve a circular economy where waste becomes a
resource.

Speakers
Steven Allen Vertovec, Max Planck Institute for the Study of
Religious and Ethnic Diversity, Germany
Robert Imrie, Goldsmiths University of London, UK
Denise Pumain, CNRS - UMR Géographie-Cités, France

Session Organiser
Monica Sonia, European Commission

Kitchin Robert, National Institute of Regional and Spatial
Analysis, UK

Speakers
Margaret Bates, University of Northampton, UK
Jacqueline E. W. Broerse, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,
Netherlands
Luisa Prista, European Commission
Peter Rem, Delft University of Technology, Netherlands

Urban life – urban form
Thursday, June 26 10.00 - 11.15
Little Carl, Dance Halls
With increasing urbanisation, research on cities that improves our understanding of urban social systems and how
they are interrelated to urban form is critical.
The course of history and societal evolution leaves its trace
in urban settings and determines the continuous development of urban form and quality of life. We will offer insights
into today’s urban challenges and resulting new urban features. We will give an overview of an evolutionary theory of
city systems based on computer modelling. How today’s
ICT-related influences manifest themselves in features of
cities and physical spaces in cities will be investigated. In
this context, we debate, how software, which is ingrained in
all aspects of urban life and urban form, influences the spatial behaviour of city dwellers, for example through mobile
devises. With increasing societal diversity we discuss how
the usability and inclusiveness of urban spaces for people
with special needs can be improved by contemporary design. We look at the social and spatial experiences in migrant communities displaying multiple migration waves.
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3.3.9
‘HOT SCIENCE’
SESSIONS
The remaining 4 sessions are the ‘Hot Science’ sessions
selected immediately before ESOF by the Marketing and
Media Committee and are revealed at ESOF.
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The Science Policy Programme provides a unique
platform for discussions, debates and networking
around emerging issues in international science
policy. It includes sessions and workshops on topics such as academic excellence; gender; responsible research and innovation; the future of peer
review; the European Research Area; new trends
in science policy; and university management.
The ambitious goal of ESOF2014 is to strengthen
the effective ‘bridges’ between science and policy,
research and innovation, scientists and citizens.
The Science Policy Programme will enable participants to reflect on what science can do for society,
and what society can do for the promotion of
science.
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Women in science: mind the gap!
Monday, June 23 09.00 - 10.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Science remains institutionally gender biased. Despite some
positive changes in the last decades, women scientists are
still paid less, promoted less, win fewer grants and are
more likely to give up on their research careers than similarly
qualified men. The reasons are numerous. Many acknowledge the unconscious bias against women, ranging from
recruitment selection to the so-called ‘non-events’ that inadvertently exclude women from crucial collegiality. The lack
of substantial role models is considered as a fundamental
bias. Women in some scientific areas can easily endure the
‘rare-bird-syndrome’. To tackle this some may defend that
gender-bias is included in ethics training of students. Extension of tenure-clocks rules to cover children born at any
stage in the career is also argued, as a way to address the
pressure on women by the ‘family business’. We will share
our own experiences and observations on gender bias in
science and identify practical steps on how to narrow the
gender gaps. We will promote the engagement with the audience in a lively and fruitful discussion.
Session Organiser
Claudia Alves Jesus-Rydin, European Research Council
Moderator
Daniel Conley, Lund University, Sweden
Speakers
Liisa Husu, Örebro University, Sweden and Hanken School of
Economics and Business Administration, Finland
Londa Schiebinger, Stanford University, USA

tive products, or which may hold the solutions to large societal challenges such as climate change, an aging population, food scarcity, etc. These demands and expectations
present academic leaders with a number of challenges and
inherent conflicts, including dilemmas such as: (1) management vs. leadership; (2) creativity vs. conservatism (risk
aversion); (3) specific vs. interdisciplinary; (4) competition
vs. collaboration; (5) curiosity vs. strategic research; and (6)
independence vs. constraints (accountability). We will discuss some of these challenges and dilemmas and address
questions such as: How do these dilemmas and challenges
look from different perspectives (top university management, individual research groups, and funding agencies)?
What kind of leadership may help universities meet society’s expectations?
Session Organiser
Thomas Sinkjær, Danish National Research Foundation
Speakers
Lars Arge, Aarhus University, Denmark
Kurt Deketelaere, League of European Research Universities
(LERU), Belgium
Liselotte Højgaard, Rigshospitalet, University of
Copenhagen and Technical University of Denmark
Wilhelm Krull, Volkswagen Foundation, Germany

New trends in international science policy
Monday, June 23 16.30 - 17.45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

Isabelle Vernos, European Research Council, Spain

Academic leadership: what does it take?
Monday, June 23 12.00 - 13.15
Big Carl, Dance Halls
More than ever, decision makers are turning to science and
research for new ways to tackle global challenges. Society’s expectations in regard to universities’ ability to deliver
solutions are reflected in its attitude toward universities.
Policymakers and citizens expect universities to be well
managed, accountable and educate the next generations
in areas that meet the needs of society and industry. Universities should deliver new research breakthroughs and
generate knowledge that can be transformed into innova-
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Worldwide knowledge is becoming a core element of society and a basis for economic growth. We face a number of
societal challenges of transnational nature that have science and innovation at the heart of future solutions. Against
this backdrop, science policy has an increasingly important
role enhancing framework conditions for science and supporting the benefit and interaction of science in society.
With the need for greater interaction between science and
society, three different approaches within emerging science
policy to meet this end will be explored. By linking science,
international collaboration and foreign policy interests, science diplomacy can be an important element of addressing
societal challenges. But does the growing politicisation of
science jeopardize the independence of researchers, and
what is the role of the different players when science becomes part of foreign policy? How will science policy and
foreign policy interact in the future?

3.4 SCIENCE POLICY PROGRAMME
Session Organiser
Jens Oddershede, Danish Council for Research and Innovation Policy

Session Organisers
Marie-Valentine Florin, International Risk Governance
Council (IRGC), Switzerland

Speakers
Flemming Besenbacher. Supervisory Board of Carlsberg A/S
and University of Aarhus, Denmark

Luc Van Dyck, EuroScience, France

Sir Peter Gluckman, Chief Science Advisor of the Prime
Minister of New Zealand
Sofie Carsten Nielsen, Minister for Higher Education and
Science, Denmark
Jens Oddershede, Danish Council for Research and
Innovation Policy, Denmark
Sir Mark Walport, Chief Scientific Adviser of HM
Government and Head of the Government
Office for Science, UK

Moderator
Clive Cookson, Science Editor Financial Times, UK
Speakers
José Mariano Gago, Instituto Superior Técnico (IST) and LIP,
Portugal
Anne Glover, Chief Scientific Adviser to the President of the
European Commission
Dirk Hudig, Secretary General of the European Risk Forum,
Belgium
Helena Bonciani Nader, Federal University of São Paulo
(Unifesp), Brazil
Doug Parr, Chief Scientist and Policy Director of Greepeace.
UK

Evidence-based policies in a world
of uncertainty and ambiguity
Tuesday, June 24 12.00 - 14.45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
The concept of evidence-based policy making is gaining
pace in Europe and all over the world. The aim is to develop public policies and decision-making based on rigorous
factual and scientific evidence, relevant data and analytical skills. Especially in case of risk, policies are expected to
tackle the root causes – rather than the immediately obvious – and to be forward looking. Science can only inform
policy makers who have the legitimacy to make decisions.
These policy makers are influenced by cultural sensitivities,
the political system and context, societal expectations and
public attitudes, which play an equally important role. We
will review how evidence-based policy making and risk governance are tackled and implemented in various parts of
the globe. We will discuss whether there are examples of
effective and fair policies that are not – or not only – evidence-based, but can still be relevant, effective and ethical.
Sociological issues that may be relevant in countries where
the role of science is contested will also be considered. We
will address questions such as: Can evidence-based policy
making be seen as a way to try to impose choices on society? What happens when societal expectation influences directly the design of policy? How to deal with the NIMBY (‘not
in my back yard’) syndrome? We will focus on the interplay
between scientists, policy makers, stakeholders and society at large, and notably discuss government communication and the role of the stakeholders and lobbies.

Naledi Pandor, South African Minister for Science and
Technology
Ortwin Renn, University of Stuttgart, Germany
Jonathan B. Wiener, Duke University, USA
Lan Xue. Tsinghua University, China

Scientific impact and open access
Tuesday, June 24 15.00 - 16.15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
Scientific impact is crucial for researchers in every discipline.
In recent years, alternatives to the traditional metrics of
peer review and impact factor have been emerging. Open
Access has ushered in a paradigm shift in the form of open
peer review models and alternative metrics that pave the
way for a new order for quality control and measuring impact. What do these new models mean for researchers and
the dissemination of research? Opinions vary widely among
researchers and publishers. A panel of experts will discuss
the pros and cons of these new measurement methods.
Session Organiser
Niels Stern, Nordic Council of Ministers, Norway
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Moderator
Quentin Cooper, Freelance science broadcaster and writer,
UK

Speakers
Delon Human, Health Diplomats and the African Medical
Association

Speakers
Alan I. Leshner, American Association for the Advancement
of Science, USA

Michel Kazatchkine, United Nations Office of the Secretary
General, Switzerland

Marja Makarow, NordForsk Board and the Academy of
Finland
Cameron Neylon, Public Library of Science(PLOS), USA
Sofie Carsten Nielsen, Minister for Higher Education and
Science, Denmark
Janine Swail, Nottingham University Business School, USA

Vaughan Turekian. American Association for the Advancement of Science, USA
Moderator
Alan I. Leshner, American Association for the Advancement
of Science, USA
Discussants
Anne Glover, Chief Scientific Adviser to the President of the
European Commission
Naledi Pandor, South African Minister for Science and Technology

Resolving our greatest public health
challenges via science diplomacy
Tuesday, June 24 16.30 - 17.45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
Countries large and small, developed and developing, express a clear interest in implementing science diplomacy
through politics. This is for the purpose of representation,
cooperation, resolving disputes, improving systems, and
securing the right to science for citizens and our most vulnerable populations. The same applies to global companies
and institutions operating in a complex matrix of technical
and relational challenges. We will test this theory against
the successes and failures of health diplomacy strategies
around two challenging issues: global responses to HIV/
Aids and harm reduction science linked to lifestyle. We will
spotlight how new disciplines and voices are being integrated into decision-making. Accepting that societal problems
are not necessarily problems with purely scientific solutions,
we will argue that meeting global challenges demands not
only scientific discovery and innovation, but greater inclusiveness and dialogue. We will aim to demonstrate that if
we accept the potential of science diplomacy as a common
currency capable of underpinning today’s stakeholder interactions, we must equally leverage control at the highest
levels to remove the political barriers that prevent affected
populations from accessing services.
Session Organiser
Michel Kazatchkine, United Nations Office of the Secretary
General, Switzerland
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Building a governance framework for
responsible research and innovation
Wednesday, June 25 10.30 - 11.45
Big Carl, Dance Hall
The EC is actively promoting the concept of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) to ensure science and technology can contribute to the Innovation Union by fostering excellent science, competitive industry and better society. The
grand societal challenges that lie before us are complex,
interconnected and their impacts uncertain. They cannot be
adequately tackled without the involvement of society. Science and technology can offer important solutions, which
may come along with new inequities, uncertainties and controversies that need the deliberate involvement of society.
RRI has thus been proposed as a transparent interactive
process by which all societal actors and innovators become
mutually responsive to each other with a view to the (ethical) acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability of
the innovation process and its marketable products. We
will aim to take a collective step forward in building practical RRI governance frameworks in Europe and beyond. We
propose a coherent narrative whereby multi-actor societal
perspectives can be built-in upstream and throughout to
the research and innovation process. It supports the joint
collaboration and shared understanding between new EU
research projects on RRI governance frameworks, international networking, global equity, and industrial take-up. Together, they represent a critical mass of academic engagement in RRI governance bringing together a large number
of researches and experts from more than 30 institutions in
over 20 countries.
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Session Organiser
Karen Fabbri, European Commission

Moderator
Anne Glover, Chief Scientific Adviser to the President of the
European Commission

Moderator
Quentin Cooper, Freelance science broadcaster and writer, UK

Session Organiser
Jan Marco Müller, European Commission

Speakers
Philippe Goujon, University of Namur, Belgium

Speakers
Stephan Lechner, European Commission – Joint Research
Centre

Ralf Lindner, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, Germany
Rachel Nuwer, Freelance science journalist, USA
Aki Zaharya Menevidis, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, Germany
Ortwin Renn, University of Stuttgart, Germany
Doris Schroeder, University of Central Lancashire, UK
David Spiegelhalter, University of Cambridge, UK
Bernd Carsten Stahl, De Montfort University, UK
Rapporteur
Hilary Suttcliff
Graphic recorders
Clive Cole and Jeraldene Cole, Talkanddraw.com
Live blogger
Nadia Ceratto

Going to jail for being a scientist? The pitfalls of communicating scientific risk assessments
Wednesday, June 25 12.00 - 13.15
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
Scientists are often asked to provide expert analysis and
risk assessments for policy makers, practitioners and the
general public before, during and after a crisis in connection with natural (e.g. tsunamis, volcanic eruptions) or manmade disasters (e.g. transport accidents, chemical leakages). This puts the communication of risk by scientists
into the spotlight. This issue surfaced when, on the basis of
the advice provided before the Italian L’Aquila earthquake
in 2009, scientists were prosecuted and sentenced for not
having communicated their message accurately enough.
Using the L’Aquila case as an example, we will flag pitfalls in several scientific concepts that are prone to (mis-)
interpretation and discuss how scientists might improve
their communication of expert statements and risk assessments. We will actively involve the audience by asking the
participants in the room to assess risks after having heard
various scientific statements. This will be followed by views
provided by experts in the areas of science policy, risk communication and journalism.

Is science contributing to the division of
Europe or can it help secure a
common future?
Wednesday, June 25 12.00 - 14.45
Malting Hall
In the aftermath of the 2008-2009 financial crisis, austerity measures in countries such as Greece, Spain, Portugal
or Cyprus are negatively affecting their research systems
and possibly jeopardising the future of generations of researchers. Similar situations had already been observed in
Eastern and Central European countries and, at different
forms, in Ireland and in other EU countries. As dramatic as
the situation may present itself in some cases, it only seems
to point to some of the problems that affect – since its inception – the European Research Area and which have not
been effectively addressed. The result could well be a very
unbalanced scientific development of the EU member states
increasingly contributing to a growing economic and social
division of Europe and to the lack of sustainability of the European Union itself.
These negative European trends and policies are now forcing large cohorts of young scientific talent to quit science or
technology definitively, and to emigrate. How can they really
believe that Europe needs more scientists?
At the origin of the current situation we should also mention the very unbalanced distribution of R&D infrastructure
and resources, the growing concentration R&D-intensive
industrial fabric in traditional and dense industrial hubs, the
growing concentration of capital and the result of unfortunate national and European economic policies. The European science divide also takes other insidious forms in highly
developed countries, such as: youngsters showing little ap-
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petite for science or technology-based careers and highly
educated women having difficulties conciliating family and
work. These greatly reduce the European science potential.
We will try to assess the current situation and prospects
for researchers in Europe and in some specific European
countries. We invite you to share with our panel the role that
national science and technology policies – EU policies, as
well as intergovernmental and European institutions – might
have in addressing this difficult and challenging context.
Session Organiser
Luc Van Dyck, EuroScience, France
Moderator
José Mariano Gago, Laboratory Experimental High Energy
Physics and Associated Instrumentation, Portugal
Speakers
Francesco Sylos Labini. Italian National Research Council
Teresa Riera Madurell, member of European Parliament,
Spain
Amaya Moro-Martín, Ramón y Cajal Fellow (INTA-CSIC),
Spain

scientific associations and open-source activists form new
alliances that will influence future research trajectories and
investments. We will unravel the major challenges involved
in finding the right balance between old and new regimes of
knowledge production and collaboration. We will address
questions such as: Who are the present gatekeepers of the
science system? Who is admitted into the agenda-setting
process? Who participates in structuring future priorities?
Who will be the future gatekeepers of the research and innovation system?
Session Organiser
David Budtz Pedersen, Danish Ministry of Science and
Higher Education, Denmark
Speakers
Carlos G. Acevedo-Rocha, WAYS Postdoc Association,
Germany
Stephane Berghmans, Elsevier, Netherlands
Cameron Neylon, Public Library of Science (PLOS), USA
Sofie Carsten Nielsen, Minister for Higher Education and
Science, Denmark
Mads Krogsgaard Thomsen, Novo Nordisk A/S, Denmark

Robert-Jan Smits, European Commission
Luc Soete, Maastricht University, Netherlands
Varvara Trachana, University of Thessaly, Greece
Carmen Vela, Spanish State Secretary for Research, Development and Innovation

Building global partnerships: sharing
discovery while protecting competition
Wednesday, June 25 15.00 - 17.45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

Setting the research agenda: who
will be the future gatekeepers?
Wednesday, June 25 13.30 - 14.45
Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy
Career management, quality assessment, priority setting
and international collaboration have come to play an integral part when determining the direction of science and innovation. Research policies are formulated and implemented in a complex network of stakeholders – ranging from
policymakers, authorities and businesses to NGOs, universities and publishers. Traditionally, peer reviewers, funding agencies and universities were the main gatekeepers.
In today’s trans-national and trans-disciplinary research
landscape, new actors are emerging that have an important voice when setting the agenda. Private companies,
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A global village, an interconnected world, a harmonious scientific community: these are some of the well-quoted end
points of science diplomacy. As we strive to understand
and mitigate challenges: in climate change, energy and resource efficiency, health and demographic change, food
security and the digital divide, global partnerships must be
built and sustained. This is not easy. Neither is a one-sizefits-all approach always the best option. Protecting difference and promoting winner-takes-all scientific competition is equally important. We will spotlight decision makers
from Brussels, Cape Town and Washington responsible for
striking this balance. They influence the largest budgets in
global science. Their mandate is to place discovery and innovation at the core of international politics. Their success is
measured against creating the necessary knowledge, jobs
and growth to see the developed and developing world
through the downturn. Their goal of achieving sustainable
development and alleviating poverty is shared. An impor-
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tant focus will be Africa’s determination to not only harness
science and technology for the continent’s development,
but to become a full and active partner in global knowledge
partnerships. Progress towards a European Innovation Union with dynamic international cooperation links will be assessed. American insights into concrete actions and the
strong international dimension required will be examined.
Best practices and pitfalls will be identified.

Speakers
Klaus Bock, Member of the European Research Council

Session Organiser
Naledi Pandor, South African Minister for Science and
Technology

Irina Kuklina, International Centre for Innovations in Science,
Technology and Education, Russian Federation

Alexander Chuchalin, Tomsk Polytechnic University, Russian
Federation
Albert Gilmutdinov, Kazan National Research Technical
University, Russian Federation

Moderator
Lidia Brito. UNESCO
Speakers
Naledi Pandor, South African Minister for Science and
Technology
Alan I. Leshner, American Association for the Advancement
of Science, USA
Discussant
Clive Cookson, Science Editor Financial Times, UK
Sir Peter Gluckman, Chief Science Advisor of the Prime
Minister of New Zealand

EU-Russia partnership in research and
innovation: new opportunities for EU and
Russian scientists
Thursday, June 26 08.30 - 09.45
Big Carl, Dance Halls
In this session we will provide an overview of new opportunities in EU-Russia cooperation in science, technology and
innovation. We will highlight concrete possibilities to support international cooperation offered to European and
Russian scientists by the EU programme Horizon 2020 and
by new programmes and organisations recently launched
in Russia. We will present the research and cooperation priorities of internationally respected Russian universities and
provide hands-on information on how to access and participate in EU and Russian funding instruments introducing
the role of Russian foundations and universities.
Session organiser
Patrick Vittet-Philippe, European Commission
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The Science to Business Programme focuses on
the process of transforming the outputs of publicly
funded research into successful business innovations. This programme track provides opportunities for business leaders, researchers and policy
makers to engage with one another – to learn,
network, and set the stage for future collaborations.
The programme provides a multi-level set of
activities that will offer delegates the opportunity
to engage in the journey from science to business. It
includes engaging panel discussions, workshops,
case studies of best practice, and expert ‘surgeries’ on difficult issues in the area of innovation,
entrepreneurship and business development.
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Health Science 2020: how health diplomacy
drives business and innovation
Monday, June 23 09.00 - 10.15
Malting Hall
Health is big business – and a lynchpin of developmentbased foreign policy. This roundtable brings together
global leaders in medical research from public and private
sectors to discuss the best ways of working together for
the benefit of people worldwide. We will have a flexible
format of fact-driven case-studies, moderated by an experienced science correspondent, with time for questions,
answers and discussion. Speakers will show how health
diplomacy drives business and vice versa, with examples
around TB, malaria and HIV/AIDS control. How for example
should an international pharma company price a TB drug
that will be used mainly in poor countries, in a way that
provides some return for its R&D investment but keeps
the product affordable by patients who need it most? How
can we prevent abuse of low-cost medicines? How can
Africa build innovative partnerships between science and
business, while building up its own indigenous research
capacity?
Session Organisers
Seema Kumar, Johnson & Johnson, USA
Daan Du Toit, South African Department of Science and
Technology, Belgium
Moderator
Clive Cookson, Financial Times, UK
Speakers
Michel Kazatchkine, United Nations Office of the Secretary
General, Switzerland
Paul Stoffels, Johnson & Johnson, USA

A match made for success: developing
innovation through academia and
industry links
Monday, June 23 12.00 - 13.15
Malting Hall
Collaborations between industry and academia have experienced an accelerated growth with the ensuing transfer
of scientific knowledge and data as a result of the alliance.
Apart from playing the important role of advancing knowledge and research, these partnerships bear a strong economic significance, with industry and academia teaming up
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to become formidable engines of innovation to deliver commercial outcomes.
These collaborations have come under increasing scrutiny
with growing concerns surrounding intellectual property
ownership issues and the apparent disparity between industry and academia expectations of outputs and commercial impact. Forging such alliances can therefore be
daunting. We will see four experts tell true-life tales from
the front lines of the marriage between academia and industry.
We will cast the spotlight on current collaborations - with
insights from across Europe and Asia - to explore effective
partnership methods, outline strategies to spur the next
wave of innovation and enterprise and attempt to uncover
the matrimonial secrets to a lasting and fulfilling union.
Session Organiser
Tony Mayer, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Speakers
Khin Yong Lam, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore
Tony Mayer, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Liqiu Meng, Technische Universität München, Germany
Hamid Mughal, Rolls-Royce plc, UK
Claus Myllerup, Lloyd’s Register, Denmark

Big data, big deal: big problem?
Monday, June 23 13:30 - 14:45
Malting Hall
In case you’ve been sleeping under a rock lately: sharing
and analysing the growing volumes of research data internationally is now a very big deal - for research, industry
and policy. For biology, ecology, linguistics, astronomy and
many other fields, it opens whole new research possibilities. For pharmaceuticals, energy, online media and other
industries: big new business opportunities. But how will we
protect privacy? How will we keep networks secure? What
rules do we need? Who should set them – national or international bodies? We will give 4 short examples of the
opportunities of Big Data in research, and debate the rules
that should govern them.
Session Organiser
Richard L. Hudson, Science|Business, Belgium
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Speakers
Sandra Collins, Digital Repository of Ireland
Isabelle Thizon-de Gaulle, Sanofi, France
Jan Reichelt, Mendeley, UK
John Wood, South African government

I owe my business to my frustration
as a scientist
Monday, June 23 15.00 - 16.15
Malting Hall
From a tool to share figures in a citable way, to a system
that tracks and reports on academics’ grants and publications, an increasing number of start-up companies are
’spinning out’ of academic institutions worldwide. Many
recent examples are not from traditional tech-transfer offices. They are researchers frustrated by not having the effective tools necessary to do their work, so they are building
their own.

We will explore three case studies in the sphere of science
communication, the genesis of these ideas, and what it
took to turn them into a successful, viable business. These
were formed out of the collective frustration and desire to
empower researchers to change the way science is created, evaluated and communicated: (1) through open access publication and open science tools; (2) in a citable and
shareable manner; and (3) by connection to the abundance
of critical information on the web using a self-organising
platform.
Session Organiser
Alex Jackson, Nature Publishing Group, UK
Moderator
Grace Baynes, Nature Publishing Group/Palgrave
Macmillan, UK
Speakers
Dave Copps, Brainspace Corporation, USA
Mark Hahnel, Figshare, UK
Kamila Markram, Frontiers, Switzerland

How do big companies get new ideas?
Monday, June 23 16.30 - 17.45
Malting Hall
Creativity and motivation cannot work on request. Psychologists consider that the sentence ‘be creative!’ is something like a paradoxical injunction that cannot happen as a
consequence of a formal demand. There needs to be a climate favoring creativity and innovation. How to foster such
a climate?
One can consider the type of people being hired, the kind of
management, the buildings and office layouts, decoration,
equipment, the facilities for work but also rest and leisure
(health club, kindergarten, cafeteria, meeting rooms, etc.),
the training possibilities and much more.
Like most complex issues it is a systemic approach that is
most likely to allow for boosting creativity and innovation.
New ideas need to be born in the right environment and then
nurtured the right way to maximize their chances of survival
and blooming. We will outline some possible avenues for
increasing the probability of success along those lines.
Session Organiser
Carlos Härtel, European Industrial Research Managers
Association (EIRMA), Belgium
Speaker
Joachim von Heimburg, Innovate How to Innovate, Germany
Discussants
Robert Kirschbaum, Open Innovation DSM, Netherlands
Olivier Delabroy, Air Liquide, France

Unconventional science innovators
Tuesday, June 24 10.30 - 11.45
Malting Hall
In today’s knowledge economy, innovation is often seen
as a key driver of economic success. The patenting of scientific discoveries from research centres and universities
has developed into a major objective of modern research
policy. Yet patents and great ideas alone are not enough
to create innovative products and applications. Initiative,
entrepreneurial thinking and creativity are just as needed to apply and commercialise scientific discoveries, but
these aspects are seldom part of science education. The
innovation-through-patenting strategy is mainly tailored
to fit established researchers. Alternative forms of innova-
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tion, which would be much more attractive to the majority of
postdoctoral researchers and students, are unfortunately
rarely promoted.

The workshop will raise awareness on the importance of IP
for researchers by combining a real case study with practical information and an interactive exercise.

We will invite unconventional science innovators from within
Europe who developed novel applications and products.
Instead of first having made a major, patentable scientific discovery, these individuals applied existing scientific
knowledge in novel ways to tackle serious problems. We
believe that their example will inspire the attending scientists and students to think and act more innovative themselves in addressing existing problems. We also plan to
discuss how pro-active behaviour, entrepreneurial thinking and creativity in science may further be promoted in
schools, academia and industry settings.

Session Organiser
Noël Campling, European Patent Office, Germany

Session Organiser
Tabea Sturmheit, Young European Biotech Network, Italy
Speakers
Nicolas Frédéric Delahaye, GSK Vaccines, Belgium
Eimear O’ Carroll, Restored Hearing Ltd., Ireland
Juan Diego Cordón Toledano, Grupo Hesperides Biotech, Spain

Why IP matters to researchers?
Tuesday, June 24 15.00 - 16.15
Malting Hall
Intellectual property reaches into everyone’s daily lives. A
basic awareness and understanding of IP is therefore essential for today’s university students, researchers who are
the engineers, researchers, lawyers, politicians, and managers of tomorrow.
It is vital that students as well as researchers and research
administrators become acquainted with elementary aspects of IP, so that they can benefit from it fully in whatever
career they eventually pursue. Students, researchers and
universities should be aware too of how they can utilise the
incomparable wealth of technical and commercial information to be found in IP documentation, and understand the
need for universities to convert their research into IP rights,
manage their IP portfolios and engage in technology transfer to industrial partners for value creation and the benefit
of society as a whole.
Last but not least, students, researchers and universities
should be aware of the consequences of failing to protect
IP assets correctly, including the risk of reverse engineering,
blatant copying and even industrial espionage.
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Speaker
Dominik ter Meer, SuppreMol, Germany

So you want to start a company?
Tuesday, June 24 16.30 - 17.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Come play the spin-out game. Lots of researchers and engineers do it these days: starting a company based on their
own research or inventions. The prize is great. You can see
your ideas become reality, saving lives or saving the planet
– and you just might get rich along the way. But it’s harder
than it looks. You have to work out who owns the invention,
who would want to buy it, how to get it to them, how much
money it’s going to cost to get going – and who, besides
yourself, is going to be doing all this work. You could go
broke. Or you could be wildly successful: remember, Google
was a spin-out from Stanford.
So, if you are interested in starting a company, come try it
on for size. We have devised a game to illustrate the challenges you may face in starting your own company. We will
start with a hypothetical case study of an invention that
could be on its way to market. The audience will divide into
teams and each team will puzzle out how to build a successful spin-out company around the invention. You don’t
have to bring your own spin-out plans or inventions; in fact,
keep them secret. Just come and test your wits against the
others in this game.
The winners will be well on their way to incorporation. The
losers will be advised to stick to the lab. Which are you?
Session Organiser
Sara Matt-Leubner, ASTP-PROTON, Netherlands
Moderator
Richard L. Hudson, Science|Business, Belgium
Speakers
Giulia Biasi, Science|Business, Belgium
Michael Browne, University College London, UK
Anders Haugland, Bergen Technology Transfer, Norway
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Karen Laigaard, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Publicly funded university research –
waste of money or basis for growth?

Stefano Mainetti, Polihub, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Peter Wrobel, Science|Business, Belgium

Can research reinvent the basis for
European manufacturing?
Wednesday, June 25 09.00 - 10.15
Malting Hall
The manufacturing sector is of vital importance to the European economy. However, the framework conditions for
manufacturing are rapidly changing and the industry is
facing new and grand challenges. Now, and in the years to
come, the demand for variation, individually designed products and faster introduction of new products is increasing.
At the same time European manufacturing jobs are being
outsourced and off shored to low cost countries and growth
economies.
We will address how European manufacturing companies
can gain and maintain competiveness through the right research and innovation in alliances with public research institutions, businesses and the public sector. We will discuss
questions such as: What kind of production research is essential? What type of production can be placed in high-cost
countries and under which circumstances? How can alliances between industry and research institutions successfully
be formed and become beneficial for the European development? Are the initiated manufacturing programmes in
Europe and USA sufficient?
Session Organiser
Jonas Orebo Pyndt, Confederation of Danish Industry (DI),
Denmark

Wednesday, June 25 15.00 - 16.15
Malting Hall
Western societies have for centuries been built on university research that has been translated through private innovation initiatives to new products. This model has successfully secured a constant innovative drive in society, funded
growth and prosperity and resulted in the well-developed
societies we see today.
The translational innovation process has conventionally
been funded by private capital obviously reflecting the
presence of a reasonable balance between risk and gain.
We have witnessed a declining availability of risk willing
capital especially in areas with tight regulation and high
risk. This implies that society is experiencing diminishing return on investment from the public investment in research
as well as less job creation. We will analyse the root causes
behind the declining level of translation of basic research
through innovation to new products and present and discuss the various models for how this could be addressed
in the future.
Session Organiser
Peter Høngaard Andersen, InnovationsFonden, Denmark
Speakers
Flemming Besenbacher, Supervisory Board of Carlsberg A/S
and University of Aarhus, Denmark
Bronwyn H. Hall, University of California, USA and University
of Maastricht, Netherlands
Peter Høngaard Andersen, InnovationsFonden, Denmark
Jesús Martin-Garcia, Eclosion, Switzerland

Moderator
Ann Frisenberg Marker, Danish Technological Institute
Speakers
Willy C. Shih, Harvard Business School, USA
Ann Frisenberg Marker, Danish Technological Institute,
Denmark
Henrik I. Christensen, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA
Kjeld Stærk, Danfoss A/S, Denmark
Ulla Øhlenschlæger, USON Plast A/S, Denmark
Engelbert Westkämper, Fraunhofer IPA/ IFF and GSaME,
University of Stuttgart, Germany

Patents: supporting or stifling innovation?
Wednesday, June 25 16.30 - 17.45
Malting Hall
Without doubt the technology we enjoy today – smart
phones, sustainable energy, cleaner transport and lifechanging medical technologies – are the result of an explosion of innovation. Patents are said to support innovation in
several ways: they attract investment, secure market share
and facilitate licensing; they promote the sharing of technical information; and their expiry prevents complacency by
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inventors. But patents can create problems of their own –
cost, ownership and the dichotomy with academic publication to name just a few. Successfully integrating patents into
their overall business strategy is a challenge for many science-led start-ups; some don’t even use patent protection
at all. So how can patents help a business to grow, rather
than strangle it with bureaucracy, due diligence and costs?
When is a patent right for business, and when should alternatives be used?
We will discuss different areas of the innovation landscape:
university and public research, industry and the market,
investors, and public policy. We will explore the problems
faced by innovators in reaching the market and give insights into the possible solutions. We will embrace questions and comments from the audience, so be prepared for
a full and frank exchange of views.

In addition to the matchmaking, we host a networking service, where you will be able to meet relevant partners, get
information on partner searches from parties not present
at the matchmaking and/or continue discussions with potential partners found through the matchmaking. The networking service will be available in adjacent rooms to the
matchmaking.
Sign up for the matchmaking event at www.esof2014.org or
visit the Enterprise Europe Network and Vision2020 in the
Exhibition Hall in TAP1.
Session Organisers
Hanne Bregendahl Pihl, Enterprise Europe Network
Kirsten Ejdum-Bøgh, Enterprise Europe Network
Richard Hudson, Science|Business, Belgium

Session Organiser
Jeremy Philpott, European Patent Office, Germany

Abdul Rahim, Vision2020: The Horizon Network

Speakers
Alan Edwards, Private investor & entrepreneur in medical
technologies

Horizon 2020: The master class
Marianne Spanget Larsen, Aquaporin, Denmark
Sara Matt-Leubner ASTP-PROTON, Netherlands

Horizon 2020 Matchmaking
Thursday, June 26 09.00 - 12.00 and 13.30 - 17.00
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Are you looking for your next partner for a Horizon2020 application? People meet and greet at high speed. 20 minutes
are usually enough to build connections, then the bell rings
and the next talk starts. At this event you will have the opportunity to meet companies, universities, scientists and
organizations that are searching for potential partners for
their next application. The event is focused on applications
within Industrial Leadership and Societal Challenges.
At the matchmaking you will have the option of prearranged
20 minutes meetings if you register online. In your profile you
can state what kind of technology/product/expertise you
are offering, what kind of cooperation you are looking for
and which ideas you would like to discuss with potential collaboration partners. Intelligent search options allow a quick
identification of the most suitable participants/cooperation
profiles. Within a few minutes you should be able to identify
future potential business partners.
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Thursday, June 26 10:00-11:00
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
A Q&A about how to succeed in Horizon 2020. In January,
the European Union began its largest-ever research and
innovation programme, Horizon 2020. Excellent science, industrial leadership, societal challenges -- all are areas
for new ideas and projects that the EU is funding. But the
new programme is different from its smaller predecessors.
How? Why? And most of all: What guidance can the Commission offer to applicants?
This Q&A with the top administrator for the programme will
take place during the Horizon 2020 matchmaking event.
Session Organiser
Enterprise Europe Network, Vision2020, and Science|Business
Moderator
Richard L. Hudson, Science|Business, Belgium
Speaker
Robert-Jan Smits, DG Research & Innovation, European
Commission
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The Career Programme is mainly addressed to
early-stage researchers who will be offered the
possibility to discuss and learn about the future
of European research in terms of policies, mobility,
science publishing and communication. In this
edition researchers will have the opportunity to
enter in dialogue with professional career advisers
from different European countries about their options
of the development of their scientific careers.
The Career Programme will take place on
Saturday, including a Plenary Lecture, and end on
Sunday prior to the ESOF2014 Opening Ceremony.
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What’s up with peer review?
Saturday, June 21 13.00 - 14.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Peer review is changing. Advances in technology are moving the point at which papers are considered published.
New publishing models are offering alternative peer review systems. It’s now more important than ever for early
career researchers to know about peer review, what’s
changing and how to get involved. At a career session on
peer review at ESOF2012, we heard from researchers, science communicators, journalists and others about a whole
host of pressures that peer review is facing: particularly
incidents of flawed papers making it into print and leaked
email exchanges showing researchers trying to influence
the process; about whether peer review is coping with the
global expansion of scholarly research, and the mounting
pressure on researchers to get grants and publish papers,
leaving little time to review.
We will address questions such as: How can we prevent reviewer or editor bias? Should reviewers remain anonymous?
Can institutions do more to support reviewers? Does peer
review illuminate new ideas or shut them down? What are
the limitations of the new systems?
We will invite early career researchers to directly question
academics and editors closely involved in the peer review
process. We will explore how peer review works, approach
some of the criticisms of the process, and discuss whether
peer review has wider implications in society beyond the research world.
Session Organiser
Julia Wilson, Sense About Science, UK
Speakers
Victoria Babbit, Taylor & Francis, Sweden

As the quality of doctorates in Europe is improving, there is
an increasing need to support the careers of doctoral scientists, across a range of disciplines from humanities to the
natural sciences, in academia and beyond. But what type
of support do they need and who can deliver it? Currently
career support varies between institutions and from country to country, with few professional career advisors. We
will review doctoral career perspectives in Europe, based
on recent surveys and the experience of career services.
Early career researchers will be able to provide feedback
on what they need to enable them to take informed decisions about their.
Session Organiser
Barbara Janssens, German Cancer Research Center
(DKFZ), Germany
Moderators
Sarah Blackford, Society for Experimental Biology (SEB)
Career Service, UK
Barbara Janssens, German Cancer Research Center
(DKFZ), Germany
Speakers
Lidia Borrell-Damian, European Universities Association,
Belgium
Denisa Cupi, European Council of Doctoral Candidates and
Junior Researchers (EURODOC), Belgium and Technical
University of Denmark
Rachel Coulthard, European Molecular Biology Organization
(EMBO), Germany
Vincent Mignotte, Association Bernard Gregory, France
Gerlind Wallon, European Molecular Biology Organization
(EMBO), Germany

Iryna Kuchma, EIFL, Netherlands
Lars Rasmussen, Rigshospitalet, University of Copenhagen,
Denmark

What environment is required
to fulfil the role of a scientist?
Saturday, June 21 14.30 - 15.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Life after a PhD: how professional career
advisors support researchers in Europe
Saturday, June 21 13.00 - 14.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Part I: Panel Discussion - What does Europe offer and what
do researchers need?

Young scientists face a multitude of challenges in their research environments, while there is increasing pressure to
diversify beyond traditional niches. They possess an immense drive to engage, but this potential is not always met
by opportunities. Looking towards solutions for overcoming this dilemma, we will embark on an interactive debate
emerging from the question: What is the role of a scientist
and what environment is required to fulfil it?
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We will relate to two current projects: (1) a global study on
the challenges and opportunities of young scholars; (2) an
assessment of the research environment, the promotion of
opportunities, and the structures that ensue from assessment criteria.

Participants have the opportunity to contribute to an
article (via a Wiki) to be submitted to a journal, based
on outcomes of discussions. We will inspire participants
to learn about and try new ways of organising their own
meetings and networks.

We will discuss the perceptions – a potential clash between
desire, need, and reality – and incentives with follow-up
questions and remarks that are provocative enough for
triggering responses. But remain flexible and accommodating to what the participants contribute.

Session Organiser
Adam Gristwood, European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL), Germany

Session Organiser
Martin Dominik, University of St Andrews, UK
Speakers
Catherine Beaudry, Polytechnique Montréal, Canada
Martin Dominik, University of St Andrews, UK

Moderator
Samuel Caddick, European Molecular Biology Organization
(EMBO) Reports, Germany
Speakers
Aidan Budd, European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL),
Germany
Guillaume Dumas, HackYourPhD and Florida Atlantic
University, USA

Alaa Ibrahim, American University Cairo, Egypt
Célya Gruson-Daniel, HackYourPhD
Liudvika Leišyte, Technical University Dortmund, Germany
Frank Sejersen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Francesca Serra, SISSA - International School for Advanced
Studies, Italy

Think global, act local: how to engage
and empower your scientific community

Karyn Traphagen, ScienceOnline

Saturday, June 21 14.30 - 17.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
An unseminar focused on using and developing scientific
community networks to enhance career development.
Innovative, inclusive and international, we will enable
participants to shape the agenda, explore ideas, spread
best practice, foster collaborations, make contacts and
have fun.
We will invite delegates to contribute ideas for discussion
topics prior to the session via social media. We will begin
with activities to set a collaborative and interactive tone.
Then an international panel will give ‘flash talks’ showcasing
examples of community networks from physics,
biology, humanities, climate sciences and communication, in
universities, institutions, industry and online. We will divide
into groups and participants will choose themes related
to communities and career development to be discussed
within each group. Table heads will lead themed
discussions and participants will spend 20 minutes
contributing at a table of choice. A bell rings and participants go to a second table and then a third. Table heads
will summarise outcomes.
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Funding opportunities in Europe for
creative minds from all over the world
Saturday, June 21 16.00 - 17.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
We aim to present funding opportunities under the new Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for researchers who are
keen to develop their careers in Europe. The Marie Skâodowska-Curie Actions and the European Research Council
offer such funding in a complementary way: whereas the
first provides fellowships for career development at postgraduate and post-doctoral level for excellent mobile researchers, the second offers attractive grants to promising
post-doctoral researchers enabling them to establish or
consolidate themselves as independent leaders of a research team. We will also introduce the EURAXESS initiative
aiming to support and assist in researchers’ mobility.
We will address questions such as: How can these
schemes support research careers? What are the selection
criteria and how long is the selection process? How does the
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application process work? How many researchers are funded
each year? What are the chances of success? Where to
find information on the EURAXESS portal? We will share
experiences of grantees of these funding initiatives and will
answer questions related to the programmes.
Session Organiser
Samantha Christey, European Research Council Executive
Agency

We will present the project with emphasis on the need for
a pan-European approach followed by an open debate. To
ensure an engaged and critical discussion the representatives we will be joined by a formal opponent.
Session Organiser
Johnny Laursen, Aarhus University, Denmark
Speakers
Jeremy Bradshaw, University of Edinburgh, UK

Speakers
Louise Byrne, European Commission

Johnny Laursen, Aarhus University, Denmark

Samantha Christey, European Research Council Executive
Agency

Discussant
David Bogle, University College London, UK

Karin Fehringer, European Commission
Massimo Gaudina, European Research Council

Life after a PhD: how professional career
advisors support researchers in Europe (II)
Excellence in European doctoral education
– a collaborative approach between
universities

Sunday, June 22 09.00 - 10.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Sunday, June 22 09.00 - 10.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Expert career advisors from more than 10 European countries, many of them recently established on the European
continent, will offer career advice and hand-outs so that
early career researchers can inform themselves about job
markets and available career support. Following a recap
of the previous panel discussion, participants will further
discuss their needs for career development and facilitators
will feedback each group’s priority outcomes to the forum
of career advisors, so that they can be taken forward to
formulate an action plan. The new platform for long-lasting
collaborations between career advisors aims to improve
‘life after a PhD’.

Excellence in European doctoral education is cited by the EU,
national governments, funding and quality agencies, employers and universities as a key priority now and for the
future. The key importance of excellence in doctoral training
for the Innovation Union and the European Research Area
is manifested in the Principles on Innovative Doctoral Training. While these principles, EUA’s Salzburg II recommendations and numerous reports from European organisations
(including LERU and the Coimbra Group) set out in general
terms the key elements of doctoral training, what is lacking
are examples of how these principles can be translated into
innovative practice.
The University of Edinburgh and Aarhus University have embarked on a collaborative project to discuss, develop, pilot
and evaluate practice around key themes as support, supervision, employer engagement, employability and mobility. Among the desired outcomes of the project is a model
for joint PhD programmes including approaches to supervision and transferable skills as well as the introduction
of a standardized doctoral supplement diploma that will
strengthen the doctoral candidate in his or her pursuit of a
non-academic career.

Part II: Round tables with European career advisors

Session Organiser
Barbara Janssens, German Cancer Research Center
(DKFZ), Germany
Moderators
Sarah Blackford, Society for Experimental Biology (SEB)
Career Service, UK
Barbara Janssens, German Cancer Research Center
(DKFZ), Germany
Speakers
María Dóra Björnsdóttir, University of Iceland
Vibeke Broe, Aarhus University, Denmark
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Rodrigues-Pousada Claudina, Instituto de Technologia
Quimica e Biologica Antonio Xavier, Portugal

Daria Astapovych, CERN, Switzerland
Michael Budde, Danfysik, Denmark

Berenice Kimpe, ABG-FGU, Germany
Elisabeth Pain, Science Careers, Spain
Gerrit Rößler, German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD),
USA
Jasmien Van Daele, Ghent University, Belgium

Carsten Welsch, University of Liverpool and Cockcroft
Institute, UK
Jacob Krämer, Danfysik, Denmark

Katrin Wodzicki, University of Goettingen, Germany
Laurence Theunis, Focus Research, Belgium
Sara Shinton, Shinton Consulting Ltd, UK
Tina Persson, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

Training Europe’s future

Dialogue with Professional career advisors
Sunday, June 22 10.30 - 13.15
Ragnarok Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Professional career advisors, from the session Life after a
PhD - part(II), will offer tailored career advice to researchers in a one-on-one dialogue. They will be able to provide
researchers with specific feedback on how to take informed
decisions about their future career developments.

Sunday, June 22 10.30 - 11.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
To compete in the wider job market researchers need
interdisciplinary training, transferable skills, and
international experience. Researcher training is constantly
evolving to address these needs and provide a workforce
fit for purpose.
International training networks provide a new and unique
learning experience for researchers. On the basis of three
very large networks that cover research in accelerator
science and technology this interactive session explains
how international mobility, cross sector exposure, training
through cutting edge research and participation in
multi-disciplinary workshops all contribute to a unique
learning experience.
The viewpoints of three insiders are described: in an
interactive dialogue with the audience an university research group leader, an expert from industry and an early
career researcher highlight current challenges from the
global job market and present ’success stories’ to explain
how the current most advanced learning schemes function.
Session Organiser
Carten Welsch, University of Liverpool and Cockcroft
Institute, UK
Speakers
Rob Ashworth, University of Liverpool, UK
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New concepts of mobility to foster career
development and gender balance in Europe
Sunday, June 22 10.30 - 11.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Today women are still underrepresented in numerous
fields and leadership positions. This under-representation
affects more the Western countries, most probably due to
economic reasons. Furthermore, when careers of men and
women are compared mobility patterns are found to be
different. For instance, women tend to prefer virtual mobility
approaches, such as cross-border research collaboration
without the need for physical mobility. Merit review does not
always acknowledge mobility patterns.
We will examine the attractiveness of careers in Europe
through portraits of Marie Curie fellows who undertook
mobility between Eastern and Western Europe. We will
explore women leadership models and different mobility
patterns, i.e. geographical, inter-sectorial, interdisciplinary or virtual.
We will discuss questions such as: What institutional
policies are more efficient to ensure equal opportunities to
all? How can they be better incentivised and monitored by
public and private stakeholders? What success stories
have proven more impactful and why? How will Horizon
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2020 help rebalance the equation? We will try to answer
these questions from a practical and personal point of view
and bring the institutional and science policy angle to the
discussion.
Session Organisers
Maria Bostenaru Dan, Ion Mincu University of Architecture
and Urbanism, Romania

Session organiser
Charikleia Tzanakou, University of Warwick, UK
Speakers
Londa Schiebinger, Stanford University, USA
Mark de Vos, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Alexandra Zingg, Swissnex Boston, USA

Maria Manuela Nogueira, European Science Foundation,
France
Speakers
Gianna Avellis, MCFA and InnovaPuglia, Italy
Maria Bostenaru Dan, Ion Mincu University of Architecture
and Urbanism, Romania
Riia Chmielowski, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden
Antonella Di Trapani, Marie Curie Fellows Association,
Belgium
Martin Hynes, European Science Foundation, France
Beate Scholz, Scholz - consulting, training, coaching,
Germany
Magdalini Theodoridou, University of Cyprus
Maria Manuela Nogueira, European Science Foundation, France

Dual career services and early career
researchers
Sunday, June 22 12.00 - 13.15
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Dual career couples – couples where both partners are
highly qualified and who intend to continue progressing
their career – are gaining importance among researchers
and a growing number of higher education institutions are
concerned with dual career services. Higher education institutions in Europe have started introducing initiatives regarding these services to meet gender equality and staff
recruitment challenges. Most of them target senior researchers while early career researchers are often not eligible. Even when they are available, their recent establishment and limited visibility have not facilitated researchers in
accessing them.
We aim at enhancing the visibility of existing programmes
and raising awareness of the services with an emphasis on
early career researchers.

Enhancing researchers’ transferable
skills and employability
Sunday, June 22 12.00 - 13.15
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Europe will need an increase in researcher jobs to enhance
the research intensity of Europe’s economy. The expectation
is that many of these jobs will be created outside of academia. How do we ensure that all European researchers are
provided with the professional and personal development
to fully equip them to be employed in multiple occupations
and employment sectors?
We aim that all participants will share their knowledge
of the competencies and attributes of researchers to
identify those transferable skills that will most enhance their
employability and compare them with employers’ expectations and needs. We will map these contributions by using
the knowledge, behaviours and capabilities of successful
researchers and against the competencies identified as
most desirable by a range of employers.
We will enable: (1) researchers to reflect on their skills and
attributes and transferability to other employment sectors;
(2) research organisations to consider their provision of
professional development activities for their researchers;
and (3) research funders to review their requirements for
the professional development of researchers within their
funding mechanisms for doctoral training programmes, fellowships and research projects.
Session Organiser
Alison Mitchell, Vitae, UK
Speakers
Cath Brooksbank, European Bioinformatics Institute
Iaian Cameron, Research Council, UK
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To be or not to be too many PhDs:
What is a PhD for?

Researchers’ careers in Europe:
looking for Ariadne’s thread

Sunday, June 22 13.30 - 14.45
Dipylon Hall, Carlsberg Museum

Sunday, June 22 13.30 - 14.45
Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum

It has been a clear political agenda in many European
countries during the last decade to increase the number
of PhD graduates. Several additional players are involved
in furthering the amount of doctoral students which are
educated at universities throughout Europe. These include
the universities themselves, funding bodies and parts of the
private and public sectors which may employ a PhD student
after they have obtained their degree.

The lack of career perspectives is one of the many obstacles faced by young researchers in Europe.
The reasons behind this are: the structural fragmentation of
the European labour market, the lack of uniformity among
careers and rewards across Europe, the important cuts in
research funds and the existing mobility barriers.

A central problem emerges in that the number of doctoral
students seems to vastly outnumber the available opportunities of continuing a career in research-focused jobs either
at the university or outside academia. There appears to be
many employments for which candidates with a PhD are
considered as ‘over qualified’ for the position.
We will address the question of what PhD education should
be targeted for and if adjustments are needed. We will
discuss issues such as the appropriate balance between
humanities and science and the various traditions
within different fields. We will focus on the direction PhD
education is taking in Europe and at European universities and
address the various stakeholders in the doctoral education,
which include a number of opposite interests.

We will address questions such as: What solutions can
be imagined in order to overcome the above mentioned
barriers? Which tools may help researchers to navigate
through this complex landscape? Which contributions may be
proposed by researchers themselves, together with
concerned stakeholders, in order to shape policies which
result in a higher number of happy researchers with
attractive careers?
We will introduce views through the PechaKucha format to
inspire creative thinking and use the ‘World Café’ format to
raise suggestions from the floor.
Session Organiser
Maria-Antonietta Buccheri,
Ricerche, Italy

Consiglio

Nazionale

delle

Session Organiser
Rubina Raja, Danish Young Academy, Denmark

Speakers
Natalia Balcázar, European Environmental Project
Management, Germany

Moderators
Thomas Bjørnskov Poulsen, Aarhus University, Denmark

Maria-Antonietta
Ricerche, Italy

Rubina Raja, Danish Young Academy

Guggi Kofod, InMold Biosystems, Denmark

Speakers
Flemming Besenbacher, Carlsbergfondet, Denmark

Stefania Stefani, Universita degli Studi de Catania, Italy

Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, European Research Council
Julie Gould, Nature Publishing Group, UK
Katrin Maes, League of European Research Universities
(LERU), Belgium
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3.6.1
DIGITAL CAREER
FAIR

Please check the ESOF2014 Online Programme and Community
for availability.
Confirmed Profs are:
Cori Bargmann, Rockefeller University

As part of the ESOF2014 Career programme the digital
career fair has been created. The system serves as a
matchmaking database for companies who are searching
for new employees in the beginning of their career.
Companies can post job descriptions in the database in
which everyone can submit an application. In the database
there is a calendar which gives companies the opportunity
to arrange networking meetings during ESOF2014 with
potential candidates.

Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, European Research Council
Lidia Brito, UNESCO
Klaus Bock, ESOF2014 Champion and member of European
Research Council
Dorthe Dahl-Jensen, Niels Bohr Institute
Karl Deisseroth, Stanford University

There will be a stand at the exhibition area in Tap1, where
the meetings can take place.
Go to the digital career fair at www.careerfair.esof2014.org
to learn more.

John Dupré, University of Exeter
Fabiola Giannotti, CERN
Anne Glover, Chief Scientific Adviser to the President of the
European Commission
Serge Haroche, Collège de France

3.6.2
PICNIC WITH THE
PROF.
’P with the Prof’ is a unique event at ESOF, where earlystage career delegates are offered the opportunity to meet
with professors and professionals from the scientific world.
In Torino it was pizza, Barcelona served tapas, Munich had
pretzels, Dublin offered porridge, and Copenhagen will continue this tradition by organising a picnic with a traditional
Danish lunch.
The event provides an ideal opportunity for the participants
to share questions and ideas on the direction of their research, careers and future paths and have general science
discussions in an informal atmosphere with a leading ‘Prof’
in their field of interest. It also allows the early-stage career
delegates to get to know each other and expand their peer
network.
The lunch will take place in the Empress Hall at the Carlsberg Museum at 13:30-14:30 on Sunday and from 12:00 to
13:00 and again from 13:30 to 14:30 on Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday. Each ‘Prof’ is assigned a table, where
there will be room for a small number of early-stage career
researchers.

Poul Holm, Trinity College Dublin
Theo Meert, Johnson & Johnson
Michel Meyers, London Innovation Center
Ei-ichi Negishi, Purdue University
Sofie Carsten Nielsen, Danish Minister of Higher Education
and Science
Marie-Louise Nosch, University of Copenhagen
Venkatraman Ramakrishnan, Medical Research Council
Laboratory of Molecular Biology
Christine Heller del Riego, Chair of ESOF2014 Career Committee
Hans Rosling, Karolinska Institutet
Johan Rockström, Stockholm Resilience Centre
Londa Schiebinger, Stanford University
Brian Scmidt, Australian National University Mount Stromlo
Observatory
Carl Johan Sundberg, Karolinska Institutet
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Frederik Stjernfelt, University of Copenhagen
Ingrid Wünning Tschol, Robert Bosch Stiftung GmbH
Cedric Villani, Henri Poincaré Institute
Ahmet Üzümcü, Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons
Gunnar Öqvist, Chair of ESOF2014 Programme Committee,
Umeå Iniversity

3.6.3
TRAVEL GRANTS
ESOF provides young researchers with a unique
opportunity to interact with leading scientists from various
scientific fields. The main networking tool developed for
young and mid-career researchers in Europe and around
the world is the Career Programme.
The aim of this programme is to provide new skills, ideas
and challenges to help the next generations of researchers,
science communicators, science teachers and policy
makers.
Various organisations, including the Danish Ministry of
Higher Education and Science, CNRS (Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique) in France and the FWO (Research
Foundation Flanders) in Belgium, have supported the
participation of young researchers at ESOF2014 by offering
travel grants through open calls.
In collaboration with the Danish Ministry of Higher Education and Science and Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique (CNRS) in France, two calls have been published
on the EuroScience website. One for PhD Candidates based
in Europe and second for PhD candidates based outside
Europe in particular from South Korea, China, India,
Brazil and USA.
Research Foundation Flanders (FWO) organised its own
call and selected 15 students and young researchers
who will travel in June to Copenhagen to participate in
ESOF2014.
The call for applications for travel grants was issued
earlier this year and were open to all young researchers
who expressed a strong desire to be part of this special
event and meet with not only their peers, but also with
leading scientists, business people. entrepreneurs and
innovators, policy makers, and science and technology
communicators from around the world.
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3.6.4
ESOF STUDENT
BUSSES
For young researchers, including PhD candidates and
master students, ESOF conferences are a great opportunity to get immersed in Europe’s largest general science
meeting, learn about new discoveries in a large number
of fields, meet Nobel Laureates and researchers from all
disciplines, discuss career perspectives or links of science
to business, and participate in lively science policy debates
with major European and national politicians.
The participants are mostly students who travel to ESOF in
a low cost vehicle and stay in inexpensive accommodation.
Local organisers provide them with an onsite support in the
form of practical arrangements.
Various European universities, including the University
of Strasbourg in France, the Institute of Technology and
Business in Ceske Budejovice and the University of South
Bohemia, in the Czech Republic have supported students
and young researchers’ participation in ESOF2014 by
covering their travel and accommodation expenses to
Copenhagen.
12 students from the Institute of Technology and Business
in Ceske Budejovice and the University of South Bohemia,
in the Czech Republic and 15 students from the University
of Strasbourg in France will reach Copenhagen by bus and
train this year.
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COPENHAGEN
CHAPTER 4
/
EXHIBITION

More than 50 ESOF2014 exhibition stands are
on display next to the ESOF2014 plenary hall in
TAP1. The exhibition showcases the latest funding
opportunities from all over Europe, your possibilities for career development, recent science and
innovation policy initiatives and cutting-edge
products and services to the scientific community.
The adjacent exhibition stage allows exhibitors to
present on topical issues.
The ESOF2014 exhibition area is located very
centrally and together with the main café and network area in TAP1.
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4.1 LIST OF EXHIBITOR STANDS
List of exhibitor stands
EXHIBITOR

STAND NO.

AAAS/Science

47

Aarhus University

16

BIZKAIA:TALENT

43 + 44

The Brain Prize

34

CAP Partner

17

The Capital Region of Denmark

46

Carlsberg Group

49

CommHERE

23

CommNet

37

COST - European Cooperation in Science and Technology
Danish Council for Independent Research

5+6+7
9

Danish EU-advisers and National Contact Points of Horizon 2020

12

Danish National Research Foundation

10

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation)

25

EFSA – European Food Safety Authority

13

Enterprise Europe Network & Vision2020

48

ESF Materials Science and Engineering Expert Committee (MatSEEC)

52

ESOF2014 Career Fair – Meeting rooms

21 + 22

ESOF2016 - Manchester

55

European Association of Research Managers and Administrators (EARMA)

42

European Commission / Research & Innovation

4

European Commission / Coelux (EU-project)

14

European Union of Science Journalists' Associations EUSJA

38

EuroScience

56

Formas, Forte, Swedish Research Council and VINNOVA

36
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4.1 LIST OF EXHIBITOR STANDS
InnovationsFonden

11

Institute for Basic Science (IBS)

19

Johnson & Johnson Innovation

51

Leibniz Association

26

MADE – Manufacturing Academy of Denmark

24

Marie Curie Alumni Association (MCAA)

45

Nanyang Technological University (NTU)

53 + 54

Naturejobs

57

NordForsk

8

Novo Nordisk Foundation

50

peopleXS

40

Research in Baden-Württemberg

28 + 29

Research in Estonia

33

Research in Germany (RiG)

27

Robert Bosch Stiftung

20

State of Green

15

Strengthening Techno, Research and Innovation Cooperation between Europe and South Africa (ESASTAP Plus)

41

Talent Attraction Denmark

18

University of Copenhagen

39
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4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
AAAS Science International
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Jennifer Reeves
Number: +44 1223326521 / +44 7584169246
E-mail: jreeves@science-int.co.uk
website: www.sciencemag.org

Aarhus University
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Peter Damgaard Kristensen
Number: +45 5149 0960
E-mail: pdk@adm.au.dk
website: www.au.dk/en/

BIZKAIA : TALENT
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Amaia Etxebeste
Number: +34 647 882 473
E-mail: amaia.etxebeste@bizkaiatalent.org
website: www.bizkaiatalent.org

The Brain Prize
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Janne Axelsen
Number: +45 40140904
E-mail: ja@thebrainprize.org
website: www.thebrainprize.org
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stand no.

47

Since 1848, AAAS and its members have worked together to advance
science and serve society. As part of these efforts, AAAS publishes
Science, a multidisciplinary peer-reviewed journal, and offers programs focused on science policy, international cooperation, science
education, diversity, and career development for scientists. Learn
more about AAAS, visit booth #47 in the ESOF exhibition hall, and pick
up a copy of Science and other AAAS literature. Plus AAAS members
can get a free goodie bag, just show proof of your membership!

stand no.

16

Aarhus University is a research intensive university with education
and research activities in all academic fields. Currently, more than
half of Aarhus University’s 44,000 students are enrolled at postgraduate level. The university maintains a consistent focus on the recruitment of talented international students and early career researchers.
Aarhus University strives to be a leading globally-oriented university
with a strong engagement in the development of society. The university is located in the centre of Aarhus City with coastline and woodlands nearby.

stand no.

43 - 44

bizkaia:talent is a non-profit initiative promoted by the Regional Government of Biscay, in collaboration with a group of cutting-edge Biscayan organisations.
Bizkaia:talent is a platform for attracting, retaining and linking talent,
fostering innovation and advanced knowledge in Biscayan organizations involved with automotive, aeronautics, energy, biosciences and
ICT. Our product should be considered as a welcome service for scientists, technologists, researchers and their family.

stand no.

34

The € 1 million Prize is awarded annually by Grete Lundbeck European Brain Research Foundation, a charitable, non-profit trust. The
Brain Prize will be awarded to one or more scientists who have distinguished themselves by an outstanding contribution to European
brain research. The Brain Prize is a personal prize and is this year
jointly awarded to Stanislas Dehaene, Giacomo Rizzolatti and Trevor
Robbins. The Prize Award will be followed by an extensive outreach
programme organised together with the major Danish universities
and DSfN.

4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
CAP Partner
Conference Organisation, Association Development, Project Management
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Director Teresa Krausmann
Number: +4570200305
E-mail: tk@cap-partner.eu
website: www.cap-partner.eu

The Capital Region of Denmark
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Camilla Bugge
Number: +45 23 48 35 29
E-mail: Camilla.christina.bugge@regionh.dk
website: www.regionh.dk/globalX

Carlsberg Group
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Andrea Walther
Number: +45 50335022
E-mail: andrea.walther@carlsberglab.dk
Name: Klaus Laybourn
Number: +45 25302275
E-mail: Klaus.Laybourn@carlsberg.com

stand no.

17

CAP Partner offers PCO services and general support to scientific associations and institutions.
As PCO our main goal is to ensure that all activities before, during
and after the conference are in line with the objectives of the association/organisers, that the economy is sound and that all logistic
arrangements support the needs of all stakeholders. By taking care
of all practical arrangements and providing input for a dynamic and
innovative meeting structure, we give the organisers more time to focus on the science.

stand no.

46

The Capital Region of Denmark presents the Global Excellence
programme. Visit our stand to hear more about some of our best
clinical research environments.
The Global Excellence award is given to hospital and university
environments in the region that perform first-rate international level
research leading to the development and implementation of new,
pioneering healthcare services, treatment methods and products for
the benefit of patients.
The programme was established in 2010 in close cooperation with the
University of Copenhagen and The Technical University of Denmark
(DTU).

stand no.

49

The Carlsberg Group is one of the leading brewery groups in the
world, with a large portfolio of beer and other beverage brands.
Our flagship brand – Carlsberg – is one of the best-known beer
brands in the world and the Baltika, Carlsberg, and Tuborg brands
are among the eight biggest brands in Europe. More than 40,000
people work for the Carlsberg Group, and our products are sold in
more than 150 markets.
The Carlsberg stand: Draught Master, Sustainable packaging, Brewing Science.

website: www.carlsberggroup.com
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4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
CommHERE
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Ulla Bredberg
Number: +46 702 996 389
E-mail: ulla.bredberg@ki.se
website: www.commhere.eu

stand no.

The overall aim of the CommHERE project is to improve communication on EU-funded health research to the general public and to
the media in Europe and beyond.
Sprung from the project, is the CommHERE Network – a network of
researchers, communicators and research institutions working with
or in a EU-funded health research project with the aim of sharing best
practice and experience in effective health research communication.
We present ongoing research at HorizonHealth.eu and invite you to
join our three sessions at ESOF2014.

CommNet
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Mark Thompson
Number: +33 6 80 01 24 25
E-mail: mark.thompson@youris.com
website: www.commnet.eu

stand no.

Name: Silvia Alexe, Communications
Number: +32 473 691 061
E-mail: silvia.alexe@cost.eu
Name: Chris Irons, Conference
Number: +32 471 651 684
E-mail: chris.irons@cost.eu
website: www.cost.eu
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37

CommNet is a support network created to facilitate the communication of EU Bioeconomy research to the general public and to key target
groups including: media, young people, industry and policy makers.
CommNet operates through various levels, ranging from media
training to audio-visual production, from the creation of educational
material for schools to supporting communication of research to the
business world.
The CommNet network is managed by the CommFABnet project,
funded by the European Union under the Seventh Programme for
research, technological development and demonstration.

COST - European Cooperation in Science and Technology
Contact person during ESOF:

23

stand no.

5-6-7

COST supports the European science and technology community
by facilitating networking and coordination amongst researchers
at a pan-European level. As an intergovernmental framework, our
mission is to enable breakthrough scientific developments leading to
new concepts and products, thereby contributing to strengthening
Europe’s research and innovation capacities.
Our work anticipates and complements the activities of the EU
Framework Programmes, by building bridges between science and
technology communities across Europe and fostering excellence and
inclusiveness across all fields in science and technology. We do so
through a unique bottom-up approach, driven by the needs of the
European research communities.

4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
Danish Council for Independent Research
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Jane Benarroch
Number: +45 2246 8321
E-mail: jb@fi.dk
website: www.ufm.dk/dff

Name: Bodil Kirstine Priemé
Number: +4551501904
E-mail: bkp@fi.dk
website: www.ufm.dk/h2020,
www.eusupport.dk

Name: Vibeke Schrøder
Number: 0049-228-885-2845
E-mail: anjana.buckow@dfg.de
website: www.dfg.de/en

stand no.

Name: Anjana Buckow
Number: +45 2246 8321
E-mail: jb@fi.dk
website: www.ufm.dk/dff

12

10

The Danish National Research Foundation (DNRF) is an independent
organization established by the Danish Parliament in 1991 with the
objective to promote and stimulate basic research at the highest
international level at the frontiers of all scientific fields. The Center of
Excellence (CoE) program is the main funding mechanism, but also
a number programs and initiatives have been launched specifically
targeted at increasing the level of internationalization of Danish
research communities.

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation)
Contact person during ESOF:

stand no.

Meet EU-advisers and National Contact Points (NCP) of Horizon 2020
from EuroCenter and EU-DK Support.
EuroCenter, Danish Agency of Science, Technology and Innovation is
the official National Contact Point in Denmark for Horizon 2020. We
are appointed by the European Commission, and our task is to advice
Danish researchers, companies, universities, etc. about Horizon 2020.
EU-DK Support is a Danish network including around 45 organizations.
The network supports Danish participation in EU programmes for research, innovation, business development and entrepreneurship.

Danish National Research Foundation
Contact person during ESOF:

9

The Danish Council for Independent Research funds specific research activities based on scientists’ own initiatives. Moreover,
the Council provides advice in all scientific areas for the Danish
Minister for Higher Education and Science, the Danish Parliament and
the Government. The primary aim of the Council is to support and
promote the most original research ideas and initiatives in Denmark.
On an annual basis, the Council awards 600 grants to research
projects amounting to well over DKK 1 billion in total.

Danish EU-advisers and National Contact Points of Horizon 2020
Contact person during ESOF:

stand no.

stand no.

25

The DFG is the central self-governing research funding organisation in Germany. It serves all branches of science and the humanities by funding research projects at universities and other research
institutions. It promotes excellence and quality by selecting the best
research projects on a competitive basis and actively encourages international research cooperation. It is particularly dedicated to the
promotion of young researchers and to gender equality in science
and academia.
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4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
EFSA – European Food Safety Authority
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Cinzia Percivaldi
Number:
E-mail: Cinzia.PERCIVALDI@efsa.europa.eu
website: www.efsa.europa.eu/de/

stand no.

The European Food Safety Authority is the scientific pillar of the European Union’s food safety system. EFSA provides independent,
science-based assessments of existing and emerging risks in areas such as nutrition, animal health and welfare, plant protection,
and plant health. This advice helps the European Commission and EU
Member States to take decisions that help protect the EU’s 500 million
citizens from risks in the food chain. Find out more about our work
and meet our scientists at stand no 13. And don’t miss our seminar
on “Science and safe food: the role of risk assessment” seminar on
25 June at 13.30.

Enterprise Europe Network & Vision2020
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Hanne Bregendahl Pihl
Number: +45 99311536/+45 40621520
E-mail: hbb@aalborg.dk
Name: Julia Skiba
Number: +44(0)2076872020
E-mail: contact@2020visionnetwork.eu

13

stand no.

48

Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) is the largest business support
network in the world and helps small and medium sized organisations and research institutes find cooperation partners across
borders, whether it is for business, technological or project cooperation.
Vision2020: The Horizon Network is a global, multi-sectoral platform allowing research organisations and companies to participate
effectively in the Horizon2020. EEN and Vision2020 are organising a
Horizon2020 matchmaking event during ESOF2014 focused on calls
within the areas Industrial Leadership and Societal Challenges.

website: www.een.ec.europa.eu/
www.2020visionnetwork.eu/
www.b2match.eu/esof2014

ESF Materials Science and Engineering Expert Committee (MatSEEC)
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Ana-Maria CIUBOTARU /
Nathalie GEYER
Number: +33 (0)6 37 50 35 78
E-mail: MatSEEC@esf.org
website: www.esf.org/matseec
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stand no.

52

MatSEEC is an independent science-based committee of over 20
experts active in materials science and its applications, materials
engineering and technologies and related fields of science and
research management. The aim of MatSEEC is to enhance the
visibility and value of materials science and engineering in Europe, to
help define new strategic goals, and evaluate options and
perspectives covering all aspects of the field.

4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
ESOF2014 Career Fair – Meeting rooms
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Louise Sevel Lundstrøm
Number: +4591337914
E-mail: lsl@fi.dk
website: www.careerfair.esof2014.org
www.careerbooking.esof2014.org

stand no.

As part of the ESOF2014 Career programme the digital career fair has
been created. The system serves as a matchmaking database where
companies and organisations can post job descriptions and present
them self to early-stage career delegates. In the database there is a
calendar which gives companies and organisation the opportunity to
arrange networking meetings during ESOF2014 with potential candidates. This exhibition stand holds two meeting rooms.

ESOF2016 - Manchester
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Rachel Stansfield
Number: 0044(0)161 238 4533
E-mail: Rachel.stansfield@
marketingmanchester.com

21 + 22

stand no.

55

The City of Manchester and the University of Manchester are
working in partnership to host ESOF2016 in the city where the atom
was split and where graphene was first isolated. Drawing upon the
scientific heritage of Manchester, the conference will focus on the
ways in which science and technology constantly challenge the ways
we think and act and how they transform our lives.

website: www.esof2016.org

European Association of Research Managers and Administrators (EARMA)
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Jan Andersen
Number: +45 29 63 19 23
E-mail: jaan@science.ku.dk
website: www.earma.org

stand no.

42

Excellent research requires excellent research support. EARMA is
the European organization for professional development of research
funding support. Research managers and administrators are key
players in research, and are the fundamental component of the complete research process.
EARMA are an active and essential partner in developing the
research support profession towards a recognized European
standard.
Through the strength of its members, EARMA is a trusted partner in
European research policy development.
EARMA – supporting research for our common future.
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4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
European Commission / Research & Innovation
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Maria Antonia Jimenez Nevado
E-mail: Maria-Antonia.Jimenez-Nevado@
ec.europa.eu
website: www.ec.europa.eu/research

Name: Maria Antonia Jimenez Nevado
E-mail: Maria-Antonia.Jimenez-Nevado@
ec.europa.eu
website: www.ec.europa.eu/research

Name: Satu Lipponen
Number: +358 50 5634558
E-mail: satu.lipponen@cancer.fi

stand no.

14

ESOF comes just after the launch of Horizon 2020. With a budget of
nearly €80 billion, it is the biggest ever EU research and innovation
framework programme. It is designed to support excellent science,
industrial competitiveness and research that addresses grand societal challenges. But to better take into account the values and needs
of society when designing our future, science also needs a platform
for debate. This is why the European Commission supports ESOF
through the Science with and for Society programme. If you want to
learn more about the possibilities offered by EU research funding and
the aim of the European Research Area, visit the EU booth number 4.

European Union of Science Journalists’ Associations EUSJA
Contact person during ESOF:

4

ESOF comes just after the launch of Horizon 2020. With a budget of
nearly €80 billion, it is the biggest ever EU research and innovation
framework programme. It is designed to support excellent science,
industrial competitiveness and research that addresses grand societal challenges. But to better take into account the values and needs
of society when designing our future, science also needs a platform
for debate. This is why the European Commission supports ESOF
through the Science with and for Society programme. If you want to
learn more about the possibilities offered by EU research funding and
the aim of the European Research Area, visit the EU booth number 4.

European Commission / Coelux (EU-project)
Contact person during ESOF:

stand no.

stand no.

38

European Union of Science Journalists’ Associations EUSJA has 28
member associations, representing around 2 000 journalists from
24 countries. It is bridging science journalists across Europe by
developing professional tools and standards. EUSJA is launching its
strategy work at the First European Conference for Science
Journalists 22 June, an ESOF satellite event.

website: www.eusja.org
Facebook: EUSJA
Twitter: @EUSJA
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4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
EuroScience
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Marie Suchanova
Number: +33(0)680959669
E-mail: marie.suchanova@euroscience.org
website: www.euroscience.org

stand no.

EuroScience (ES) is a European non-profit grassroots association
of scientists, students and all those taking an interest in science. It
is the voice of European researchers, across disciplines and countries, and the public and private sector. EuroScience is the founder of ESOF - EuroScience Open Forum. EuroScience engages with
policymakers, business and society to create a stronger Europe
through science. Careers, rights and responsibilities of scientists,
European STI policies, and advancing science for knowledge,
prosperity, and addressing transdisciplinary global challenges, are
high on its agenda.

Formas, Forte, Swedish Research Council and VINNOVA
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Ms Maria Hagardt
E-mail: maria.hagardt@VINNOVA.se
website: www.forskning.se/esof2014
http://www.jpiamr.eu
#uselessantibiotics

InnovationsFonden
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Thomas Bjerre
Number: +45 2090 3855
E-mail: tb@hoejteknologifonden.dk
website: www.innovationsfonden.dk

Institute for Basic Science (IBS)
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Dr. Yu Jin Jung
Number: +821049526458
E-mail: jinny619@ibs.re.kr
website: www.ibs.re.kr
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56

stand no.

36

Four Swedish governmental research funding agencies initiating and
financing Swedish research of the highest scientific quality. Research
areas included are such as humanities, social sciences, medicine and
health, working life, natural sciences, environment and agricultural
sciences, partnership programmes, international cooperation and
challenge-driven innovation.

stand no.

11

InnovationsFonden was established as of 1 April 2014 by bringing
together research, technology development and innovation grants
from the Danish Council of Strategic Research, the Danish National Advanced Technology Foundation and the Danish Council for
Technology and Innovation into one new powerful foundation.
The overall aim of InnovationsFonden is to support the development
of knowledge and technology, including advanced technology, in
order to strengthen research and innovative solutions that may
benefit growth and employment in Denmark.

stand no.

19

Institute for Basic Science (IBS) was established in Daejeon, the science
town of Korea, to advance creative knowledge for future generations
through basic science by leading scientists. IBS is now composed of
21 research centers in chemistry, biology, physics, and mathematics.
Rare Isotope Science Project, also part of IBS, is constructing a heavyion accelerator called “RAON” which will enable groundbreaking investigations into numerous facets of basic science. Please visit our
booth to find out future research opportunities at our institute.

4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
Johnson & Johnson Innovation
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Kris Verhoeven
Number: +32475205018
E-mail: kverhoe2@its.jnj.com
website: www.jnjinnovation.com

stand no.

Johnson & Johnson Innovation, Division of Johnson & Johnson
Finance Corporation focuses on catalyzing new science and
technology through collaboration and exchange of ideas. The
Johnson & Johnson innovation centers in London, Boston, California and Shanghai offer a diverse range of expertise and resources
to help researchers and entrepreneurs accelerate early-stage innovation. By working together in new and creative ways, we will
advance innovative healthcare solutions that deliver value and
improve people’s lives around the world. www.jnjinnovation.com.

Leibniz Association
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Dr. Almuth Wietholtz
Number: 0049-30-206049-63
E-mail: wietholtz@leibniz-gemeinschaft.de
Name: Dr. Sabine Müller
E-mail: s.mueller@leibniz-gemeinschaft.de

51

stand no.

26

The Leibniz Association is an umbrella organisation of 89 independent research institutes which specialise in a broad range
of scientific disciplines. In addition to addressing issues of social, economic and environmental relevance, Leibniz institutes are
regularly subjected to independent evaluation which is unparalleled
in its transparency. The institutes employ a total of 17,200 people,
including 8,200 researchers. Their aggregate annual budget totals 1.5
billion euros and is financed by the German federal government and
state authorities.

website: www.leibniz-gemeinschaft.de/en

MADE – Manufacturing Academy of Denmark
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Lisbeth Heyde
Number: +45 29494620
E-mail: lheyde@made.dk
website: www.made.dk

stand no.

24

MADE – Manufacturing Academy of Denmark – was established in
2013 by Danish industry, universities and technological institutes.
MADE’s goal is to make Danish Manufacturing more competitive in
the global market, through research, innovation and education. To
achieve this goal MADE is investing 25 million Euro in an extensive
research, innovation and education program aimed at small and
medium sized manufacturing companies. The research and innovation activities are focused on enabling technologies,
integrated systems, value chains and business systems.
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4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
Marie Curie Alumni Association (MCAA)
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Snezana Krstic
Number: +3228080318
E-mail: board@mariecuriealumni.eu
website: www.mariecuriealumni.eu

Nanyang Technological University (NTU)
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Prof Michael Khor
Number: +6594562164
E-mail: MKAKHOR@ntu.edu.sg
website: www.ntu.edu.sg

Naturejobs
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Naturejobs
Number: +44(0)2078434961
E-mail: naturejobs@nature.com
website: www.nature.com/naturejobs/

NordForsk
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Anne Riiser
Number: +4792266396
E-mail: anne.riiser@nordforsk.org
Name: Linn Hoff Jensen
Number: +4797466564
E-mail: linn.jensen@nordforsk.org
website: Nordforsk.org
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stand no.

45

The Marie Curie Alumni Association (MCAA) is promoting an active
community of researchers benefiting (or who have benefited) from
the European Commission’s Marie Curie programme, as well as
those about to take up a Marie Curie post.
MCAA will provide you with relevant information and services to
support your career development, and establish mutually beneficial
relationships among over 50 000 researchers across Europe and
beyond.

stand no.

53 - 54

Young and research-intensive, Singapore’s Nanyang Technological University (NTU) is ranked 41st globally and is the fastest-rising
Asian university in the world’s top 50. It is placed 2nd among young
elite universities. In research citation impact, NTU is No 1 among the
top Asian universities (Thomson Reuters InCites 2012) and ranked
1st worldwide for industry income and innovation by Times Higher
Education NTU offers engineering, science, business, humanities,
arts, social sciences, and medicine in its joint school with Imperial
College London.

stand no.

57

Naturejobs is the global career resource and jobs board for scientists. We provide a wide range of career advice, science recruitment
news and science jobs, all free to access at naturejobs.com.
Employers using the site range from top pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies to highly respected academic and government institutions and charities. Take advantage of Naturejobs by researching employers, setting up alerts, uploading your CV and more, and
grow your science career with us.

stand no.

8

NordForsk is a platform for joint Nordic research and research policy
development. The aim is to facilitate cooperation in all fields of research and research-driven innovation when this will add value to
activities being conducted in the five Nordic countries, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden, including the autonomous areas
of the Faroe Islands, Greenland and the Åland Islands. NordForsk
carries out assignments from the Nordic Council of Ministers, and
provides input based on analysis of the Nordic research and research policy landscape.
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4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
Novo Nordisk Foundation
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Maj Leth-Espensen
Number: +4530674812
E-mail: mjlt@novo.dk
website: www.novonordiskfoundation.com

peopleXS
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: David van der Put
Name: Lars Bratshaug
Number: +45 2874 7721
E-mail: l.bratshaug@peoplexs.com

stand no.

50

The Novo Nordisk Foundation is an independent Danish foundation
with corporate interests.
The objectives of the Foundation are: 1) to provide a stable basis for
the commercial and research activities of the companies in the Novo
Group; and 2) to support scientific, humanitarian and social
purposes.
For 90 years, the Foundation and its predecessors have awarded
grants – primarily for research within health sciences and biotechnology at universities and hospitals in Denmark and the other Nordic
countries. The vision of the Foundation is to contribute significantly to
research and development that improves the health and welfare of
people.

stand no.

40

peopleXS is the leading provider of software for the PhD student
administration.
The PhD management system gives universities full control over
the entire PhD process while providing detailed information on the
candidates´progress. The system removes the administrative burden
while structuring all information and communication in an easy and
clear manner. With full control over the process you are able to focus
on what really matters: the PhD candidates and their research.

website: www.peoplexs.com

Research in Baden-Württemberg
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Barbara Houessinon-Junger
Number: +49 711 2278748
E-mail: barbara.junger@bw-i.de
website: www.bw-i.de
www.bw-invest.de
www.bw-studyguide.de
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stand no.

28 - 29

There is no other region in Europe where science counts as such a
vital part of the society. A share of 5.1 % of the GDP is invested
in R&D and Baden-Württemberg also has the highest share of
employees in R&D-intensive branches of industry (17 %). Moreover,
with over 70 institutions of higher education and over 100 non-university
research institutions Baden-Württemberg has one of the most diverse
landscapes of higher education and research in Germany.

4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
Research in Estonia
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Karin Patune
Number: +37256640009
E-mail: Karin.Patune@etag.ee
website: www.researchinestonia.eu

Research in Germany (RiG)
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Sina Bremer
Number: +49228882667
E-mail: bremer@daad.de
website: www.research-in-germany.de

Robert Bosch Stiftung
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Eva Roth
Number: +491719105941
E-mail: eva.roth@bosch-stiftung.de

stand no.

33

The „Research in Estonia“ platform offers information and news
for professionals, scholars, and students interested in research
opportunities in Estonia.
Visit our webpage to get an overview of our public R&D institutions,
find out which establishments work in your field of interest and get
information about funding opportunities.
When in Brussels, contact our Liaison Office for EU RTD. Research in
Estonia initiative is carried out by the Estonian Research Council and
funded by European Union Regional Development Fund.

stand no.

27

The “Research in Germany” campaign is headed by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and promotes innovation
and research in Germany. As one of the top research locations in the
world, Germany is home to numerous research facilities that enjoy
international prestige and generate a high degree of innovation. At
the ESOF2014, visitors can gain an overview of the German research
landscape and funding system at the joint presentation of German
research institutes and funding organisations.

stand no.

20

The Robert Bosch Stiftung is one of the major German foundations
associated with a private company. Established in 1964, it represents
the philanthropic endeavors of Robert Bosch (1861-1942). The foundation works predominantly in the fields of Sciences, Health, International Relations, and Education.

website: www.bosch-stiftung.de

State of Green
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Thomas Dahl Thellesen
Number: +4520570070
E-mail: tdt@stateofgreen.com
website: www.stateofgreen.com,
www.houseofgreen.dk

stand no.

15

Denmark is leading the transition to a green growth economy and
will be the first country in the world to be independent of fossil
fuels by 2050. As the official green brand for Denmark, State of Green
gathers leading players in the fields of energy, climate, water and
environment and fosters relations with international stakeholders.
At ESOF2014 visitors can explore an interactive installation, funded by
the Danish Industry Foundation, which highlights the potential in the
green Danish business sector.
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4.3 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
Strengthening Techno, Research and Innovation Cooperation between Europe and
South Africa (ESASTAP Plus) in full.
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Mrs. Ntombi Mchuba
Number: +32473687514
E-mail: Ntombi.mchuba@dst.gov.za
website: www.esastap.org.za

Name: Merete Sandager
Number: +4526922127
E-mail: msa@copcap.com
website:
www.talentattractiondenmark.com

University of Copenhagen
Contact person during ESOF:
Name: Ditte Thøgersen
Number: +4540499045
E-mail: ditte.thoegersen@adm.ku.dk
website: www.ku.dk
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41

ESASTAP Plus is a dedicated platform aimed at promoting SA-EU S&T
cooperation through supporting South Africa’s participation in the
Framework Programmes, but also reciprocal European participation
in South African programmes. The project also provides support to
enrich the bilateral policy dialogue between SA and the EU through
several EU programmes such as the Horizon 2020, EDCTP, ACP S&T.
The project is coordinated by Greece and also include partners from
SA (DST, SARIMA and ASSAf) and EU ( Germany , Italy, Switzerland,
Greece and France)

Talent Attraction Denmark
Contact person during ESOF:

stand no.

stand no.

18

Denmark is looking for you! What are you looking for? Denmark is
home to a number of important universities and leading knowledgedriven companies; especially within the Cleantech, Life Science, ICT
and Food & Nutrition sectors. We are looking for more international
colleagues. Is this you? Come visit us at the exhibition area.
Empower your career – think Denmark.

stand no.

39

What is the University of Copenhagen like for young researchers,
professionally and socially? PhD-students will man the stand and
share their experiences. Staff will guide you through current vacancies and present the University’s fields of research. UCPH has more
than 38.000 students and 9.000 employees and conducts world class
research in health, science, humanities and social sciences.
UCPH is a member of IARU, an elite alliance of ten of the world’s
leading universities including Oxford, Yale, Tokyo, Berkeley and
Cambridge.

4.4 EXHIBITION STAGE SCHEDULE
TIME / DAY

SUNDAY 22

MONDAY 23

TUESDAY 24

WEDNESDAY 25

THURSDAY 26
TBC

10.00

10.00 - 10.30
TBC

Tools for Responsible
Research and Innovation

TBC

RRI TOOLS, EU project

10.30
10.30 - 11.00

10.30 - 10.50

10.30 - 11.00
TBC

10.45

10.00 - 10.30
Enabling the new way for
the Citizen Science in
Europe

10.50

Socientize, EU project
10.50 - 11.10
Engaging society in
Research and Innovation Science with and for
Society.

11.10

European Commission/Science in Society
National Contact Points
11.10 - 11.30
Using Cradle-to-Cradle and
Life Cycle Assessments to
optimize Carlsberg Group
packaging.

11.15

TBC

Carlsberg Group
11.15 - 12.00

11.15 - 12.00
Horizon 2020: General
overview
European Commission Research & Innovation

11.30

11.30 - 11.50
TBC

TBC

TBC

13.30 - 14.00

13.30 - 14.00

13.30 - 14.00

The Rammal Award
(Organised by EuroScience)
and European Science
Writers Award Ceremony
(Organised jointly by
EuroScience and VolkswagenStiftung)

Science in Dialogue! The
contribution of natural,
health and human sciences
in solving the grand
challenges: ageing, health
and food security.

Novo Nordisk Foundation
presents: Danish Diabetes
Academy & PULSE

13.30

14.15

EuroScience and
VolkswagenStiftung

The Novo Nordisk
Foundation

The Velux Foundations

14.15 - 15.00

14.15 - 15.00

14.15 - 15.00

COST: the leading framework
supporting transdisciplinary
networks in Europe

TBC

Europe’s North – research in
the Arctic region

NTU Singapore on a Rapid
Global Rise

14.30

Nanyang Technological
University
14.30 - 15.15

16.30

NordForsk

COST
16.30 - 17.00

16.30 - 17.00

16.30 - 17.00

TBC

TBC

TBC

17.15 - 18.00

17.15 - 18.00

17.15 - 18.00

17.15
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4.5 EXHIBITION STAGE SESSIONS
NTU Singapore on a rapid global rise

The Rammal Award and European
Science Writers Award Ceremony

Sunday, June 22 14.30 - 15.15
Monday, June 23 14.15 - 15.00
A university on a rapid rise globally, Singapore’s Nanyang
Technological University (NTU) is ranked 41st in the world
and 2nd among young elite universities. NTU’s new medical
school, set up jointly with Imperial College London, complements an already impressive life sciences cluster. Hear why
Imperial moved into Asia and what can be expected from
the school’s medical research.
Organisation:
NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

The Rammal Award created in memory of the great Lebanese physicist Rammal is awarded each year to an outstanding scientist or scientific organization whose activities in a Mediterranean country in fundamental or applied
research, teaching, or the integration of science in society
have advanced significantly the development of science,
scientific exchanges or the awareness of science in the
region.

Speakers:
Prof Bertil Andersson, NTU President

European Science Writers Award: since 2001 it gives a 3000
Euros endowed European Science Writers Award to editors
and writers for their achievements for the promotion of science journalism in Europe.

Prof Jenny Higham, Vice Dean for Institutional Affairs and
Director of Education in the Faculty of Medicine at Imperial
College and Senior Vice Dean of the Lee Kong Chian School
of Medicine, NTU

Organisation:
EuroScience and VolkswagenStiftung

Prof Philip Ingham, Vice Dean, Research of the Lee Kong
Chian School of Medicine, NTU

Speakers
Lauritz Holm-Nielsen, President of EuroScience, Denmark
Jean-Patrick Connerade, EuroScience GB member, France
Wilhelm Krull, VolkswagenStiftung, Germany

Using cradle-to-cradle and life cycle
assessments to optimize Carlsberg
Group packaging.
Monday, June 23 11.15 - 12.00
Packaging accounts for approximately 45% of the Carlsberg Group’s total CO2 emissions, making it an area where
the company can have a substantial, positive impact on
the environment. The Sustainable Packaging Programme
includes the use of the Cradle-to-Cradle® design framework as well as Life Cycle Assessments to both reduce the
environmental impact of packaging, and design resourceefficient products, optimised for reuse or recycling.
Organisation:
Carlsberg Group
Speakers:
Simon Hoffmeyer Boas, Senior CSR Manager,
Carlsberg Group

COST: the leading framework supporting
transdisciplinary networks in Europe
Monday, June 23 16.30 - 17.00
Many of the innovations EU citizens benefit from are the
work of researchers from different disciplines, collaborating to achieve a common goal. COST has been proudly supporting such transdisciplinary networks since 2008 by offering them the chance to network their research. Come meet
our leaders in transdisciplinary science and see how COST
helps them meet their aims.
Organisation:
COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology)
Speakers
Dr. Mafalda Quintas, Science Officer Trans-Domain
Proposals, COST Office

Eskild Andersen, CSR Manager, Carlsberg Group
Prof. Flaminio Squazzoni, Chair of Action TD1306: New
Frontiers of Peer Review (PEERE); University of Brescia, IT
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4.5 EXHIBITION STAGE SESSIONS
Dr Helen Roy, Chair of Action TD1209: European Information
System for Alien Species; Centre for Ecology & Hydrology,
UK

Speakers
Eduardo Lostal, BiFi Institute researcher
Manuel Pérez, manager of IT Cluster of Aragon state, Spain

Dr Argiro Vatakis, Chair of Action TD0904: Time In MEntaL
activitY: theoretical, behavioral, bioimaging and clinical
perspectives (TIMELY); Cognitive Systems Research InstituteMakedonomaxou Prantouna; EL

Engaging society in research and
innovation - science with and for society.
Tuesday, June 24 11.10 - 11.30

Tools for responsible
research and innovation
Tuesday, June 24 10.30 - 10.50
Responsible Research and innovation (RRI) expresses the
ambition to steer scientific and innovation endeavours towards more socially desirable ends, incorporating societal
perspectives along the way. The presentation will outline
the concept of Responsible Research and Innovation and
will introduce the FP7 project RRI Tools. The project will create transformative digital tools for the implementation,
wide dissemination and training of RRI throughout the ERA.

Interested in collaboration in science communication, public
engagement, science education and gender? The Science
with and for Society programme in Horizon 2020 focus on
engaging society in R&I, gender equality and promotes new
ways for science education. SiS.net the network of National
Contact Points (NCPs) for the programme unites more than
60 representatives from all EU member states and beyond.
At the session we will present the opportunities of the programme and the services we offer.
Organisation:
European Commission/Science in Society National Contact
Points - SiS.net

Organisation:
RRI TOOLS, EU project

Speakers
Adalheidur Jonsdottir, RANNIS

Speakers
Enric Banda Tarradellas, “la Caixa” Foundation - Director of
Department of Science and Environment.

Michalis Tzatzanis, FFG

Horizon 2020: general overview
Enabling the new way for
the citizen science in Europe

Tuesday, June 24 11.30 - 11.50

Tuesday, June 24 10.50 - 11.10

Horizon 2020 is the key EU financial tool implementing the
Innovation Union, a flagship initiative of the Europe 2020
growth strategy.

SOCIENTIZE will set-up a network where infrastructure providers and researchers will recruit volunteers from a general public to perform science at home.
Individual citizens will contribute to scientific studies with
their own knowledge or sharing their own digital resources.
In Socientize Whitepaper, we propose to open science to
the people, considering the knowledge and the time of the
citizen scientists to create a citizen-based infrastructure “cinfrastructure”.

Running from 2014 to 2020, with a budget of almost €80 billion, it brings together all EU research and innovation funding under a single programme with three key objectives:
1.Excellent Science
2. Competitive Industries
3. Better Society

Organisation:
Socientize EU project - www.socientize.eu
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4.5 EXHIBITION STAGE SESSIONS
Organisation:
European Commission - Research & Innovation
Speakers
Begoña Arano – Head of Unit External and Internal Communication. Research & Innovation. European Commission

Science in dialogue! The contribution of
natural, health and human sciences in
solving the grand challenges:
ageing, health and food security.

Novo Nordisk Foundation presents:
Danish Diabetes Academy & PULSE
Wednesday, June 25 14.15 - 15.00
PART 1: Diabetes – A Global Challenge for Science. Danish
Diabetes Academy.
The Danish Diabetes Academy was established in 2012 by
a five year grant from the Novo Nordisk Foundation with
the ambitious vision of generating new knowledge and establishing and internationally oriented research environment within Danish diabetology. During this presentation 3
researchers will discuss how they, through their research,
provide important solutions of how to tackle diabetes.

Tuesday, June 24 14.15 - 15.00
This session features four research projects supported by
VILLUM FONDEN or VELUX FONDEN each of which contribute to solving important societal challenges. The speakers
have five minutes each to highlight an important societal
aspect of their research as well as emphasising the interdisciplinary approach to societal challenges. The session is
organised as a roundtable followed by an interview session. Join the dialogue!
Organisation:
THE VELUX FOUNDATIONS
Speakers
Interviewer 1:
Dr. Lone Frank. Science journalist, Weekendavisen.
Interviewer 2:
Professor Frederik Stjernfelt. Co-Director Humanomics Research Centre. University of Copenhagen.
Challenge 1: Food security and resource management.
Professor Birger Lindberg Møller. Head of Research at the
VILLUM Research Centre ”Plant Plasticity”. University of Copenhagen.
Challenge 2: Ageing and health
Professor Kaare Christensen. Head of Research at Danish
Aging Research Center. University of Southern Denmark.
Professor Leif Østergaard. Head of Research at Centre for
Brain Ageing and Dementia. University of Aarhus.
Challenge 3: Integrating the
humanities and natural sciences
Dr. David Budtz Pedersen. Co-Director Humanomics Research Centre. University of Copenhagen.
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PART 2: PULSE –innovative health promotion activities engaging families. A cross-disciplinary development and research project in progress.
The vision of the PULSE project is to create activities that
motivate families to take action to develop and sustain a
healthy lifestyle. Families with children aged 6-12 from a
variety of socioeconomic backgrounds have participated in
developing new types of innovative exhibition and community concepts. The project is a close collaboration between
Experimentarium and Steno Health Promotion Center and is
financed by the Novo Nordisk Foundation.
Organisation:
The Novo Nordisk Foundation
Speakers
PART 1 speakers:
Antonio Luis Cuesta-Muñoz, MD, PhD, Visiting Professor University of Copenhagen, Department of Biomedical
Sciences
Michael Væggemose, PhD fellow, University of Aarhus,
Department of Neurology
Maja Storm Engelstoft, PhD, University of Copenhagen,
The Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Basic Metabolic
Research
PART 2 speakers:
Bjarne Bruun Jensen, Professor, Head of Steno Health
Promotion Center
Kim Herlev, Deputy Executive Director , National Danish Science Centre Experimentarium

4.5 EXHIBITION STAGE SESSIONS
Europe’s North – research in
the Arctic region
Wednesday, June 25 16.30 - 17.00
President of the University of the Arctic Lars Kullerud and his
colleagues speak about their research in the Arctic. Arctic
research involves far more than polar bears and melting
ice. The societal, economic and cultural development of the
region also entails important questions for research to answer. We need to know more about the opportunities and
challenges because – in Lars Kullerud’s words – in Northern
Europe we all live in the Arctic.
Organisation:
NordForsk
Speakers
Lars Kullerud, President of the University of the Arctic
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5.1 SCIENCE IN THE CITY FESTIVAL
Science is… Building Bridges
On Saturday, June 21 at 10.00, the Science in the City Festival will open its doors. The Festival is free and takes place
simultaneously with ESOF2014 in the Carlsberg City District.
The Science Festival is for people of all ages who are curious and cannot help wondering, and the Festival is a great
place for ESOF2014 delegates to experience how science
engages, interacts, and builds bridges between researchers, delegates and the public.
The Festival area will be open all days up to an including
Thursday from 10.00 - 20.00, exept from Thursday where the
hours are 10.00 - 16.00 Through an exciting mix of events,
experiments, art, talks, and shows, the Festival will give visitors plenty of possibilities to explore all corners of science.
The following pages are divided into themes and describe
some of the highlights of the Festival:
The Festival area is divided into the following districts:

EXPLORE DISTRICT / Science is... exploring the unknown
WONDER DISTRICT / Science is... wondering why
INSPIRE DISTRICT / Science is... feeling inspired
ENGAGE DISTRICT / Science is... engaging yourself

5.2 Map
5.3 App and social media
5.4 Special events
5.5 Food
5.6 Sustainable
5.7 The future
5.8 Body and mind
5.9 Citizen science
5.10 All around Copenhagen
Enjoy your breaks and free time at the Science in the City
Festival!

DISCOVER DISTRICT / Science is... discovering together
RETHINK DISTRICT / Science is... rethinking the usual
MEDIA DISTRICT / Science is... telling great stories
Within these districts, visitors can experience science at
first hand, with events ranging all from tasting molecular
gastronomy, doing citizen science in a maker space, to
boarding a research vessel that has just returned from the
Arctic.

@scicitycph
#scicity
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5.2 MAP OF SCIENCE IN THE CITY DISTRICT
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5.3 APP AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Free app for easy scheduling

want to join the discussions about the future of science,
based on the themes of ESOF2014.

Science in the City is loaded with interesting and creative
events, so be sure to download the Science in the City Festival app to have the programme at hand at all times. The
app offers many possibilities to read about events, create
your own programme with personal favourites, and it can
also guide you around Carlsberg City District.

Visitors can also join the ‘Ask the best science question’
competition. The top three questions are picked every day
by the journalists, who then pass them on to the scientists
to answer. Winners will receive great science and technology books.

The SciCity app is part of a research project at the Technical
University of Denmark, designed to provide an insight into
how people move around the area.
The app is ready for download now and is available in both
Android Market and App Store. Just search for SciCity and
download the app free of charge. The app can also be used
offline.

Connect with us on Social Media
Be sure to interact with Science in the City Festival via
social media on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. The official Science in the City Festival hashtag across the
platforms is #scicity.
@scicityCPH

In one corner of the Media Hub there will be a chill-out area
with a book exchange rack, where visitors can exchange
their old science books.
The Media Hub will also feature a stage and the events on
the stage include:
• Interviews with leading scientists and politicians from the
conference.
• ‘Ask the scientists LIVE’: scientists answer questions from
the audience about tattoos, allergies, Space – and everything
in between.
• ‘Fckn wth yr brn’: a show with psychological manipulation.
• Science cafés: debates between experts and visitors on scientific topics.
• Communication workshop for scientists.
• Science shows: physics and chemistry in sound and colour!
• And much, much more …

All this will be transmitted live at www.scienceinthecity.dk.

@scicityCPH
/scicityCPH

Free daily newspaper
Twice a day a printed festival and conference newspaper
will be handed out throughout the Carlsberg City District.
The paper will contain interviews with delegates, scientists
and politicians, as well as covering and announcing upcoming events. The editorial team consists of journalists from
Videnskab.dk, ScienceNordic.com and Politiken as well as
junior reporters from the ESOF2014 Future Academy. A digital version of the paper is also available.

Join the debate at the Media Hub
The important scientific discussions at ESOF2014 are not
restricted to a closed forum for the conference delegates.
The ESOF2014 Media Hub is the place where conference
delegates mingle with the public, young and old alike, who
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5.4 SCIENCE IS... SPECIAL EVENTS
Most of the activities at the Science in the City Festival can
be experienced throughout the week. However, a number
of events only run once or a few times during the Festival.
In order for you to avoid missing out on those, this section
is dedicated to those special activities. The events include
talks, mini-lectures and debates, art installations, science
shows, a play, science slam, and even an (unofficial) European Championship.
Find the special programme on the following pages.

SHOW

The IG Nobel Prize
Sunday and Tuesday, 19.00 - 21.00
RETHINK DISTRICT
The (in)famous prize ceremony held annually
at Harvard University, is your chance to experience science that first makes you laugh then
makes you think. The founder, Marc Abrahams,
is guesting ESOF with several Ig Nobel laureates, telling their stories: the first man ever to
scientifically report on homosexual necrophilia in
ducks, the inventor of a brassiere that can be transformed into a face mask, and the biologist who
showed that the Swedish Navy had hunted farting
herring rather than Russian subs during the cold
war. UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK

Photo: Jorg Hackemann, Shutterstock.com

TALK

Space Journey with Astronaut and Cell
Wednesday, 17.00 - 19.00
WONDER DISTRICT
Listen to the German astronaut Gerhard Thiele talk
about life aboard a space ship. He will be joined on
stage by space medicine researcher Dr. Jack van
Loon who will talk about the challenges the floating body meets in space. Every living cell changes in
weightlessness; muscles, bones, balance nerve and
the immune defence, and the researchers still don’t
know how and why. The answer to that riddle needs
to be found before humans can travel further into
space. AARHUS UNIVERSITY

THEATRE

Copenhagen
Saturday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, 19.30 - 22.00
GARDEN DISTRICT

Biophilia
WONDER DISTRICT

The award-winning play “Copenhagen” about the
mysterious war-time meeting in 1941 between
the two Nobel Prize Laureates, Danish physicist Niels Bohr and the German physicist,
Werner Heisenberg. The playwright re-imagines
this extraordinary meeting and tests our feelings on the moral responsibilities of scientists.
Registration from May 20 at www.royalacademy.dk
is necessary. THE ROYAL DANISH ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES AND LETTERS
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WORKSHOP
Monday, 13.00 - 15.00
DEBATE
Monday, 18.30 - 20.00
Biophilia is a pilot project that investigates the relationship between music and science in a cross-disciplinary
cooperation, and the project is designed to break free
from the traditional way of teaching. BJÖRK, UNIVERSITY OF ICELAND & REYKJAVIK MUNICIPALITY
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5.4 SCIENCE IS... SPECIAL EVENTS
SATURDAY, JUNE 21

Embodying Science in The Silver Frame
11.00 - 18.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

SCIENCE x CINEMA
10.00 - 20.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Copenhagen Science Bike Tour
12.30 – 15.00
BY THE SEA

Festival Opening
11.00 - 13.00
INSPIRE DISTRICT

European fisheries
14.00 - 16.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Science Show Championship
11.00 - 17.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

The Social Responsibility of Research
15.00 - 16.00
WONDER DISTRICT

David Lando: Financial Crisis
13.00 - 13.45
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Science and Literature
16.00 - 18.00
DOWNTOWN: Carlsberg Glyptotek

Lightning Talks
17.00 (DK) AND 18.00 (DK)
DISCOVER DISTRICT

Lightning Talks
17.00 (ENG), 18.00 (DK) AND 19.00 (DK)
Discover District

The Ig Nobel Prize
19.00 - 21.00
RETHINK DISTRICT

MONDAY, JUNE 23

Copenhagen - play
19.30 -22.00
GARDEN DISTRICT

Science Media Festival
10.00 – 20.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

1st European Science Slam Finals
21.00 - 23.00
WONDER DISTRICT

European fisheries

SUNDAY, JUNE 22

Björk’s Biophilia – workshop

11.00 - 12:30
ENGAGE DISTRICT

13.00 - 15.00
WONDER DISTRICT

Science Show Championship
11.00 - 17.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT
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Science Walks Through Copenhagen
15.30-18.00
DOWNTOWN

5.4 SCIENCE IS... SPECIAL EVENTS
Björk’s Biophilia – debate
18.30 - 20.00
WONDER DISTRICT

Dr Jekyll and Mr AIDS
20.00 – 22.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

WEDNESDAY, 25 JUNE
Science Media Festival
10.00 – 20.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Science meets Poetry – Part 1

TUESDAY, 24 JUNE
Science Media Festival
10.00 – 20.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Open Access – Open Bar – Open Mic
16.30-18.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Lightning Talks
18.00 (DK)
DISCOVER DISTRICT

Science and Literature
16.00 - 18.00
DOWNTOWN: Carlsberg Glyptotek

From Petri Dish to Patient
17.00 - 18.30
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Science Slam
18.30 - 20.00
WONDER DISTRICT

The Ig Nobel Prize
19.00 - 21.00
RETHINK DISTRICT

10.30 - 13.30
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Is climate engineering completely crazy?
13.00 - 15.00
WONDER DISTRICT

Lightning Talks
17.00 (ENG) and 18.00 (DK)
DISCOVER DISTRICT

Space Journey with Astronaut and Cell
17.00 - 19.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

The Grey Revolution
17.00 - 18.30
WONDER DISTRICT

Copenhagen - play
19.30 - 22.00
GARDEN DISTRICT

THURSDAY, 26 JUNE
Is climate engineering completely crazy?
13.00 - 15.00
WONDER DISTRICT

Copenhagen - play
19.30 - 22.00
GARDEN DISTRICT
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5.5 SCIENCE IS... FOOD
No matter where you live and regardless of what you do,
food is a vital part of every human’s life and our basis for
surviving. In recent years research in food science has
gone into new fields, as we prepare for future challenges
in feeding the world. The Festival is all about food, and you
can have a taste yourself when we explore the appealing
fields of food, from transforming trash to delicious dishes,
to looking at seaweed and algae - the newly popularized
vegetables of the ocean, or looking at urban farming. And
because the Festival is held at the Carlsberg City District,
everyone will of course get the chance to learn about the art
of brewing beer.
HANDS ON

Taste the Sea
SHOW

Saturday and Sunday, 11.00 - 16.00
BY THE SEA

From Trash to Treasure
All days 10.00 - 20.00
WONDER DISTRICT
Gastronomic playground is ready to bring the Science in the City to the bins and conjure up dishes to
that turn, what we previously called trash into a tasty
little morsel. Using imagination, alternative production methods and our knowledge of food chemistry,
physics and gastronomy, it will be explained how to
convert cut-offs of vegetables into delicious dips or
fish bones into crispy chips. This is for anyone with
food-courage who is willing to try something new,
or who has questions about the mysterious world
of molecular gastronomy. GASTRONOMIC PLAYGROUNDof molecular gastronomy. GASTRONOMIC
PLAYGROUND

In the borderland between science and gastronomy
you will find an ocean of experiences. Recently, scientists and chefs alike have focused on the fantastic
possibilities with seaweed and algae. The vegetables of the ocean are being hailed in laboratories
and kitchens all around the world, not least in the
Nordic region, where the ocean is often nearby. In
the floating laboratories of the two research vessels Aurora and Dana, which dock at Amaliehaven,
you will be shown around in a tasty world of science
from the ocean’s diverse pantry. Participate in workshops and learn how to use seaweed in dishes, enjoy show cooking and preparation of non-traditional
fish dishes, get a taste of crab bisque and seaweed
in ice cream, and explore the two research vessels.
WONDERFUL COPENHAGEN

Check also…
EXHIBITION

Urban farming - The future of
sustainable food
Saturday and Sunday, 10.00 - 20.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT
To be able to provide enough food for all people on
earth in the future we need to rethink food production by focusing on sustainability. Muscle cells from
pigs can be grown in petri dishes to build an extremely thin piece of meat. See how it is done and
find out why it is relevant to find a way to
produce meat without living animals. We will also
present a solution to growing high-quality vegetables in the city without daylight and soil. Hear about
production methods that will minimize waste, resource consumption and the environmental impact.
AARHUS UNIVERSITY

Healthy food from field to fork
Saturday and Sunday, 10.00 - 20.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT

Gluten-free beer in the House of Future
Technologies
All days 10.00 - 20.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT

The craft of beer
Saturday and Sunday, 10.00 - 19.00
WONDER DISTRICT

La Brasserie des Sciences
All days 10.00 - 20.00
WONDER DISTRICT

European fisheries
Sunday, 14.00-16.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT
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make the
CONNECTION
Johnson & Johnson
Innovation Centers
A new approach to advancing early-stage innovation
Johnson & Johnson Innovation is positioned at the heart of the world’s most
creative science hubs. We contribute to the life sciences ecosystem by being
an integral member of regional scientific communities and taking a new
approach to partnering to advance early-stage innovation. Our goal: translate
cutting edge ideas into healthcare solutions for patients. Together we can
transform patient care.

@jnjinnovation

www.jnjinnovation.com

5.6 SCIENCE IS... SUSTAINABLE
Sustainability is on everyone’s lips, and understandably so
– what will happen with our lives, as the climate changes
start impacting planet Earth? At the Festival, sustainability events will cover challenges on taking care of the environment, urban greening, how to understand the changing
Arctic, the effects of global consumption, and how your
own daily life affects the environment and leaves a carbon
footprint.

HANDS ON

The behavioural mystery
Saturday and Sunday, 10.00 - 18.00
WONDER DISTRICT
Delve into the mysteries of your brain, and learn to
understand your own behaviour. Your environmental behaviour will be tested. Hereafter your mystery tour will take you underneath Carlsberg, to the
musty and spooky cellars. Here you will learn why it
is so hard to change your behaviour, even though
you really want to. Through video, light and sound,
you will come to understand how your brain controls
your life, and you will receive some pointers on how
to regain some control, and be able to change your
bad habits. CITY OF COPENHAGEN - SHARING COPENHAGEN

EXHIBITION

Arctic knowhow: Talking Clams
All days 10.00 - 20.00
WONDER DISTRICT
The exhibition “Talking Clams” presents unique and
innovative approaches developed by scientists to
understand the changing Arctic by studying marine
shells. FRAM - HIGH NORTH RESEARCH CENTRE FOR
CLIMATE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Check also…
EXHIBITION

Invisible Dust
All days 10.00 - 20.00
EXPLORE DISTRICT
Invisible Dust, an art and science organisation
based in London involves artists, scientists and creative technologists in producing exciting artworks
and scientific ideas exploring the environment and
climate change. An exhibition where you can learn
more about the science of our oceans, air pollution,
climate change, flooding, Space Science and bat biodiversity through the eyes of artists. The artists have
spent time with leading scientists; marine biologists,
environmental health scientists, environmental epidemiologists, hydrologists, ecologists, climate science engineers and space scientists to look at their
science from a different point of view and make an
artwork to show to the public. The artworks are created by leading artists such as Turner Prize Winner
Elizabeth Price and include video, installation and
performances. INVISIBLE DUST
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Science for Sustainable Seas!
All days 10.00 - 20.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT

Urban Greening
Saturday 14.00 - 16.00 and Tuesday, 12.00 - 14.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT

Building a green economy
All days 10.00 - 20.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Soil - the hidden treasure!
All days 10.00 - 20.00
EXPLORE DISTRICT

An Ocean of Resources
All days 10.00 - 20.00
INSPIRE DISTRICT

Art installation Glacier
All days 10.00 - 20.00
MEDIA DISTRICT

5.7 SCIENCE IS... THE FUTURE
The future is already all around us, and many of the technologies we use today, were utopias just a few years ago.
At the Festival, you can experience the future at first hand,
from nanotechnology, drones, welfare robots, the coming
European Spallation Source, and brand new research on
what happens if we put cancer cells into space. The future
is already here, so what are you waiting for?

EXHIBITION

Lift off! Cells in space
All days 10.00 - 20.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT
Human space travel is a dream of mankind and
many great achievements have been made in the
last decades. Nevertheless, leaving Earth’s gravity,
especially for prolonged
periods, still results in severe dysfunction of various human physiological systems. At this exhibition
stand on space medicine, the audience can experience the science behind cells in space. A small exhibition will feature a real TEXUS rocket, several devices to simulate microgravity on Earth, flight hardware
from former space flights and real astronaut food.
In addition, we will present our parabolic flight rack,
and the audience can investigate living cells through
a microscope and interact with the research group.
AARHUS UNIVERSITY

EXHIBITION

Design as driver of innovation
All days 10.00 - 20.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT
The world is confronted with new and more complex
problems regarding core challenges such as health,
sustainability, welfare etc. The aim of this small exhibition is to show new ways of problem solving in
a Danish context where design both as a process
and as a solution plays a crucial role. Within design
education, artistic- and academic research we take
on the responsibility of how the future is shaped. We
therefore strive to deal with real challenges, problems and solutions at a larger as well as a smaller
scale. DESIGN SCHOOL KOLDING

HANDS ON

Nanotechnology in hearing aids,
trucks, drones and welfare robots
All days 10.00 - 20.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT
Nanotechnology goes live. Try on a hearing aid
that runs on wood alcohol. Hear and see how five
catalysed nanometre particles work as a catalyst
in the exhaust system on a diesel truck. Be a pilot
of a drone powered by a fuel cell. Try and see how
a robot refuels in less than 30 seconds. GTS – ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY GROUP

Check also…
The Hospital of Tomorrow
All days 10.00 - 17.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Hundred mysteries of the Universe
Sunday and Saturday, 10.00 - 20.00
ENGAGE DISTRICT

Solar hammock
Saturday, 14.00 - 16.00, Tuesday, 15.00 - 17.00
and Thursday 11.00 - 13.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT

House of Future Technologies
All days 10.00 - 20.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT

Seeing the Unseeable - ESS
Sunday and Saturday, 10.00 - 20.00,
Monday and Tuesday, 10.00 - 16.00
WONDER DISTRICT
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5.8 SCIENCE IS... BODY AND MIND
Your body is a temple and so is your mind. Will it be possible
to boost your genes in the future, just by taking a pill? Can
we modify the codes of our children? What happens to our
body if we continue living the lifestyle of modern life? Enjoy
the activities on virtual worlds and join the journey into the
body’s amazing universe.

EXHIBITION

Exhibition Super Me
Sunday and Monday, 11.00 - 18.00
WONDER DISTRICT
You are the Super-person anno 2014! At least the
dream is within reach, as we can optimize the human
body with the help of technology and medicine to become the best version of ourselves. We are on the
boundary of being able to develop our mental abilities through medicine and technology. This sounds
like science fiction to many of us, but for body hackers, grinders, cyborgs and other sub-cultures, it is
already a part of everyday life. EXPERIMENTARIUM/
NERRI.EU

EXHIBITION

A Journey into the Body’s amazing
Universe
All days 10.00 - 18.00
WONDER DISTRICT
Explore the world of medical research, hear about
the latest ground-breaking discoveries and meet
the talents and the stars among the researchers in the field, as you are invited on a journey into
the body’s amazing universe. A journey through
the brain, heart, genes, cells and microbes, in and
around yourself, with talented researchers as travel
guides and storytellers - this is a new and completely different way of seeing science that will excite and
awaken your curiosity. THE FACULTY OF HEALTH AND
MEDICAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF COPENHAGEN

EXHIBITION

You are recognized by how you walk
Monday and Wednesday, 12.00 - 14.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT
Video surveillance is widely used to identify any
criminal suspects, but covering the face with a mask
can obstruct the process. In these cases, forensic
scientists can analyse a perpetrator’s physical dimensions and movements from surveillance images.
GTS ADVANCES TECHNOLOGY GROUP AND DBI

Check also…
Active Living House
All days 10.00 - 18.00
WONDER DISTRICT

Can U hear the U-sound?
All days 12.00 - 18.00
WONDER DISTRICT

The Grey Revolution – When Age is Only
a Number
Wednesday 17.00 - 18.30
WONDER DISTRICT
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5.9 SCIENCE IS... CITIZEN SCIENCE
All over the globe, maker spaces are popping up, 3D-printers become available to everyone, and scientists rely on
people to crowdsource problems and to do collaborative
research. Also at the Festival, visitors are invited to engage
in the science surrounding them, and to contribute while
learning at the same time.

EXHIBITION

Business Building Bridges
All days 10.00 - 20.00
EXPLORE DISTRICT
Copenhagen Business School is literately building
a bridge within the festival area, to underline the
connection between science, business and society.
The area will be the set-up for various talks, case
competitions, and idea pitches throughout the week.
COPENHAGEN BUSINESS SCHOOL

Check also…
HANDS ON

KopenLab Citizen Science Festival
All days 10.00 - 20.00
EXPLORE DISTRICT
KopenLab facilities hands-on events where everyone is invited to tinker, craft DIY instruments, create
bioart or otherwise explore and enhance the world
around us. In keeping with KopenLab’s aim to give
everyone access to science and technology, participants are welcome to get their hands dirty, test their
own hypotheses and conduct their own experiments.
KOPENLAB TEAM

From Petri Dish to Patient
Tuesday, 17.00 - 18.30
ENGAGE DISTRICT

The installation CampingWomen as a mobile ArtLab
All days 10.00 - 16.00
WONDER DISTRICT

Breaking and Entering? Explore how science
and society relate
All days 10.00 - 20.00
WONDER DISTRICT

Science Hobby Festivity
Saturday and Sunday 10.00 - 20.00
EXPLORE DISTRICT
HANDS ON

IdemoBits
Sunday 14.00 - 16.00 and Wednesday 10.00 - 12.00
DISCOVER DISTRICT
Learn how to build with the electronic building blocks
– IdemoBits, invented by Danish technical developer
DELTA. It can be used to easily and quickly sketch interactivity and the tool allows ‘intelligent behaviour’
to be sketched in real electronics easily and quickly.
GTS - ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY GROUP

@scicitycph
#scicity
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5.10 SCIENCE IS... DOWNTOWN
While the majority of the Festival events take place at the
Carlsberg City District, some events take place at other notable sites in Copenhagen, turning the entire capital city into
a vibrant science centre.
The sites include the scenic Copenhagen harbour next to the
Royal palace, the Carlsberg Glyptotek which is one ofDenmark’s most iconic and beautiful museums that display art
dating more than 6,000 years back. Also the Science Walks
events will take visitors through the streets of downtown
Copenhagen while enjoying tales about the city from the
time when Niels Bohr and H.C. Ørsted walked the streets.

SHOW

OPEN SHIP

Science and Literature

Research Ships at the Harbour

Sunday and Tuesday, 16.00 - 18.00
DOWNTOWN: Carlsberg Glyptotek

BY THE SEA: Copenhagen Harbour

Goethe once said that science originally had developed out of poetry, and that the two might meet
each other again sometime in the future. We may
still have to wait for that to happen, but why not try
to at least reconcile them? On two afternoons Poetry
meets Science will present readings of poetic or fictional texts dealing with scientific matters or inspired
by science, and short lectures on the relationship
between science and poetry. THE ROYAL DANISH
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND LETTERS

HANDS ON

Science Walks through Copenhagen
Monday, 15.30 - 18.00
DOWNTOWN: H.C. Andersens Boulevard 35
Members of the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters show visitors some of the buildings
where famous Danish scientists used to live or work.
There are ten spots on the route including a tour
of the Academy. Participation in the walk is free of
charge but registration on www.royalacademy.dk
is necessary. THE ROYAL DANISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND LETTERS

The public will get a unique look into the scientific
work at sea, when Science in the City docks at the
Copenhagen Harbour. Research ships from Denmark, Germany, and Sweden will open up for festival
guests, as the ships invite the public on board for a
closer look into the exciting scientific world at sea.
The ships are both small and big (one reaching an
impressive 108 meters) and the crews have interesting events lined up that will show what research at
sea is all about. TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF DENMARK, AARHUS UNIVERSITY, THE SWEDISH POLAR
RESEARCH SECRETARIAT AND THE SWEDISH MARITIME ADMINISTRATION AND THÜNEN INSTITUTE OF
BALTIC SEA FISHERIES, ROSTOCK, GERMANY

Denmark’s largest research vessel
Dana
Saturday - Monday, 10.00 - 20.00
AMALIEKAJEN

Research vessel Aurora
Saturday - Monday, 10.00 - 12.00 and 15.00 - 17.00
AMALIEKAJEN

German research vessel Clupea
Saturday - Monday, 11.00 - 19.00
AMALIEKAJEN

Scandinavia’s biggest ice-breaker
Oden
Tuesday, 11.00 - 16.00
ORIENTKAJ

Taste the Sea - Gastronomic Event
Saturday and Sunday, 11.00 - 16.00
AMALIEKAJEN
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6 SOCIAL EVENTS
Opening Ceremony
Sunday, June 22 15.15 - 17.15
Plenary Hall, TAP1
Please note that the doors will be closed at 15:15.
Open to all ESOF2014 delegates (badge required)
The official ESOF2014 Opening Ceremony features speeches
by Her Majesty The Queen, President of the European Commission José Manuel Barroso, Minister for Higher Education and Science Sofie Carsten Nielsen, ESOF2014 Champion
Prof. Klaus Bock and President of EuroScience Prof. Lauritz
Holm-Nielsen. The Opening Ceremony will be presented by
Editor-in-chief at Sciences et Avenir Dominique Leglu and
will include the Opening Panel Debate (see page 37), musical entertainment and a reception.

Presidents’ Dinner
Sunday, June 22 18.30 - 22.00
Copenhagen City Hall
By invitation only
The dinner will be hosted at the Copenhagen City Hall by Lord
Mayor of Copenhagen Frank Jensen. The event includes a
welcome speech by the Lord Mayor of Copenhagen Frank
Jensen, a dinner speech by Astronomer Royal Martin Rees,
Baron Rees of Ludlow and closing remarks by Minister for
Higher Education and Science Sofie Carsten Nielsen.
There will be bus transport from the Carlsberg City District
to the Copenhagen City Hall.

ESOF Party
Monday, June 23 20.00 - 01.00
VEGA, Enghavevej 40, 1674 Copenhagen V
Open to all ESOF2014 delegates (badge required)

citing architectural gem with original Danish 50’s design that
gives the building a unique atmosphere. VEGA is placed
near the ESOF2014 venue.
The party is the perfect opportunity to meet other participants at the dance floor or in the cozy lounge. There will
be live music, a DJ and entertainment. From 20:00 to 22:00 a
light buffet and free beer, wine and soft drinks are served.

Media Party
Tuesday, June 24 20.00 - 01.00
Experimentarium City, Trangravsvej 12, 1436 Copenhagen K
ESOF2014 Media Room registrants only (Press or a PR and
Communications Officer badge required)
The Media Party will take place at the science centre ‘Experimentarium City’ in Christianshavn. The event includes a
light buffet, live music, a DJ, dancing and an opportunity to
check out the science centre exhibition.
There will be bus and boat transport from the Carlsberg
City District to the party venue and boat transport from the
party venue to ‘Nyhavn’ in the City centre.

Handover Ceremony
Thursday, June 26 12.30 - 13.30
Plenary Hall, TAP1
Open to all ESOF2014 delegates (badge required)
The next EuroScience Open Forum will be in Manchester, UK
from 22 July to 27 July 2016. At the Handover Ceremony we
pass the torch from Copenhagen to Manchester. The event
features a speech by General Director, DG Research and
Innovation, European Commission Robert-Jan Smits, the
official handover from Copenhagen to Manchester, entertainment and a reception. The Handover Ceremony will be
presented by President of EuroScience Prof. Lauritz HolmNielsen.

The ESOF Party takes place at ‘VEGA - House of Music’ on
the magical Midsummer Night’s Eve. VEGA is known as one
of the leading concert sites in Europe. The building is an ex-
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7 SPECIAL EVENTS
ESOF2014 Future Academy
June 22-25
Venue: Carlsberg City District
One of the overall aims of ESOF is to promote a dialogue
on the role of science and technology in society and public
policy. For the Danish hosts of ESOF2014 it has, right from
the beginning, been crucial to include upper-secondary
students actively in the programme to underline the importance of young people participating in democratic
debates.
ESOF2014 Future Academy is developed in collaboration
between ESOF2014 and Danish Science Factory, as part
of the outreach programme accompanying the scientific
programme. Nearly 200 upper-secondary students from all
over Denmark are invited to Copenhagen from 22 June to 25.
During the conference, ESOF2014 delegates and stakeholders from all around the world will be met by young
students on a number of occasions. Young science
communicators will act as ”junior reporters”, interviewing
scientists and delegates about the latest advances in
science and technology and the role of science and
technology in society and public policy. Their contributions
will be published on social media in close collaboration with
the Danish science news service Videnskab.dk.
Young science debaters will participate in scientific
sessions and science cafés, giving their point of view on
future society. And all over Carlsberg City District, you can
meet our young science performers, who will give you an
opportunity to reflect on your own attitude towards the
direction that research is taking in all the sciences.
Please welcome ESOF2014 Future Academy – we hope you
will enjoy your meeting with the young students.
Website
www.danishsciencefactory.dk (Danish website)

European Student Parliament
Friday June 20 - Sunday, June 22
Sunday, June 22 08.30 - 15.15 (Open for the public)
Venue: Frederiksberg City Hall, Copenhagen

ropean students and international scientists. They will have
the chance to bring their ideas on the topic “Future of the
City” together and discuss them on an international level.
Finally, the final resolutions – including preparation work by
all participants from the local parliaments - will be handed
over to an EU-representative.
The project is funded by the Robert Bosch Foundation.
Website
www.student-parliaments.eu
Organiser
Wissenschaft im Dialog

Masterclass: Future of Science
Journalism
Saturday, June 21 - Wednesday, June 25
Venue: Grand Hotel Copenhagen
The Reporter-Forum and the Robert Bosch Stiftung
have teamed up to offer 15 experienced journalists
the opportunity to develop their own innovative, highquality projects on a scientific topic. The participants
will gain an overview of the up-to-date tools for implementing realistic multimedia projects. Headed by
Christian Schwägerl the class will introduce methods
for investigating large amounts of data and visualizing complex relationships as well as unusual storytelling strategies. Faculty members are Simon Rogers (former data editor at The Guardian), Laura Lo
Forti (expert for participatory journalism), Andrew
de Vigal (former multimedia editor at the New York
Times), Paul Salopek (two-time Pulitzer-Prize winner),
Jens Harder (comic author) and Patricia Fernandez
de Lis (editor-in-chief esmateria.com).
The seminar program will be held as a special event
of the interdisciplinary EuroScience Open Forum. The
connection to ESOF2014 will also allow the participants to network with the scientists in attendance.
By invitation only
Organiser
Reporter-Forum, Robert Bosch Stiftung

By the time of this final parliament, around 2000 students
will have participated in 18 local parliaments all over Europe.
Each national parliament sends five delegates to Copenhagen. There, they will have the opportunity to meet other Eu-
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7 SPECIAL EVENTS
Into the body - a journey with
leading scientists
Saturday, June 21 - Thursday, June 26
12.00 - 18.00 on Saturday and Sunday,
14.00 - 19.00 on weekdays
Venue: WONDER DISTRICT, Carlsberg City District
Join us on a journey into the universe of the body and
get close to the research in humans and animals at the
University of Copenhagen.
The Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences invites
you to experience Into the body - a journey with
leading scientists. Experience science in an aesthetic setting with sound and light installations and
be amused and fascinated when scientists present
the latest, the most entertaining and most surprising science through short presentations on our
stage. The event is supported by the Novo Nordisk
Foundation.
Website
www.scienceinthecity.dk
Organiser
The Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences, University of Copenhagen

Reinventing EUSJA –
workshop for strategy launch
Saturday, June 21 14.00 - 18.00
Venue: Pompeii Hall, Carlsberg Academy

experienced researchers to incorporate a European
dimension and perspective into their research.
The Award is granted each year but the prize-givingceremony is held every two years at ESOF where the two
recipients will present their work. The Award consists of a
medal and a part of the award will be monetary in the form
of a travel and accommodation grant for the stay in the
ESOF city.
Website
www.euroscience.org
Organiser
Marie Suchanova, EuroScience

Science in the City – HIV/AIDS
Awareness Bikes
Sunday, June 22 - Thursday, June 26 11.00 - 18.00
Venue: Throughout the Science in the City Festival
and the city
We partner with a local AIDS/HIV organisation to
generate awareness regarding the necessity and
availability of HIV testing and prevention. We engage two bicycle wagons to create a dynamic and
interactive campaign that combines messaging on
the wagons with distribution of collateral. Our Global
Public Health team has a special focus on combination therapies intended to be used in underserviced
regions. We continuously seek collaborations with
NGO’s, foundations and other companies to fight the
battle together, towards containing HIV/AIDS.
Organiser
Johnson & Johnson Innovation

By invitation only
Organiser
European Union of Science Journalists´ Associations EUSJA

Briefing for all Media Travel Grantees
European Young Researcher’s Award

Sunday, June 22 18.15 - 18.45
Venue: Press Briefing Room

Saturday, June 21 17.30 - 19.00
Venue: Plenary Hall, TAP1

By invitation only

The EYRA is granted to researchers demonstrating
outstanding research performance. At the same time,
the award aims to inspire early stage researchers and
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Organiser
EuroScience Open Forum 2014

7 SPECIAL EVENTS
Academic Enterprise Awards (ACES)
Selection Committee Meeting
Monday, June 23 12.00 - 16.00
Venue: Carlsberg Research Center
By invitation only
Organiser
ScienceBusiness

Inaugural meeting of EU science advisers
Monday, June 23 13.00 - 15.30
Venue: EuroScience Room, Carlsberg Academy

Organiser / Speakers
Prof. Patrick Cunningham, Professor of Animal Genetics,
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland
Professor Andrew Harrison, CEO, Diamond Light Source Ltd,
Harwell Science and Innovation Campus, Didcot, UK. He is
a member of International Advisory Committee of the Kurchatov Institute and was elected a member of the Dubna
Advisory Board.
Dr. Piotr Swiatek, FP7 National Contact Point Energy PTJ/
FZJ 52425 Jülich, Germany, Project Management Agency of
Research Centre Juelich.
Dr. Nelli Didenko, Senior Researcher at St. Petersburg
Research Centre (SPbRC), member of EuroScience
Governing Board, convener of ES Local Section in Russia. St.

By invitation only
Organiser
Chief Scientific Adviser to President Barroso, Anne Glover,
European Commission

ESOF 2016 Manchester Science as Revolution
Monday, June 23 17.30 - 19.00
Venue: To be confirmed

The Rammal Award and European Science
Writers reception
Monday, June 23 15.00 - 15.45
Venue: EuroScience Stand, TAP1
The Rammal Award and the European Science Writers
reception will be organised at the EuroScience stand to
honour the awards’ winners. It will be open to all
participants.

ESOF 2016 will take place in Manchester - the city where the
atom was split and where graphene was first isolated. This
reception is a chance to meet our ESOF Champion, Professor Dame Nancy Rothwell, and hear how the next forum will
draw upon the scientific heritage of Manchester and focus
on the ability of science and technology to constantly challenge the ways we think and act, transforming our lives. Attendance is by invitation. More details can be found on the
Manchester stand in the Exhibition (stand 55).
By invitation only

Organiser
Lauritz Holm-Nielsen, President of EuroScience, Denmark
Wilhelm Krull, VolkswagenStiftung, Germany

www.esof2016.org
Organiser
Manchester (Rachel Stansfield email: rachel.stansfield@
marketingmanchester.com)

EU and Russia
Monday, June 23 15.45 - 17.00
Venue: EuroScience Room, Carlsberg Academy
Can research and education escape a political deadlock?
What can grassroots organisations, EuroScience and its
Local Sections do to contribute?
Open session
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7 SPECIAL EVENTS
Nordic research collaboration –
what is it and how does it work?
Monday, June 23 19.00 - 20.30
Venue: Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Why do we need Nordic research collaboration,
and what are the components? How is cross-border
collaboration organised and how does it work?
Which are the most important financing instruments? And what are the results – in terms of
scientific development and international impact, and
how can you be part of it? If you are curious about
answers to these questions, please join us and have
a bite to eat! You will meet researchers and decisionmakers alike, and we would like to invite you to a
small reception in the final part of the programme.
Website
www.nordforsk.org

European Young Researchers
Platform (EYRP)
Tuesday, June 24 12.00 - 13.15
Venue: EuroScience Room, Carlsberg Academy
Grass-root organisations and learned societies have a
role to play in providing information, advice and support to
young scientists, but also to advocate their needs and offer
possible solutions to stakeholders and policy makers.
EuroScience is inviting young researchers, grass-root organisations and learned societies to a session where we
can exchange information and discuss policy issues that
can further promote and support young researchers in Europe. The aim of the EYRP is to deliver young researchers
message with one voice, thereby obtaining more visibility
and impact.
Organisers / Speakers
EuroScience

Organiser
NordForsk

SiS Catalyst: Merging the social
inclusion and science in society agendas
Tuesday, June 24 09.00 - 10.15
Venue: EuroScience Room, Carlsberg Academy
“SiS Catalyst – children as change agents for science in
society” is a 4 year FP7 Mobilisation and Mutual Learning
(MML) project. SiS Catalyst is exploring the interrelationships between science communication practices and social
inclusion while focusing on the perspectives of children.
Open session
Website
www.euroscience.org
Organisers / Speakers
Florian Kaiser, The University of Liverpool, UK
Matteo Merzagora, Scientific director, TRACES - ESPGG,
France
Anne-Sophie Godfroy, on behalf of EuroScience, Associate
professor, Université Paris-Sorbonne, France
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Science advocacy and campaigning:
Mobilising the research communities to
stand up for an increased research budget
and a change in science policies.
Tuesday, June 24 13.30
Venue: EuroScience Room, Carlsberg Academy
In the struggle for the EU budget framework 2014-20, the
scientific community was vocal as never before. Following
an open letter from 44 Nobel Laureates, more than 153’000
citizens signed a petition to the EU leaders which was
handed over to the three EU presidents and the French
president. We will reflect both successes and limits of
campaigning for the future. What will be the next campaigns?
Can we mobilise a million people to be successful with a
European Citizen Initiative?
Website
www.no-cuts-on-research.eu
Organisers / Speakers
Wolfgang Eppenschwandtner, ISE
Thomas König, EuroScience

7 SPECIAL EVENTS
Peer Review: The Nuts and Bolts
.
Tuesday, June 24 16.30 - 17.45
Venue: EuroScience Room, Carlsberg Academy
Find out about peer review. Debate challenges to the
system. Discuss the role of peer review for scientists and
the public. Should peer review detect plagiarism, bias or
fraud? What does peer review do for science and what
does the scientific community want it to do for them? Should
reviewers remain anonymous? Does it illuminate good ideas
or shut them down?
Open session
Organiser
Julia Wilson, Sense About Science and Stephane Berghmans, Elsevier.
Speakers
Sabine Kleinert, The Lancet

Organiser
The VELUX FOUNDATIONS
Contact person
Signe Staubo Sørensen + 45 24 44 10 50.

Euroscience and NGOs
Wednesday, June 25 10.30 - 11.45
Venue: EuroScience Room, Carlsberg Academy
The discussion will bear on future cooperation between EuroScience and NGOs to develop practice and knowledge
about « Science in society ». What should the goals be? The
creative sustainable cooperation to develop?
Open session

Professor Paul Hardaker, the Institute of Physics
Dr Irene Hames, editorial and publishing consultant.

Website
www.euroscience.org
Organiser
Jean-Pierre Alix, EuroScience GB member

Reception hosted by;
THE VELUX FOUNDATIONS
Tuesday, June 24 18.00 - 19.00
Venue: Queen Hall , Carlsberg Museum
THE VELUX FOUNDATIONS will host an open and
social reception where you can meet grantees from
some of the grant areas of the Foundations: natural
and technical sciences, human sciences, and gerontological research. You can also meet the senior advisors, executive directors and board members for an
informal dialogue and find more information about
the work and priorities of VILLUM FONDEN and VELUX
FONDEN.

Science and safe food:
the role of risk assessment The
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
Wednesday, June 25 01.30 - 02.45
Venue: EuroScience Room, Carlsberg Academy
What is risk assessment? How is it carried out? Why is it
so important to the European food safety system? Come to
EFSA’s seminar on 25 June at 13.30 to find out the answers
to these questions and hear about the work EFSA is doing to
combat the decline in bee numbers.
Open session

Please join us for an informal hour; nibbles, soft
drinks and wine will be served. Looking forward to
seeing you!
Website
www.veluxfoundations.dk

Website
www.euroscience.org
Organisers / Speakers
Reinhilde Schoonjans is a scientist at EFSA specialising in
GMOs and environmental risk assessment.
Fabio Sgolastra is a researcher at the University of Bologna
who is a member of the COLOSS bees research group, and
sat on EFSA’s working group on bees and pesticides.
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7 SPECIAL EVENTS
The Lundbeck Foundation
ESOF2014 communication prize
Wednesday, June 25 15.00
Venue: Foyer, Dance Halls
The Lundbeck Foundation has focus on funding
communication and educational activities within
the natural sciences, biomedicine and technology.
To emphasize the value of sharing research results
and to encourage and inspire others to share their
knowledge, the Foundation will award 3 prizes of
DKK 25.000 (EURO 3.350,-) each to the best speakers in sessions in the scientific theme “Learning in the
21st Century”. An evaluation committee will select a
winner on each of the main days of the conference.
The winners will be announced by the chairman of
the Foundation Jørgen Huno Rasmussen at the prize
award reception.

Science Meets Business Life
Wednesday, June 25 18.00 - 20.00
Venue: CBS’ Porcelænshaven
By invitation only
Organiser
Copenhagen Business School

Science Europe Reception
Wednesday, June 25 18.30 - 20.00
Venue: Carls Garden/Empress Hall
By invitation only
Organiser
Science Europe
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HORIZON 2020
Matchmaking at ESOF2014 Copenhagen
Thursday, June 26 08.30 - 17.00
Venue: Glyptotek Hall, Carlsberg Museum
Organiser
Enterprise Europe Network & Vision2020 Network
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uses of textiles as well as ongoing projects of classification
of textile terminologies will be discussed in this conference.

IARU Conferences on Aging
Tuesday, June 17 - Sunday, June 22
Venue: Elsinor and Copenhagen
The University of Copenhagen is hosting three satellite
conferences within the framework of the International
Alliance of Research Universities (IARU). The conferences
will be covering different fields within aging research:
17-20 June: “Genome Dynamics in Neuroscience and
Aging”. Target group: Scientists/clinicians with interest in:
Genomic stability; mitochondrial function and neuronal
development and degeneration.
20-21 June: “Cultures of Health and Aging?” Target group:
Researchers in humanities, social and behavioural sciences.
21-22 June: “Aging Research and Scientific Careers” for PhD
students.
Website
http://www.iaru-conferences-2014.dk/
Organiser
Center for Healthy Aging, University of Copenhagen

Website
www.ctr.hum.ku.dk
Organiser
The Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre for
Textile Research and Centre national de la recherche
scientifique

Marie Skłodowska-Curie Conference
Thursday, June 19 - Friday June 20
Venue: Copenhagen Business School, room SPs01, Solbjerg
Plads 3, 2000 Frederiksberg
The conference theme is “Transferable skills: MSCA added
value for your CV”. The focus is non-research skills that can
prove useful for a researcher, such as management, working in a team with your colleagues, interview skills or transitioning from academia to industry. As researchers are
also concerned about the future, the conference will also
provide participants with a presentation on the new Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Actions under Horizon 2020 and the ERC
starting grants. The conference is reserved for MSCA fellows or alumni only.
Website
www.msca-esof2014.teamwork.fr

Textile Terminologies from the Orient to the
Mediterranean and Europe 1000 BC - AD 1000
Wednesday, June 18 - Sunday, June 22
Venue: The Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre
for Textile Research, SAXO Institute, University of
Copenhagen
Textile terminologies represent a fundamental sector of
technical knowledge of the ancient and modern societies.
This international conference, which will gather international
scholars from universities, research institutes, and museums, will investigate the whole gamut of lexicological topics
and methodological approaches about textiles attested in
the languages of the Near East, the Mediterranean and Europe from 1000 BC to 1000 AD. Accordingly, terms for fibres,
tools, techniques, garments, professions, metaphorical
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Organiser
MSCA programme, European Commission
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Eusea Annual Conference 2014
Saturday, June 21 - Sunday, June 22
Venue: University of Copenhagen, Life Sciences
The European Science Events Association has about 100
members working with science events through festivals,
science centres and museums, universities and other
organisations. The Annual Conference is the meetingplace for exchange of knowledge, projects, experiences, best practices, new ideas and initiatives. This
year’s theme is “Encouraging active citizenship through
science communication” including keynote talks and
workshops. Science and media, Maker Faires, and project
funding will be discussed, as well as presentations by
colleagues from the US, China and Russia.
Website
www.eusea.info
Organiser
The European Science Events Association (Eusea)

First European Conference for Science
Journalists (ECSJ)
Sharing experience, creating value
Sunday, June 22 09.00 - 14.30
Venue: Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences,
University of Copenhagen,
Blegdamsvej 3B, 2200 Copenhagen N
In a time of global media crisis it is also a time of opportunity to be innovative and find new ways for science journalism. This international conference will discuss new ways
to improve the status of science in broadcast media, how
to start your own science publication, the opportunities of
investigative journalism, the ethical balance between science journalism and science communication and new initiatives for improvement of gender balance for science in the
media. Meet your colleagues and share your experience!
Sponsored by: The Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences,
the Ministry of Higher Education and Science and the Otto
Mønsted Foundation
Website
www.videnskabsformidling.dk

Registration for First European Conference for Science
Journalist is mandatory. Free lunch and transport to
Carlsberg included. Only ESOF2014 participants in the
categories: “PR, Press and Communication” can register
for this event. Please register or modify your registration at
www.esof2014.org
Organiser
The Danish Science Journalists Association (DV) and the
European Union of Science Journalists Associations (EUSJA)

ERC-DNRF Joint Workshop - Fostering
academic excellence in a changing world
Sunday, June 23 12.00 - 15.00
Venue: Carlsberg Laboratory
Seizing the occasion of the EuroScience Open Forum 2014
conference in Copenhagen 21-26 June, the European
Research Council in collaboration with the Danish National
Research Foundation is hosting a one-day workshop. The
aim of the workshop is to bring together European and
Danish principal investigators to take stock of current trends in academic leadership. Presentations and
discussions will focus on gender, talent, responsible
research and open access.
Website
www.dg.dk
Organiser
European Research Council, Danish National Research
Foundation and ESOF2014

Citizen Engagement in Science
– why, how and when?
Tuesday, June 24 09.15 10.45 and 11.15 - 12.45
Venue: Copenhagen Business School, room Ks71, Kiln, 2000
Frederiksberg
Engagement with European citizens is an important element of 21st century science, but how to ensure this activity
enhances research investigations & results, and delivers
impact on our daily lives? Two 90-minute morning Master
Classes packed full of ideas and case studies covering Citi-
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zen Science, social media channels and public science festivals are available free for all attending ESOF or studying in
Copenhagen.
Email training@commnet.eu to register your attendance.
Organised by the EC-funded project CommNet in
collaboration with Copenhagen Business School.
Website
www.commnet.eu
Organiser
CommNet

Reimagining Education
Thursday, June 26 16.00
Copenhagen Business School, SPs01, Solbjerg Plads 3, 2000
Frederiksberg
A dozen trailblazing technology and education expert.
And the politicians who can shape tomorrow.
All under one roof.
‘Reimagining Education’ will see pioneers in technology and
education from Denmark and Armenia – from Silicon Valley
entrepreneurs to experts in ‘learning via play’ – discuss new
models of education alongside Danish policymakers.

EIRMA Annual Conference 2014
Tuesday, June 24 - Wednesday, June 25
Venue: Carlsberg Laboratory
The EIRMA 2014 annual conference will focus on how to
gather ideas from the outside world and how to best exploit
this potential within companies.
It will address issues such as state-of-the-art societal and
technological watch, finding the most relevant information,
choosing the most appropriate business models, making
use of social networks, implementing the most stimulating
workspace, taking advantage of big data, adapting HR
management and much more, in order to optimise innovation output.
If we believe that Europe will get out of the crisis through
innovation, maximising the successful projects, i.e. the ones
turning into market products and services, is the key issue
for the next decade.
Website
www.eirma.org
Organiser
European industrial research management association
(EIRMA)

The panel of experts will discuss current and future methods of learning while questioning conventions and presenting you with proven solutions to the future. Last, but not
least, future visionaries will pitch their vision of ‘Reimagining
Education’ in front of a panel of experts.
Website
www.amstream.net
Organiser
Amstream

Critical Technology Trends And What They Mean for Us
Friday June 27
Venue: Sønderborg
Technology is in the process of fundamentally transforming
our society into something we have difficulties imagining.
How can we prepare for that? The conference explores how
technology has shaped our culture and society, and how
new breakthroughs in nano-technology, open-source and
the internet of things can show us the emerging contours in
our current transition.
Website
www.crissp.eu
Organiser
The Initiative for Science, Society and Policy
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The European Nudge Network
Friday June 27
Venue: Roskilde University
Since 2008 the concepts of Nudge and Applied Behavioural
Science have received widespread political and academic
attention and spurred discussions globally.
The aim of the conference is to take stock of the first five
years of behaviourally inspired policy development by
gathering for the first time all European actors involved in
applying behavioural sciences to policymaking.
The event is also set to launch The European Nudge Network – a platform for accelerating information dissemination and collaboration across Europe.
Organiser
The Initiative for Science, Society and Policy
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9.1 CONFERENCE INFORMATION
The Carlsberg City District, located centrally in Copenhagen,
is the venue for ESOF2014. The Carlsberg City District is a
33-hectare area with a unique heritage of protected buildings telling the stories of Carlsberg and representing the innovative entrepreneurial spirit behind the company and its
scientific tradition. The Carlsberg District has been appointed one of Denmark’s most important industrial memories
with a very important science history. The main conference
venue is TAP1. Please see all the conference venues on the
venue map in section 9.4.

9.1.3 Name badges
Name badges must be worn at all times as this is your ticket to all sessions and social events. Access will not be given
without a badge.

9.1.4 Speaker Service Room

Address: TAP1, Ny Carlsberg Vej 91, 1799 Copenhagen V
The Speaker Service Room will provide technical support to
all speakers before their presentation. Speakers are requested to submit their PowerPoint presentation and other
AV files at least 4 hours in advance of their session at the
Speaker Service Room located in the Dance Halls (see venue
map in section 9.4).

9.1.1 Online Programme and Community
The ESOF2014 programme was launched at the beginning
of the year at the online programme and community, also
known as Pathable. Besides from serving as the online programme, Pathable also works as a social network, where
delegates, speakers and session organisers can see the
programme and interact with other ESOF2014 participants.
Please go to Pathable to learn more about the online programme, and the delegates, speakers and session organisers whom you can meet at Carlsberg City District.
https://esof2014.pathable.com/

Speaker Service Room opening hours:
DAY

TIME

Saturday, 21 June

07.00 - 19.00

Sunday, 22 June

07.00 - 19.00

Monday, 23 June

07.00 - 19.00

Tuesday, 24 June

07.00 - 19.00

Wednesday, 25 June

07.00 - 19.00

Thursday, 26 June

07.00 - 12.00

9.1.2 Registration Desk
9.1.5 Media Centre
The main registration/information desk will be located at
TAP1 conference venue.
Registration Desk opening hours:
DAY

TIME

Saturday, 21 June

11.00 - 19.30

Sunday, 22 June

08.00 - 19.00

Monday, 23 June

08.00 - 19.30

Tuesday, 24 June

08.00 - 19.30

Wednesday, 25 June

08.00 - 19.30

Thursday, 26 June

08.00 - 14.00

In addition, a tourist information stand will be present in the
registration area – see section 9.2.1.

The Media Centre in is comprised of a number of workstations with computers, internet and printers already set up
for members of the press. There are also a limited number
of workstations for press coming with their own laptops.
Moreover, the Media Centre has a Media Lounge, where
coffee, tea and refreshments are served throughout the
day. There is also a Press Briefing Room, where daily press
briefings will take place. Finally, there are a number of adjacent interview rooms, which can be booked at the service
desk in the Media Centre.
Access to the Media Centre is restricted for ESOF2014registrants in the category “PR, Press and
Communications”.
The Media Centre is located inside TAP1. Please see TAP1
map in section 4.2.
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9.1.9 Accessibility

Media Centre opening hours:
DAY

TIME

Saturday, 21 June

08.00 - 20.00

Sunday, 22 June

08.00 - 20.00

Monday, 23 June

08.00 - 20.00

Tuesday, 24 June

08.00 - 20.00

Wednesday, 25 June

08.00 - 20.00

Thursday, 26 June

08.00 - 16.00

All conference venues are wheelchair accessible although
some access points require assistance from staff. Please
seek further information in the registration desk or contact
the staff on the particular venue.

9.1.10 Internet access
Wireless Internet access has been established at all
conference venues and can be accessed using the provided
log-in details. Please be aware that some of the conference
venues are placed in protected, historical buildings which
may challenge the coverage in certain areas.

9.1.6 Volunteers
Volunteers will be present in all conference venues and
around the Carlsberg City District. The volunteers can be of
help in giving directions and answering practical questions.

Network: ESOF2014
Password: buildingbridges

9.1.11 Cloakroom

9.1.7 Exhibition
The ESOF2014 exhibition is located inside TAP1. Please see
the full list of exhibitors and exhibition in chapter 4.

The cloakroom is located in the TAP1 foyer. It is free of
charge and open during the conference hours. Please see
location on the TAP1 map in section 4.2.

Exhibition opening hours:
DAY

TIME

Sunday, 22 June

14.00 - 18.00

Monday, 23 June

08.30 - 18.00

Tuesday, 24 June

08.30 - 18.00

Wednesday, 25 June

08.30 - 18.00

Thursday, 26 June

08.30 - 11.30

9.1.12 Catering points
Food and drinks can be purchased at four main catering
points at the Carlsberg City District. Inside Tap1, a bar will
offer refreshments during all conference hours. The Museum serves a’la carte meals, and must be booked in advance (ask at the information desk). Café Elefanten and
Visit Carlsberg are open for lunch and dinner in a casual
setting. Please see the different locations on the venue map
in section 9.4.

9.1.8 First Aid
If first aid is required, please notify a volunteer or
staff member.

9.1.13 Lost and found
Please approach the registration desk regarding lost and
found articles.
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9.2 CITY INFORMATION
9.2.1 Tourist Information Stand
Wonderful Copenhagen will provide a tourist information
stand which will be placed in the registration area. The staff
will have city maps and brochures and can give advice on
things such as city sightseeing, shopping, transportation,
accommodation, restaurants, etc.

from Copenhagen Central station, will take you to the airport
in approximately 15 minutes.

Smoking policy
In Copenhagen smoking is prohibited by law in most public
buildings, including restaurants, pubs, shops, public transportation, entertainment venues and workplaces.

Wonderful Copenhagen also provides advice and guides
online at www.visitcopenhagen.com.

9.2.3 Useful city apps
9.2.2 Useful city information
International telephone code: +45

Language: Danish – but many speak English.
Currency: Danish Kroner (1 Euro is approximately 7.5 DKK)
Emergency numbers:
• (+45) 112 (acute emergencies requiring ambulance, fire brigade or police)
• (+45) 118 (non-acute police service)
• (+45) 1813 (in case of injuries or illness, speak to a nurse or
doctor, or call before going to a hospital emergency department)

Public transportation:
• The public transport infrastructure of Copenhagen is very
efficient and reliable. Take the metro, bus, harbour bus or
S-train to move around the city. You can purchase a Travel
Pass for the public transportation by entering the following link in your browser (https://www.eiseverywhere.com/
ehome/67941/188203/) or by contacting the registration desk.

Search for these free smartphone apps in app-store to
have fun and practical city information right at the hand.
• iSpot Copenhagen:
iSpot Copenhagen is the official guide to Copenhagen, created by the tourism organisation, Wonderful Copenhagen,
for all things interesting, practical and fun in Denmark’s capital region
• Smørrebrød from Copenhagen:
Everything you need to know about Smørrebrød, the Danish
open-faced sandwich tradition, including a complete glossary of Smørrebrød culture and history, a guide to great Smørrebrød in Copenhagen and Danish recipes.
• Food Lovers Copenhagen:
A guide for everyone into food, wine and quality culinary experiences. It contains the best places to eat in Copenhagen.
Ranging from the finest to the cosy and informal, from Nordic
cuisine to cuisine from around the world.
• ART CPH:
Your ultimate art guide to Copenhagen. The app makes it
easy for you to access the world of contemporary art. Use
your mobile phone to spot the best museums, galleries and
art spaces in Copenhagen and get a great art experience.

• Travel the city by bike. Rent a bike at one of the many bike
shops or try the public city bikes; ‘The Bycykel’, which are
electric smart bikes with built-in GPS, located at different
spots around the city.

• Taxis will often be available outside TAP1. Call (+45)
35353535 / (+45) 70252525 or contact the registration desk
to order a taxi.
• Getting to/from Copenhagen Airport:
Copenhagen airport is located approximately 12 km away
from Carlsberg City District and can be reached by taxi in 1030 minutes depending on traffic. Trains, departing regularly
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9.3 SERVICE PARTNERS

Crone & Co
Professional Conference Organiser

Axcess
WiFi

Hill+Knowlton
Communications

I EN GOD SMAGS
TJENESTE

VIP Catering
Catering

Wonderful Copenhagen
Consulting and Advice
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Science is the basis for a better future and a healthy economy! This is why, through Horizon 2020, the European
Union is investing so much in efficient and responsible research and innovation.
With a budget of nearly 80 billion euro from 2014 to 2020, Horizon 2020 is the largest funding programme for
research and innovation in the world. It will support excellence in science, leadership in industrial technologies
and help us tackle grand societal challenges, such as climate change, food security, health and transport. These
are all priority concerns of European citizens.
To further boost Europe’s creativity and innovativeness, and better take into account the values and needs
of society when designing our future, science needs a platform for open debate. This is why the European
Commission is, this year again, one of the biggest supporters of ESOF through the Science with and for Society
programme!
If you want to learn more about the possibilities offered by the European Research Area and to contribute to
building a real Innovation Union, visit the EU booth. We shall be glad to help you reach your goals.
www.ec.europa.eu/research
Research and
Innovation
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